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ABSTRACT

This study assesses the potential of environmental

marketing appeals in the promotion of residential electricity

conservation programs. The study hypothesis r¡¡as that
promoting the link between enerçry conservation and the

environment would augrment utility demand-side management

programs.

The research ernployed a nulti-approach rnethodology:

previous research and related Iiterature $¡as reviewed, a

survey of personnel within the electrical utility industry in

North America and Europe was adrninistered, focus groups were

conducted and two print advertising presentations v/ere

evaluated in a standard testing procedure.

Results suggest that consumers consider their

environmental concerns provide good reasons to both initiate

energy conservation behaviour and to encourage the

continuation of this behaviour. It has also been found that
promotion of the link between residential electricity

conservation and the environment has the potential to increase

the effectiveness of conservation marketing efforts. The

study reconmends that the client (Ontario Hydro) should pursue

environmentally-oriented advertising in upcoming demand-

reduction campaigns in addition to conducting further

research.
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CH¡\PTER 1

INTRODTCTION

1.1 Background

Electricat utitities are under increasing pressure to

implement energy conservation programs. Indeed, the sharply

increasing capital and environmental costs of providing

additional capacity make such programs imperative. The very

high leveI of Canadian per capita electricity consumption

increases the potential success of these conservation

measures.

Ontario Hydro provides services to S6OrOOO rural retail

custoners, L05 direct industrial custoners, and 316 municipal

utilities. The nunicipal utilities sel1 pov/er Eo 2.5 nillion

homes and businesses throughout Ontario. The January l-989

actual primary load v¡as 23.1 GW or 23. L bitlion vtatts (Ontario

Hydro, 1990).

Conserving energy, rather than building nehl generating

stations, allows electrical utilities to use existing capacity

t,o fulfil new dernands for energy created by a gror'Iing economy.

Not only can conservation of electricity be less costly than

building nevt generators (F1avin, 1986), it wilt result in

reduced capacity requirements with lessened environmental

consequences of electricity generation (Chandler, 1985) .
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Traditionally, electricity conservation has been prornoted

by providing financial incentives and by the promise of

reduced energy bills through large-scale inforrnation carnpaigns

and electricity bills inserts (Olsen, 1983). These techniques

have been only somewhat successful in reducing demand (Davis

and Gellings I Lg86). fn addition, there are various portions

of the consumer market which are not reached through these

techniques, nor are the techniques completely successful with

all market segments.

The rapid changes in the publicts attitude towards the

environment during the latter part of the 1980ts has given

rise to a nehl prospect of promoting electricity conservation

by appealing to the new-found awareness and concern about the

environmental degradation resulting from human activities.

Electricity consumers rarely associate energy services

(lighting, heating and cooling) with energy supply (power

plants, coal mines and oil we11s) (Bevington and Rosenfeld,

1-990). The circumstances may now be right to help make

consumers av/are of the link between a reduction in electricity

consurnption and a reduction in environmental degradation.

Ontario Hydro and. society as a ÌÍho1e are currently facing

two dilenmas: first, by 1993, âs demand exceeds supply, the

utility anticipates a load capacity crisis; and second'

criticisn is increasing regarding the environmental

degradation associated with traditional forms of electricity

generation. Electricity conservation addresses both of these

problems by decreasing the required levet of generation.



t.2 Problem Statement and Elpothesis

Ontario Hydrots 25-year Demand Management PIan (1990)

calls for a reduction in peak demand, from the basic December

l-988 load forecast, of 3,500 megawatts (MW) by the year 2000

and almost 5,500 MW by the year 2OL4. In the 1988 2000

period, it is anticipated that denand reduction plans will

meet 372 of the median basic load forecast increase. The

recent increase in public a$¡arenesS and concern about

environmental issues have opened a neI^I avenue to help Ontario

Hydro meet these demand objectives.

This study addresses two main problems:

The utility needs to deterrnine if the effectiveness of

residential conservation efforts can be increased by

promoting the link between energy conservation and the

environment.

2. The utility also needs to be aware of factors and

barriers influencing the promotion of residential

etectricity conservation through increasing public

awareness of the link with the environment.

1.



Hence, the central hypothesis of this study ís: Marketing

the link between residential electricity conservation and the

envÍronment will aucrment Ontario Hvdrots Demand-Side

Management Program. This is henceforth referred to as the

ttLink Hypothesistt.

1.3 Researcb objectives

The three najor objectives of this study are:

1.. TO ASCERTAIN IF THE LINK BETWEEN REDUCED ELECTRICITY

CONSUMPTION AND REDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION HAS

POTENTIAL AS A MÀRKETTNG TOOL.

2. TO IDENTIFY THE POSITIVE FACTORS AND THE BARRIERS TO

.APPLYING THE LINK AS A MARKEÎING TOOL.

3. TO DEVELOP A MARKETING PLAN TO IMPLEMENT THE LINK

HYPOTHESTS.
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L.4 Scope

The study focuses on electricity conservation rnarketing

strategies and promotions which appeal to widespread existing

environmental values. Strategies which atternpt to change

consumersf values are not included. Appeals examined and

developed are designed to introduce nev¡ conservation

behaviours or enhance existing behaviours, and are targeted

specifically towards the residential consumer market. Appeals

in the study focus on a wide range of electricity conservation

methods and consider general environmental impacts.

The study does not atternpt to determine the cost

effectiveness nor the megawatt inpact of the recommended

strategies; nor does it include market testing of such

strategies. The recommendations for consideration are based

upon the studyts established criteria and include the

reactions and comments of electricity consumers in

professionally adninistered focus groups and in a shopping

mall intercept test.



1.5 Methodologry SummarY

The Practicum Research Project involved four approaches

to analysis aimed at reaching conclusions and developing a

recommended plan. This rnulti-approach nethodology was

intended to provide cross-checks and to enhance the

credibility of study resul-ts. The approaches, each of which

is the subject of a separate chapter, are summarized aS

follows:

1. A review of related literature has been provided in

addition to a sunmary of relevant marketing and

conservation research.

2. A brief questionnaire was administered to 17

electrical utilities and other relevant

organizations to examine their experience with

environmental appeals and to obtain the

interviev¡eers opinion regarding the success of such

an appeal.

3. Three focus groups (a qualitative/exploratory

consumer research nethod) of between 7 and 1-0

respondents vJere held in Toronto, Ottawa and

Thunder Bay during July and August 1990.
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Two portrayals (ttad likett rnaterials) v/ere tested

for reaction and iinpact using a standardized

advertising testing system: the Creative Lab Test

(Cf,f*¡ - owned and maintained by Poole-Adamson

Research Consultants Ltd. A questionnaire v/as

individuatly administered to 150 respondents in a

shopping mall intercePt test.

Findings from the above sources were consolidated

used as the basis for development of conclusions

reconmendations.

4.

and

and
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1. 6 Àssurnptions anô Linitations

Researchers have not fully determined the impact on

energy conservation behaviour, when the link between energy

use and environmentat effects is perceived and understood by

consumers of electricity. Consequently this study does not

attempt to deterrnine precisely how the informed consumerrs

attitudes and values concerning the environment may affect his

or her energy conservation behaviour.

The research methods used within. the context of this

study give rise to certain lirnitations which should be

considered when interpreting the findings:

l-. The Utility Survey was not adninistered to a random

sample of electrical utilities.

2. Some Utility Survey respondents indicated that certain

biases l{ere present in questions or rnultiple choice

answers (guestions L7 and 26 were referred to more than

once).



3. Each Utility Survey was accornpanied by a cover letter

which specifically requested a copy of any printed

environmentally-related promotion and a brief background

on its development and success. None of the utilities

responded to this request, making it impossible to

analyse or compare techniques and strategies.

4. The finat question of the utility survey asked

respondents to express any other concerns or suggestions

regarding environmentaL appeals and to elaborate on any

survey questions. OnIy three or four respondents made

additional cornments on specific survey questions or

expressed concerns and suggest,ions. Conseguently, the

results are linited to the tabulated results.

5. The use of focus groups is a qualitative and exploratory

technique which probes a subject matter. The results

cannot be applied to the general population.

6. For budgetary reasons, many prornising ideas and

strategies which were reviewed and discussed in the focus

group settings could not be tested using the CLT*

Technique.
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L.7 Report Organization

The Practicum Research Report is presented in seven

chapters. This first chapter has provided an introduction to

the study, including the studyrs problem statement,

objectives, scope, methods, assumptions and linitations. A

detailed description of the research methodology is presented

in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 constitutes a discussion of

literature and research related to the subjects of energy

conservation and marketing. Results and analysis of the

UtilÍty Survey and interviews undertaken during the research

comprise Chapter 4. A sunmary and discussion of the focus

group work and the CLT* testing conducted by Poole-Adamson

Research Consultants is presented in Chapters 5 and 6. The

f inal suÍrmary, the study I s conclusions ' and its

recommendations are found in Chapter 7.

The Poo1e-Adamson Research Consultantsr Report (referred

to as the rrP-A Reportrr) is appended to the Practicum Report

(Appendix D). It contains an analysis of the proceedings of

the three focus groups and the CLT* in addition to the

conclusions and recommendations in the P-A Report. Complete

focus group transcripts and CLT* detailed tabular findings are

on file at, three locations: i) The Natural Resources

Institute, The University of Manitoba, I77 Dysart Road,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3f 2N2¡ ii) ontario Hydro, Program
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Management Division | 7OO UniversÍty Avenue, Toronto Ontario,

MsG 1X6, c/o fan MacLeIIan; and iii) Poole-Adamson Research

Consultants Ltd. , L67O Bayview Avenue, Suite 301, Toronto

Ontario, M4G 3C2.

AppendixEconstitutesaConservation-Environment

Marketing PIan which outlines the researcherrs specific

reco¡nmendations to Ontario Hydro for the inplementation of an

environmental appeal-.
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CHÀP1IER 2

RESEARCH METHODS

This section presents an overview of the research

nethodologies which were used to satisfy the practicum

objectives. Four phases of research were undertaken to

provide a variety of data sources upon which study conclusions

and reconmendations are based. The folÌowing phases are

discussed in this chaPter:

Phase I -
Phase II
Phase ITI
Phase IV

Review of Related Research and Literature
Electrical Utility Survey
Qualitative/ Exploratory Technique
Quantitative Advertising Testing Technique

2.t Review of Related Research and Literature

Initially, a thorough review of related studies and

marketing strategies lüas completed. The search included

selected utility industry rnarketing and energy conservation

publications, Hydro and Power Authority publications and

reports, and relevant texts. This information aided in the

development of interview/survey questions and focus group

planning. Relevant Iiterature provided a background of
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knowledge which was used in the comparison of results obtained

in this studY.

Literature v/as scrutinized with the aid of computer

searches undertaken at the University of Manitoba Library and

the Ontario Hydro Library in Toronto. The following computer

data bases were searched: ELECTRIC POWER DATABASE' PSYCINFO,

DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS ONLINE, SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS,

ENVIROLINE, ENVIRONMENTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, PSYCALERT' ABI/INFORM,

COMPENDEX, NTIS and GEOBASE.

2.2 Electrical UtiIitY SurveY

The electrical utitity survey was designed to provide

specific background information relating to the individual

utility, in addition to soliciting opinions regarding

environmental appeals. A copy of the survey is included as

Appendix A.

Twenty-five utilities were selected for participation in

the survey, based upon their known reputations for demand-side

management (DSM) activities. The originat list of potential

utilities lvas obtained from an Ontario Hydro-sponsored review

of DSM Programs in North America. In addition to the original

listing, names of ut.ilities for inclusion in the survey \^tere

received from Ontario Hydro personnel as well as from
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government and private organizations in Canada and the United

States. Pubtications which referred to specific utilities as

proponents of DSM programs vtere also useful sources for survey

participants.

Each potential participant was contacted initially by

telephone. !,lhere possible, the Manager or Director

responsible for Residential Marketing and Advertising vras

contacted for completion of the survey. In some cases'

opinions and ideas regarding environmental appeals h¡ere

obtained at this stage, prior to the participantrs receiving

the survey. Many participants indicated that the views

expressed were those of the individual, not the employer. The

surveys were conveyed to the participant by facsinile

transmission. In most cases, the completed surveys v/ere

returned by the same method. Those participants who had not

returned the survey within one to two weeks were contacted

once to request a return.

The survey vras designed and stored, and the results were

entered and tabulated in a software program developed by

$rillian Bainbridge (1989) .

Throughout the field research, unstructured telephone and

personal intervie$¡s v¡ere undertaken with industry consultants,

government representatives and non-governmental organizations

to supplement the utility survey. A small number of these

participants also completed a version of the utility survey.
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2.3 gualitative/Exploratory Technique

Focus groups constituted one of the ex¡lloratory methods

used to gain insight into the thoughts and feelings of Ontario

Hydro residential customers. Focus group research, as defined

by Greenbaum (L988) ' comprises four cotnmon el-ements:

A group of respondents (rather than just one) are

involved simultaneously in the research process.

The participants are encouraged to interact amongst

themselves during the process; the efficacy of the

technique requires all subjects to interact.

Focus group sessions most often utilize the

services of a professional moderator who directs

the flow of group discussion and helps ensure that

the data-gathering objectives are achieved.

A relatively open-ended discussion outline is used

by the moderator to guide the information

collection process.

The basic philosophy behind focus group methodology
is that the dynarnics of the group process wiII
result in the generation of more useful
information, on a cost-effective basis, than would
otherwise be available (Greenbaum, 1988).

L.

2.

3.

4.
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Focus groups are simply qualitative probes into a subject

matter. Such groups can help to make people feel more

comfortable and talkative by providing an atmosphere where

spontaneous, honest and candid comments may result.

The main objective of the focus groups was to explore

consumer perceptíons and attitudes about the environrnent,

electrical energy and conservation. Further, the focus groups

vrere designed to obtain reaction to a series of crude mock-ups

of advertising messages concerning the link between

conservation and environment. (AII focus group presentation

materials can be found in Appendix IE to the Poole-Adamson

Research Consultantst Report. The P-A Report is Appendix D to

the Practicum Report).

A Focus Group Implementation PIan v¡as developed to

provide the moderator with background and objectives for the

focus groups and also some ideas and considerations for group

discussions. The objectives from the lrnplementation Plan are

reproduced below:

to explore the consumerrs knowledge of energy
conservãtion, environmental damage caused by electricity
generation, the relationship between demand for
ãIectricity and the ensuing generation of electricity to
meet the ãenand and, finally, the inter-relationship
between these three discrete areas.

to explore the nature and intensity of the consumer sense
of responsibility for environmental problems.

to explore consumer reactions towards the manner in which
energy conservation might be promoted.

1.

2.

3.
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5.
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to explore consumer interpretations of Hydrots
credibility and responsibility regarding energy
conservation and environmental protection/degradation.

to help define rnarketing and promotion ideas for the
rrsellinqrr of the link. what approach nay help convince
consumers to enhance their conservation activities?

The moderator prepared a Focus Group Discussion Guide (P-

A Report, Appendix 1D) based upon the previously mentioned

Implementation Plan and numerous discussions with the

researcher. Commonly referred to aS the trModerator Guiderr,

this document outlines the planned flow of discussion and

presents a rrroad map'r for the implementation of the group

process (Greenbaum, 1988) .

The three focus group discussions v¡ere designed to

provide input from men and women at various locations in

Ontario. The sessions took place during the evenings of July

24Eh (Toronto - women), August Lst (Ottawa - men) and August

$th (Thunder Bay - women). A screening procedure (P-A Report,

Appendix IIE) was used by the recruiting organization to

ensure the planned group composition was achieved:

target: L0 Persons

ages 18 35 2 to 3

ages 26 44 3 to 5

ages 45 59 3 to 4

The screening process included a brief pre-test questionnaire

adninistered by the recruiting personnel. Questions were

designed to provide an understanding of the consumerrs
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attitudes towards the environment and to obtain opinions on

the overal-l responsibility for the problems and the efforts

being made to overcome them. fn addition, the questionnaire

sought to ascertain the particípantrs views on various

environmentally-friendly activities. The final benefit of the

screening procedure and questionnaire v¡as to provi-de the

moderator with some background inforrnation and participant

views, enabling him to be better prepared for the focus group

SESSiONS.

A series of crude mocked-up advertising messages was

developed in association with the moderAtor. These messages

or appeals were designed to explore reactíons to a wide

variety of advertising strategies. FoIlowing a general

discussion on the environment which led into an explanation of

energy conservation, the advertising rnock-ups were presented

for reaction.

Following each focus group, the researcher and the

moderator made slight nodifications in their preparat,ion for

the next group. Each focus group !üas intended to build upon

the previous group(s) in order to continually refine and

develop the rrl,inkrr hypothesis and to prepare finished rrad-

likerr portrayals for the cl,l* testing.

The researcher and two Ontario Hydro representatives

observed the Toronto and Ottawa focus groups. All three focus

groups v/ere audio- and videotaped.
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2.4 Quantitative Àdvertísing Testing Technique

the final phase of field testing involved the use of a

quantitative, standardized advertising testing system, the

Creative Lab Test. This is a research tool which assists in

the appraisal and development of advertising communications.

The CLT* is a copyrighted system and database which is owned

and maintained by Poole-Adamson Research Consultants Ltd.

the CLl* questionnaire (P-A Report, Appendix IIE)

comprised t4 rnulti-part questions dealing with the two

portrayals, one two-part question which referred to the

topical issue of ontario New Democratic Party policy regarding

nuclear power generation, and 6 basic demographic data

questions. The P-À Report analyses the questionnaire results

and these are further analyzed and summarized in Chapter 6.

A series of qualitative and quantitative diagnostics is

provided on key aspects and commonalities of advertising. The

important measures discussed in this study are:

overalL fnvolvement, referring to the extent to which the

advertising material rnay stimulate and hold attention,'

Cbaracter of Involvement, referring to the dimensionality

and nature of involvement, or the reasons !¡hy a

respondent has become involved;
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Couviction, the measure of commitment and decision about

future behaviours or predispositions; and

Brand Presence, the extent to which a brand or sponsoring

agent is perceived to be identified and the extent to
which the perceived intent is attributed.

The CLT'k database contains 2L standard categories of
goods and services advertising. Utilities/Services/ [and]

rnstitutions is a separate category and Hydro exists as a sub-

category. The CLT* Systern includes a database of advertising
case histories which have been collected since L966. Test

results from each new advertising trial can be compared with
the database. Results of this environmental appeal test v/ere

cornpared with category norms which have been established by

previously tested advertising.
Following analysis of the three focus groups and the

utility survey, concepts for two finished print advertisements

!,¡ere developed. A graphic artist was hired to develop

portrayals based on first, the general focus group resultsr'

second, copies of the crude advertising nock-upsr' and third,
a sunmary of ideas which were to be incorporated into the

finished advertising (Cf,f* Testing fdeas - Appendix B).

The first portrayal (exhibit L, page 22) dealt with the

three Rrs of waste reduction and encouraged readers to
consider electricity conservation as one of many

environmentally-fríend1y behaviours; it is referred to as
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nReducert throughout the report. The second portrayal (exhibit

2, page 23) suggests that there is still hope for the

environment and is meant to encourage people by noting the

significant contribution which has already been made; it is

referred to aS rrForestrr because it uSeS a forest scene to

represent the environment.

Budget constraints restrict,ed the research to two

advertisement ideas whích were tested using the CLT*

technique. For this reason, quantitative data is available

for only a very small portion of the ideas and strategies

developed and discussed in the focus group sessions. In

consultation with Poole-Adamson Research, the two strategies

which vtere felt to have the greatest potential were chosen for

the quantitative testing.
The CLT* field work !,¡as conducted during the period of

Septenber 1L 22, L990. AII recruiting and testing was

carried out by professional researchers who had previous

experience with the CLT* technique. Respondents were screened

for male/fenale quotas (50? each), ernplolrunent s¡ith non-related

organizations (rnedia, research, advertising or utility

companies), age quotas, and housing other than single,

detached residences. In total' 150 qualifying respondents

were selected, usingr stratified random sampling, frorn a largeq

group of individuals contacted at random from the general

pedestrian traffic at two selected Metropolitan Toronto area

shopping centres (Burlingt,on and Milton) . Other f ietd

methodology details can be found in the CLT'I Introduction

Section of the P-A RePort.
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EXHIBIT 1

"Reducet' Environmental Ad

Used in Testing Procedure
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EXHIBIT 2

rrForestrr Environmental Ad

Used in Testing Procedure
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETTCÀI, BACKGROT'ND REIJATED RESEARCE

3.1 Preanble

Conservation, while commendable, is not practical.
No one should expect people who have grovrn up with
plentiful po$¡er to start cutting back while nevr
povJer production is available. Environmental
concerns will have to be dealt with first through
the method of producing pov¡er, not by attempting to
persuade people to economize.

(Cleverley,l-989) .

The quote which introduces this section indicates that 17

years after A Blueprint for Survival and The Limits to Growth

vrere published, and two years following the printing of our

Common Future, some people refuse to believe that the worldts

resources are finite. Unfortunately, convincing people that

a problem exists, and that something has to be done about it,

is only the first part of the challenge facing energy

conservation advocates. The second and most important

challenge is the adoption of conservation behaviour.

The literature discusses findings associated witn the

behavioural aspects of energy conservation and uses

resi-dential electricity conservation examples. AIso reviewed

are marketing techniques which have been used previously to
promote energy conservation and documentation of recent

environmentally-related research conducted for Ontario Hydro.
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3.2 Energy: Conservation Considerations

The first law of thermodynamics:

I,Ihile energy can never be created or destroyed it
can be transferred from one form to another.

The second Iaw of thermodynamics:

Every tine energy is transformed from one state to
another a certain penalty is extracted. That
penalty is a loss in the amount of available energy
to perform some kind of work in the future.

(Rifkin and Howard, 1-980)

Vtithout the second ì-aw, known as_ rrentropyttr srê could

continue to use energy over and over again without ever

running out of it. However, each time an action is performed,

some amount of energy becomes unavailable for future work

(Rifkin and Howard, 1980). Thus there is a finite amount of
energy available to us and aIl future generations.

Beyond the finite nature of avaitable energy, supplies

are fragile and vulnerable to natural disasters and political

conflicts (Katzev and Johnson, 1987). Yet we in the Western

I{orld have geared our economic systerns to rely on energy for
sustaining a way of life that includes good health, rewarding

employment and leisure time: a way of life that few are

willing to sacrifice. This lifestyle of one fifth of the

worldts population consumes more than 7OZ of the worldrs

supply of energy (Gibbons et aI, l-989).
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There is growing concern that the conseguences of

continued increases in energy usage will have catastrophic

irnpacts on the environment. The risks of acid rain, carbon

dioxide-induced climate change, species extinction, water

degradation, human dislocation and economic upheavals are all
associated with increased energy use. Environmental irnpacts

such as fish habitat destruction; the eradication of forests;
and the warming of water supplies, depleting them of oxygen

and loading them with silt, are all commonly associated with

hydro-electric projects (Chand1er, 1985) .

During the worldwide recession of the early 1980ts,

market conditions and energy policy programs led to

significant reductions in energy consumption. However,

complacency has once again threatened the political

commitments and slowed the momentum for energy conservation

(Joerges and Muller, 1983).

The question posed in the opening of this section asks

why v/e should conserve when we can still build new power

plants. Issues of the environment and finite resources aside,

saving electricity is often an econornically attractive option.

I{ith the technologies presently available it is possible to

conserve a kilowatt-hour of electricity at less than half the

cost of producing a kilowatt-hour at a ne$¡ plant (Flavin,

1e86).

The private utilities in the United States created a ne\Á¡

dimension to their industry with the concept of demand-side
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management (DSM) . DSM is def ined by B. C. Hydro as rral_1

deliberate utility activities designed to infl_uence the

customer use of energy in a way that will produce desired

changes in the utilityts loadrr (Canadian Electrical
Association, 1990). Ontario Hydro's definition is slightly
more specific: rrmeasures taken by Ontario Hydro and municipat

utilities to influence the amount and tining of customer

electricity demandtt (Ontario Hydro, L99O). DSM includes load

management, strategic energy conservation, electrification
programs, and marketing strategies. It is estirnated that DSM

witL reduce U.S. peak demand (time of day when electricity
consumption is highest) by more than 62 (EPRI, 1986).

Marketing is a tool of DSM which is rapidly gaining

significance. Utilities are no longer using rnarketing

techniques simply to increase load; marketing is being used to

encourage conservation. The goal of marketing and information

campaigns is to reduce or shape electricity consumption.

However, these changes are only possible through actual

changes in electricity use behaviour (EPRI, L9871. Milstein
stat.ed in a t978 publication that rrenergy conservation is now

an apple pie concepÈ virtually everyone is for it, but in

the abstractrf. Understanding conservation behaviour wiIl help

us understand how to turn positive thoughts into concrete

action.
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3.3 Energy conservation Behaviour

We can better understand why some conservation programs

have been successful by exanining the subtleties of social

interaction and human inforrnation processing. Various

characteristics motivate and inhibit peoplers behaviour. By

incorporating social-psychological principles into program

design, the effectiveness of conservation efforts can be

increased (Coltrane et al, 1986).

Kot1er and Eduardo (1989) suggest that the marketing of

social ideas or practices involves seeking

to influence and effect changes in the ideas and
practices of particular groups of people. Adopting
a new idea means adopting or modifying either a
belief, ên attitude or a va1ue... Thus social
marketers can think of their task as converting a
non-belief into a belief, a belief into an
attitude t ot an attitude into a value.

Rokeach (1968) provides easily understood definitions of these

psychological concepts :

[ã belief is] any proposition, conscious or
unconscious, inferred from what a person says or
does, capable of being preceded by the phrase, t'I
believe that.rl
tAn attituder oD the other hand, isl a relatively
enduring organization of beliefs around an object
or situation predisposing one to respond in some
preferent,ial manner.
[A value is] a type of belief, centrally located in
onefs total belief system, about how one ought or
ought not to behave, or about some end-state of
existence worth or not worth attaining.
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The assumption is often made that attitudes cause

behaviour. Socia1 science research, hor^lever, has shown that
there is rarely a strong, direct, or consistent relationship
between attitudes and subsequent action (Costanzo et al, L9B6;

O1sen, 1981). Costanzo et aI (1986) found that energy

conservation potential is extremely high at the level of

attitudes, yet a clear relationship between these energy-

related attitudes and actual- conservation behaviour v/as not

apparent. Attitudes directed towards an issue (such as the

environrnent) may also differ substantially from aÈtitudes

directed t,owards a behaviour (energy conservation). Becker et

al (1981) found that residentsr desires to be comfortable and

healthy had a st,ronger influence on energy use than did their
attitudes towards energy use or conservation.

Research has shown that people make decisions about

energy use in an orderly and predictable manner. Peop1e tend

to assign disproportionate weight to rrvividrr information that
is highly concrete and personalized (Costanzo et ê1, 1986).

For example, home energy auditors at Pacific Gas and Electric
have described to customers the impact, of air infiltration
around doors, windows and fixtures as being equivalent to a

hole the size of a basketball in their living room walls.

Such a vivid example is often more effective than are heat-

Loss statistics in convincing customers to caulk and

weatherstrip (Coltrane et al, 1986). Consumers are also
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like1y to rely on the source they perceive as rnost credible

and trustworthy (Costanzo et al-, l-986).

Ttris same group of researchers has developed a model-

called Social Diffusion. The social diffusion alternative

highlights the potential influence of social reference groups.

Inforrnation received through interpersonal channels is more

likely to be perceived or noticed, favourably evaluated,

understood, and remembered. The process of innovation

diffusion tends to occur through existing social networksr so

people v¡iII adopt an innovation only after its effectiveness

has been demonstrated through the experience of friends and

acquaintances. Social diffusion involves both information

communicated via interpersonal contact, and the modelling or

imitation of effective behaviour. The researchers suggest

that media sources are effective in creating the avrareness of

nerv technology, yet interpersonal sources exert a far greater

influence on the decision to adopt new technologies (Costanzo

et al, 1986).

Lack of knowtedge plays an irnportant role in consumersl

reluctance to conserve energy. Milstein (L978) found that 36å

of those questioned did not know that lower-wattage light

bulbs use less electricity; 592 thought incorrectly that

keeping a light bulb on uses less electricity than turning it

off and on several times an hour ¡ 462 were not aware that the

hot water heater uses more energy than any other appliance in

the home. Although based on surveys and focus groups
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undertaken from August :..974 to April 1976, Milsteinrs (1979)

findings rnay still have relevance today.

Milstein (L979) outlined what he feels are the most

important underlying (negative) attitudes of American

consumers towards the energy situation: Cynicism, Materialism

and Faith in Technology.

Cynicisn is the attitude which has always been a barrier
to the practise of energy conservation: people do not like
being manipulated for the gain of others. When consumers

conserved electricity at the time of the L973-L974 Arab oil
embargo, many utilities raised their unit prices to meet their
income objectives. Many consumers belíeved that the oil
embargo was engineered to obtain price increases for energy

sources in general. As a consequence, only about half of the

American public thinks the national energy problem is, or will
be, very serious. OnIy when consumers have to line up for
scarce gasoline, or when energy bills increase faster than the

rate of inflation, will the people become concerned (Milstein,

LeTe) .

Materialism: Comforts and conveniences are given

priority in the American (and Canadian) affluent society.

Ownership and consumption of naterial goods have a very high

value in our culture. Energy-consuming material goods and

activities are an important way in which people signal their
success (Milstein, 1-979). Shapiro (L978) feels that

materialism is the greatest hurdle to be crossed before an
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energy-efficient society is possible. He states that
commitment to materialism is built upon three interdependent

sociaL and economÍc objectives:

economic growth an essential element and an
unquestioned good,

ever-increasing consumption represented as a
privilege, a right, and even a duty,

eternal affluence but only if society both
produces and consumes exponentially.

Faith in technoloqy: Technology is considered to be the

domain of rrexpertsil; thus consumers put their faith in the

experts and wash their hands of responsibiliÈy. rrlf America

can develop the atomic bornb and put a man on the moon, it
surely can solve its energy problemrrr is a popularly stated

belief (MiIstein, L979).

The development, of energy-conserving technologies
is a necessary but insufficient step towards
reduced energy consumption. Unless adopted by a
significant segment of consumers, the inpact of
technical innovations will be negligible (Costanzo
et aI, 1986).

Belk et aI (1981) discuss the energy crisis j-n terms of

non-personal and personal solutions. They find that varying

degrees of guilt may be present to rnotivate certain reactions,

depending on whether the individual accepts any personal

responsibility for the energy shortage. Kotler and Roberto

(L989) note that negative or fear-based messages work better
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when a social product presents a real solution to a problen.

When the social product is a personal goal or objective,

positive messag'es are more appropriate. The same authors also

observe that a rrcredibl-e source stops people from discounting

or underestinating a fear-based appealrr.

BeIk et al (1981) also indicate that there is a |tfree

riderrr problem when some members of the population do not. join

in a voluntary collective sacrifj-ce. In such a situation, the

rnajorityts conservation efforts will also benefit a non-

conserving rninority. Joerges and Muller (1983) discovered

another type of free rider effect when consumers take

advantage of government subsidies for conservation activities

they would probably have undertaken anlmay.

Although most people have become aware of energy

shortages, not, everyone adopts home energy conservation

measures. Even a generally favourable attitude tov¡ard

conservation does not necessarily lead to actuaJ-ly turning

down a thermostat, changing furnace filters, or caulking

(Olsen, 1981). Even concerned citizens tend to adopt only

conservation behaviours that are familiar and easy to

accomplish. Further, energy conservation practices are

sometimes adopted for a brief period and then abandoned

(Kantola et aI, L984).

Ritchie et al (198L) have outlined the substantial

complexities involved when attempting to determine both the

factors that inf luence residential energy-consuming behaviours
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and the nature of each. influence. The potential factors

include clirnatic conditions, house characteristics (fireplace,

fuel source, single-family versus nultiple-fanily), household.

demographics (bigger, wealthi-er families use the most energy),

and attitudinal variables (such as believing energy

conservation is important). Sinilar complexities have been

outlined by Berry (1990) for deterrnining the potential for
cost effective energy-efficient activities within a utility's

integrated resource plan. The potential is dependent on many

factors including the following characteristics:
(a) existing building and equipment stocks,
(b) energy-efficiency technologies,
(c) consumers that install and use the technologies

(narket segments) ,

(d) delivery mechanisms (e.9., marketing efforts, staff
development, financial incentives, quality control
etc. ) ,

(e) the external environment (e.9., prices of fossil
fuels and electricity, economic Arowth and public
attitudes on energy issues).

(Berry, l-990)

Behavioural influence also plays an important role in

deternining the cornpletion of conservation activities. The

nature of behavioural influence includes relationships that
predispose, circumscribe, enable, or mediate energy-consuming

behaviours. For example, positive attitudes towards energy

conservation would be expected to predispose (influence in

advance) consumers to lower actual energy consumption. Yet
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climate would circumscribe (1imit.) the extent to which energy

conservation is practical, and income would enable

(facilitate) possj-bIe energy-conserving capital investments.

Farnily decisions, such as family size, tend to mediate or

compromise energy consumption; although these decisions
j-nfluence consumption, no direct consideration of energy

consumption conseguences is made. In addition, factors such

as house construction st,andards can also influence consumption

(Ritchie et aI, 1981).

Further challenges occur because behaviour change

programs do not always fit easily into residentst lifestyles

and can be quite labour-intensive and cosÈly; thus they are

viewed by residents as infringements on their freedom

(Gifford I L987).

Neumanrs study (l-986), conducted in California, found

that many respondents considered energy conservation to be

instrumental in the attainment of many personal values such as

environmental quality and personal- growth. Further, it was

found that personal values such as tttraditional successrt had

no apparent inhibiting effect on conservation efforts.

Using their own attitudinal and behavioural indices,

Murphy et aI (L979) found the attitude-behaviour relationship

for energy conservation to be weak. Only for the category of
rrconservation concernrr were attitudes seen as reasonably good

predictors of behaviour. These researchers favour

conservation strategies such as taxes, price hikes, ot even
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rationing to reverse the direction of the attitude-to-
behaviour flow. rf forced to change behaviour, consumers wirl
probably change attitudes, which will facilitate energy-

conserving actions.

It is clear that researchers have found a multitude of

both facilitators and barriers to energy conservation

behaviour. Those factors which v¡ere discussed in the

foregoíng section are summarized in Table i-. These factors
must be taken into consideration when pJ-anning and developing

further research and marketing strategies.

TABLE 1

FACII.ITÀTORS AND BARRTERS TO ENERGY CONSERVATTON

Conservation Facilitators

energy decisions are orderly
and predictable

interpersonal sources inf Iuence
adoption of new technologies

guilt can motivate reactions

conservation can help in the
attainment of perEonal values

higher education and social
etatue facil-itate conEervation

Conservation Barriers

r there is an uncl-ear
relationship between attitudee
and subsequent action

r cynicism, materialiem and faith
in technology conetitute
barriere

free rider problem hampers
implementaÈion

consumerE tend to adopt eaEy
practices only, sometimes for
very short periode

conservation can be Iabour-
intensive and coetly

consumerÊr often lack necessary
knowledge for effective
implementaÈion
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3.4 Energy Conservation Àpproaches and Strategies

Various approaches have been advocated and enployed to
prornote energy conservation. This section discusses both

positive and negative aspects of techniques used by utilities
and regulatory agencies in North America.

Sterngold et aI (L979) outline five main approaches and

introduce a sixth; O1sen (1983) has identified three broad

categories of energy conservation strategies. These two views

and findings from other research are discussed below.

Sterngold (L979) discusses a legal-requlatorv approach

which is favoured by government offícials and policy makers

but is often associated with unnecessary coercion, conflict,
economic rigidity and inefficiency. Olsen (1983) suggests

that requlatorv strategies are based on social-structural

theories of change developed by sociologists and political

scientists. Efficiency standards, consumption linits and

Iand-use restrictions are examples of regulatory strategies.

Efficiency standards can often be the best approach to

implemenÈ conservation (e.9., appliance standards) .

The public information approach is favoured by those who

believe that consumers can be convinced to conserve energy if
only they are given the right information. Sterngold (L979)

suggests that this approach on its own ignores the behavioural

tendencies of most people. Stern and Aronson (1984) note that
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rrfor information to be effective in a decision process, making

it, available is not enoughrr. Few people have responded to
large-scale information campaigns in the past. When the U.S.

government required utilities to offer free energy audits

through the Residential Conservation Service, fewer than 4Z of

the eligible customers responded (Centaur Associates, t-984).

As a consequence of these poor results, the U.S. Departrnent Of

Energy suggested that there is a rrv¡eak linkage between the

consumerrs receipt of conservation information Ithe audit] and

his notivation to act on that informationrr (US Department of

Energy, 1984).

O1sen (1983) describes communicative strateqies which are

based on social-psychological theories of change, such as

cognitive, attitudinal and inter-personal influence theories.

The purpose is to increase the recipientst knowledge of the

desired nevr actions, their notivation for taking those

actions, and their personal ability to carry out these

actions. Community programs such as home energy-use checks

and car-pooling are exampl-es of communicative strategies.

Sterngold (L979) created a separate category of communicative

strategíes called the communitv approach which, similar to

Olsen I s ( 1983 ) exarnple of cornnunity programs, suggests that

energy problems can best be solved by people working together

on an inter-personal Ievel. However, it has been stated that
people largely make their energy-use decisions as individuals
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in the market pIace, rather than on a group basis in their
communities (Sterngold et al 1,979).

The economic ar¡proach, described by Sterngold (L979),

utilizes taxes and subsidies to alter the price structure of

energy resources. Similar1y, O1sen (1983) notes that
financial strateqies are based on microeconomic and

psychological-behavioural theories of change, and emphasize

the inportance of rewards and punishrnents in altering peoplers

actíons. Price increases, rebates and credits make it
beneficial for people to take desired actions. Hutton and

McNeiIl (L98L) found that the use of incentives significantly

increases consumer response.

Of the three strategies identified by Olsen (L983) -
Communicative, Financial, and Regulatory the researcher

determined that the preferred strategy v¡as financial
j-ncentives (not price increases). This was closely followed

by cornmunity programs (Communicative) and efficiency standards

(Regulatory). Milstein (L978) concludes that information and

tips on how to save energy (Comrnunicative strategies) are

meaningful to people only when the inforrnation has a dollar

sign attached to it.

Sterngold's (7979) fifth technique (which vras not

considered by olsen) is the technological approach, which

ranges from the full-sca1e development of solar pov¡er to the

supposed panacea of nuclear por^rer. Many of the social

problems faced by modern man are the consequence of technology
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improvements and the scarcity of resources,' Sterngold suggests

that perhaps our destJ-ny should be shaped by living within our

means rather than by further expJ-oitation.

Finally, Sterngold has suggested a nevr approach rrnot

because it offers a totally different set of tools and

techniques, but because j-ts overall orientation is uniquerr:

Social marketing is defined as an approach to
creating planned social change that draws upon
concepts and techniques from the rnarketing field,
and atternpts to gain peoplers voluntary cooperation
by sensing and satisfying their needs as expressed
by their attitudes and behavior (Sterngold et a1,
1,s7e).

An appeal which links conservatien of electricity to

reduced environmental degradation could fit into the

categories of public information approaches, communicative

strategies and social marketing.

3.5 Marketing Energry conservation

Social Marketing is considered distinct from the other

approaches in the following respects:

(a) it is consumer oriented, taking into consideration

consumer needs and attitudes;
(b) it, attempts to el-icit voluntarv behaviour through

appealing to self-interest;
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(c) it is holistic in that various elernents of the marketing

mix operate separately and together to influence people;

(d) it uses market seqmentation, considering various

subgroups in the target population rather than one

homogeneous group;

(e) it considers that the consumer adoption process is
deveropmental - the decision-making process has various

stages r'

(f) the importance of svmbolic and subiective meanings is
emphasized - self-image and other subjective meanings are

considered in addition to the rrfacts and figuresrr;

and finally,
(g) it is a þlanned process where rnajor steps and results are

predeternined (Sterngold et aI, 1"979).

Murphy et, al (1979) suggest that increasingly, energy

marketers need to segment their appeals to distinct
dernographic groups. The upper social class, which already

holds a positive attitude toward energy conservation, needs to
be supplied with inforrnation about actions that individuals
can take. Consumers in the middle and lower social classes

should receive more of an educational approach. Television

advertising rnay constitute the best media vehicle to reach the

niddle and lower class segTments. The average low-income

household uses 25å less energy than the average U.S. household

does, yet because of the older and substandard nature of the
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housing units, this group has the highest, conservation

potential. This is where incentive programs and subsid.y

strategies become very irnportant to augTment marketing and

inforrnation programs (Co1trane et al, l-986) .

Kotler and Roberto (1989) discuss the use of mass

communications in social change programs. The primary

function of mass communication is to inform and persuade,

within a given Èime period, the greatest number of selected

people (target adopters) about how the product, service or

behaviour fits the personrs needs and how it may be more

suj-table than any alternatives. Mass communication does this
by informing and persuading target adopters. Informing

involves making the target adopter aware of the communication,

and able to remember its content. The persuasion component

includes the formation of a favourable attitude toward the

product (or activity) and the intention to try the product.

Following trial adoption, the ultimate goal of the mass

communication strategy is repeated adoption. At each step of

the communication campaign a certain portion of target
adopters will either go onto the next step or will exit the

process.

The transition from exposure to av/areness of a

communication is a function of the communicationrs reach and

frequency (reach and frequency multiplied together gives what

the advertising industry calls rrmedia weighttt). The next

step, recall, depends on the communicationrs copy execution
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(franing or structuring the message). The adopterrs

development of a favourable attitude or irnage of the product

is depándent on the actual copy messagie. The ind.ividualrs

intent to try the product is a function of promotions which

induce adopters to act irnmediately, and also of the

appropriateness of the communication media (TV versus radio

versus prínt etc. ) " Trial adoption is a function of the

social marketing nix: the four Prs of marketing. (Product -
quality, service and packaging etc.; Price both monetary

and nonmonetêry, such as costs of time, effort and stress;

Place - including distributionr' and Promotion - advertising,

sales promot,ion and public relations) Finally, repeat

adoption is a function of the quality or superiority of the

product (in the case of conservation, this would be the

continued monetary and environmental benefits) (Kot1er and

Roberto, 1989).

Selignnan (1985) examined reasons tn/hy consumers are not

saving as much energy and money as they night. He found that

the main reason is related to the information that consumers

have and require about the energy environment. The study

suggested that an effective information campaign rnust come

from a credible source, contain a specific message, be

presented in a personalized manner, and sensitize people to

what they lose by not conserving. Where credibility is a

concern, Stern and Aronson (1984) suggest creating

partnerships between low- and high-credibility sources (e.9.,
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the resources and skills of a large electrical utility can be

rnatched with the local credibility of a non-profit community

group). This strategy has been found to be particuJ-ar1y

effective in reaching minority groups and the elderly in
California. Other examples are Chambers of Commerce,

apartment ownerst associations, loca1 boards of ,:ealters,

churches, civic groups, neighbourhood associations and senior

citizens groups. Programs drew the most people when energy

conservation presentations were combined with regularly
scheduled items, since by themselves energy conservation

presentations tend to attract few people (California Energy

Extension Service, L981). Tversky and Kahneman (1-98L) found

that for residential customers a focus on how much the

household was presently losing, rather than how much it night

save, was more effective in promoting conservation behavíour.

Sorensen (1985) conducted a study at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory where certain characteristícs of effective

educational programs v/ere found t,o be equally effective when

applied to the marketing of energy conservation. The

characteristics included the following strategies:

1.
2.
3.
4.
R

Use clear, concise and sinple language.
Personalize infornation.
Make concrete recommendations.
Use credible and authoritative sources.
Tailor information for specific users.
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Rotenberg (L978) suggests that marketers should go

further and educate consumers regarding the benefits of

purchasing higher quality products, which are more durable,

and convince consumers that maintenance, repair, and recycling

are generally more appropriate than replacement.

However, information and education may not be sufficient
to convince some people to change their behaviour. Geller

(1-981) presented workshops in which energy-conservation

information was presented through lectures, discussions, slide
shows, and demonstrations, in addition to the distribution of

more than 50 pages of written material.. He found that these

rnethods h¡ere not sufficient on their own to change behaviour.

However, energy-conservation practices were embraced, and

significant reductions in energy conservation resulted, when

information campaigns vrere supplemented either with monetary

rebates contingent upon energy reductions or with various

forms of feedback.

Feedback has been recognized as a nethod which

facilitates performance through notivating a person to try

harder or persist longer at a task. Jensen (L982) identified

two types of feedback which can be useful in changing energy-

conservation behaviour. SeIf-comparison feedback is vthere

consumers set reduction goals and use the feedback to evaluate

their performance relative to those goals; social-comparison

feedback occurs in the absence of physical standards for

evaluatÍng oners conservation ability. Consumers may use
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othersr consumption levels for evaluating their own behaviour

and, possibly, adopt othersr actions in setting conservation

qoaIs.

Becker (1977 ) reasons that it is through goa1s, which are

set in response to feedback, that performance is achieved.

Further, the more difficult the goal, the better the

performance. Beckerrs study involved asking families to
reduce electricity consumption by 2OZ (difficult) or by 2eo

(easy) and gave feedback to only certain selected fanilies.
The group with a 2O* goal plus feedback achieved 14å savings,

while the 2Z group with no feedback achieved only O.4Z

savings.

Another important aspect of feedback is the program

evaluation undertaken by the utility. Actual consurnpÈion data

has been found to be essential for the evaluation of program

effectiveness. In the Santa Monica Energy Fitness Program,

each participant is asked to sign a form releasing biJ-ling and

consumption information for one year prior and one year

subseguent to an energy audit. This form of data has been

found to be much more reliable than the rnajor alternative
self-reported data, which often gives inflated saving

estirnates (Stern and Àronson, L984).

Three factors determine the overall success of an energy

conservation program: i) the number of eligible customers who

participate in the program, ii) the number of recommended

conservation actions that are adopted by the participants, and
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iii) the actual energy savings which have been achieved (Hirst
and Goe1tz, l-986).

Coltrane et aÌ (1986), reviewed a great deal of

literature in order to develop a tooL for clarifying energy

efficiency program parameters, identifying target populations

and developing specific marketing strategies. Berryrs (1990)

report, which lists eight communication considerations,

concurs with most of Coltraners findings. The checklist
developed by Coltrane and his associates is reproduced on the

next page.

Environmental appeals have been starting to appear during

the last two years as promotional strategies to increase

demand for products. The Loblaws rrGreen Linerr is probably Èhe

best known mass inarketing strategy based on appeals to

consumers who want to consider themselves rrenvironmentally-

friendlyrt. Energy-related environmental appeals have also

appeared recently (e.9., natural gas). For the most part

these appeals have not been conservation oriented, but are

positioned to increase demand for energy products that reduce

the harmful side effects of energy use.
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TABLE 2

DSM PROGRAI,Í ELE!'ÍENTS CIIECKLIST

Il arket. ina c on s e rv at io n

1) Vivid information. Use concrete examplee and demongtratione.

2) Petsonalized infotmation. Use individuallytailored recommendations.

3) Personal appeals. Use face-to-face interactions

4, CredibJe sources. Use local organizations and individuals.

5) ObservabiTity. Use highly visible local demonstrations.

6) Social ditfusion. Make use of friends and neighboure.

7, I,Iarket segmentation. Target information to specific clients.

8) llarket penetration. Use door-to-door canvassing.

9) Equity concerns. Reach the renting 6ector, those on low incomes,

minorities, the elderly.
Deliverinq eonservaxion

1) Convenience. Offer simple and easy sign-up procedures.

2) FLexíbiLit,y. Give consumers a choice of actions.

3) Hard interventions. Install inexpensive conservation hardware.

4l Quick results. Focus on rapid recognition of program benefits.

5) Active participation. Encourage do-it-yourself actions.

6) Einancial íncentives. offer loans, grants, rebates.

7) llix of services. Coordinate varioug energy program offerings.

8) QuaTity cont.roL. Conduct follow-up inspections.

9) Progranme evaLuation. Include evaluation in initial program

design.

10) Consumption data. Use metering or utility bilIs in evaluation.

(fron Coltrane et aI, 1986)
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The ICG Utilitiest rrl,etrs CLEAR THE AIRrr neÌ¡Ispaper

advertisement (Figure I, page 50) provides an example of an

environmental appeal. This advertisement attempts to

discourage the use of other fossil fuels for heating and

transportation in favour of natural gas. The appeal combines

environmental and economic arguments to persuade consumers to

switch to natural gas. The last two sentences of copy

highlight an important part of the rnarketing strategy:

consumers are made to feel that their individual contribution

will make a difference to the environmental- problems which we

face as a society; and consumers can, by purchasing natural

9as, rrbe part of the environmental solutionrr rather than part

of the problem.

Mohawk Gasoline has also used an environmental appeal in

its campaign to increase demand for ethanol-enriched fuels.

Mohawkrs IIETHANO'L A proven gasoline additive for cleaner

aÍrrr brochure (Figure 2, page 51) appeals to both the driverrs

environmental conscience and his/her desire for better vehicle

performance. fn addition, the brochure outlines the benefits

of ethanol production to the Western Canadian economy.

Both of these examples have attempted to individualize the

problems or solutions of environmental degradation in order to

establish the tink between the consumerrs individual

purchasing behaviour and his or her contribution towards these

problems and solutions
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wffiffiffiffiffi
Polldion. Acid rqin. Globolwormino. Ozone deoletion.

Environmentol comose vø1| hove deoälv effects on our
futu¡e obilily to breotñe cleon oir, grc'r,,r fntointed bod ond
drink pure wuter.

NoturolGcs mcn not be the ulfimote soluiion to our
problems, but mony rientists ond environmentolists feel it's
our bestenergy oltemotive. Becouse ifi deon ond efficient,
the use of Nofurql Gos hos mony odr,ontoges orær other
fossilfuels.

Noturol Gos emits fur¡¡er pollur,rnts ond does notdomoee
the ozone loyer. Sub$itutind Nc*urol Gos for ofier fossil
fr.rels, such oé cool ond fueläil, will olso help to olls¡iote
globalworming becouse NoturolGos produces less corbon
dioxide ond lesi nihous oxide.

Conwrlinq vehides from qosoline to Noturol Gos will not
only cr,rt fudig*, it will olso"signifi co ntly reduce corbon
nlonoxide ond other efiìrsstons.

. By using gnergy more efficiently, wq wiil do less domoge to
the otmosphere. By choosing Noturol Gos, we con proleC
our environment ond ochieve substonfiol cost scvings of fie
scme lime. lti thot simple.

Ycu con mqke o difference. Wìth NoturolGos, yan con be
por-f of the environmentol solution.

IH¡¡@ffi
ICG UTILITIES

Fig. 1. Icc tttilities Environnental Ad
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A proven gasoline
additive fbr clearer air:

Sincc I931, llolr¿rvjl has rccorlnizcd
tllc nccd to ct catc fucis usi¡lð
rcncwablc rcsourccs ïl¡at ar.c"lcss
harnlful to thc envi¡onment. fn
illanitoba ùloharvk's cthanol.cnrichcd
(asolilcs burn r,ith up to i0ll Jcss
lìarntlul carbon nlonoxidc cnrissions
tharr any ordinary Íasoli¡re
sold in IVestern Cãñada.
. Thc cthanol in thc (asolinc

is rvhat hclps to red-ucc snroq
levcis and your car's contribütion
to the "grecnhouse effect'l

. Dl.l¡anoi i.s made ft.onl a renervablc
resourcc - Wes[crn Canadian
gmin.'lhis gives our farnrcls a
nov markeI lbr Prairie grain, anrl

irul¡rs to rlivcrsi[, our lVcstcr.n
Canrdian cconorny.

. Iloharvk l)remium plus, cnricllcrl
with l0ü cthanoi, is absolutcly
thc highcst octanc Lu¡lcarlcd iir
lVcstcrn Canada.

. Thc usc of ethanol-cnriched lucls
is rvarranty-approvcd by everv
car nìanrrl¿ìctul.cr in the rvorld.

iror our cnvironment, a,l,l for
beltcl pcrfornunce, srvil.ch to
¿thano/-cnlichcd I,¡cntiurn l,lus
Unlcadcd, arnilal¡lc only at i\lohmvk.

. 
Ànd drivc arvay tvitlr I clcancr

c0nljctcnce.

Tlre foilouing is a stu:ruary of
1990.{rtc,rnobilc i\la¡tufacturcrs'
Irucl [icr¡ ui rcntcrt ts:

I:thîil0¡ ((¡¡ t0
ll¡¡ruf.r(:lilr{r liJi; ìrlcrrls)

¡\crrr¡ ¡\r¡rcric¡ ¡ccci)lrl,lc
Ålí¡ lìr¡rlrrr' ¡ccljpl¡l)lc
Ánrcric¡n llo¡rrl¡ Âcccl;t¡Ìric
¡\nrcric¡n lsuzr accr:¡tablc
,\uJi Corp. ¡cccpiùl¡lc
r\r¡stiI Rorcr C¿rs ¡cccplal)lc
litriW of N.,\. ¿cccptiblc
Clrrysicr,'Jccp,/lirgic ¡ccci)t¡hic
l)¡ìli¡tsu/\oìcr¡cn accci)tnhlc
Ford i\lolor Co. Âcccpl¡blc
Ccilcral llotors acccpt¡blc
llyundai llotors ¿cccll¡blc
Ja(u¡¡ Cars, lrc. Âcccpl¡l)ic
l\icrccrlcs.ll¡:¡rz ¡ccc¡ìl¡hlc
l\1¡lsubislri¡l0lors ¡ccctrl¡l)lc
NiJs¿!l\l0lr¡rCorp. ûccclit¡i¡lc
I'rugot i\fotors accc¡taùlc
I'orschc tcccpLablc
Rolls-lìo)Èc,l0crllcy ncccpt¿hic
s¡ilr'Srailià rcccll¡¡)lc
SuLan¡ol.\uciìc¡ ¿cccptüi,lc
Su¿okiofÀn¡crica Ãccct)t¿h¡u
ìiyolior;;rr(l'frzda) ¡ccc0lll)ic
'l¡)ol¡ iìiulor Co. ¡.cclt¡hic
\hlksNarlcn rcccptab¡c
\îlvo of ¡\¡ilcric¡ ¡cccpt¡l¡ic
Yugo,\ilrcricr ¡cccll¡Llc

Fig. 2. lfobawk Gasolíue Environnental Ad
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3.6 Su¡nmary Results of Previous Ontario Eydro

Environment-Related Studíes

Three related surveys previously completed for Ontario

Hydro were reviewed: Donegan Consulting prepared a report

(June l-989) based on focus group research; Decima Research

also prepared its report (November 1-989) based on focus group

researchr' and Goldfarb Consultants compiled a survey completed

in the first quarter of 1-990. Highlights from each research

study are presented in this section. A surnmary of

consistencies and inconsistencies noted among the previous

studies and in this studyrs methodologies is presented in the

final sunmary - Chapter 7.

The Doneqan Consultins report (L989) is based on ten focus

groups which were fielded by Decirna Research. The goal of the

research was to explore

aspects of the supply and denand issue
comprehension and reaction to the identified need
for conserving electricity, cares, concerns about
the environment, quality of life and its trade-
offs.

(Donegan Consulting, l-989 )

The study found that the success of any conmunications program

will be dependent on its tone and the credibility of the

source. The program must never admonish, present an ultinatun

or put people in a corner. It was found that people associate

the need to reduce demand with a failure on Hydrors part to
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plan its operations effectively. Consumers need to know that
their contributions wiII actually make a difference and why.

consumers also need to be reassured that everyone is purring

his or her own weight, and that individual- consumers are not

acting aIone. People believe they are conscientious users of
erectricity arready and that present habits are an outgrowth

of values instilled by their parents. Vtithout a perceived

need or monetary incentive there appears to be no motivation

to consider or adopt further conservation measures.

The research also found that rrpeople appear to be able to
psychologically block any Iinkage between their use of

electricity and its negative attributestr. With regard to
environmental issues, the following points !,¡ere rnade in the

Donegan Consulting Report (1989):

Few respondents made the connection to the environment.
Where connection was made, it r¡/as to the generation or
supply-side rather than the use or demand-side.

Electricity is perceived as c1ean.

Connection between electricity and the environment
would create an inner turrnoil as the
environmenE/ lifestyle trade-offs cannot be
reconciled in peoplers minds. The backlash would be
significant on the corporate image. It would also
shift the focus from energy efficiency to the issues
of nuclear waste, sulphur emissions and ecological
damage there was no reassurance that even this
would work. People do not want to deal with the
issue, nor take responsibility for the solution.
The connection would have to be made for thern
because it is not automatic. ...peopIe would have
to be hand held through the logic. "
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The above finding, which. suggests that people do not v¡ant to
deal with the issue of environmental degradation, appears to
contradict popular opinion pol1s regarding environmental

concern. Results from this study discussed in Chapters 5

and 6 - do not support this focus group data.

Any environmentally-negative choices will always, in
consumerrs minds, be made by Hydro, not by them. The
people have no choice with electricity, only Hydro has
choices.

The tone of the communications wiII be extremely
important. There can be no sense of sacrifice, no
sense of lecturing, no sense of doom and gloom. The
communications must display a positive perspective
if they are to get through the denial barrier...

Some relevant quotes from focus group participants

follow:

I agree that when f use the car, I make the
connection, but not when I use the appliances.
Hydro is too clean. Rea1ly. When you use the
kettle it doesnrt smoke.

...I think that it is the onus on Ontario Hydro to
produce more electricity. fn a safe way... It
just doesnrt make sense for us to go and cut off
electricity. Cutting on waste is one thing but not
supplying what is a necessity of life is something
eIse.

it would be nice if they would say that by turning
off your lights that you are going to cut back so
much on acid rain.
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I don't think that people are going to believe that
the electricity that they use in their homes isgoing to harm the environment. Unless you take
them by the hand and show them every evidence where
that if you plug in your toaster, this is what you
are going to create some where down the road. Ànd
I donrt think you can show people that...
If everyone else in the country is willing to
conserve, then I am. But Irm not going to go
overboard to cut back for myself if my neighbour is
going to blow everything I save.

Why should I do without when my neighbour is going
to have a pool punp running.

I rm not interested in doing things because it is
insignificant. You need to get down to the real
users of power and energy.

I think the difference also is that with the blue
box you are showing the rest of the world that you
are doing something. With Hydro, you would have to
prove it to yourself in your own home. Nobody is
going to give you a round of applause for sonething
you did in your own house.

The Donegan Research project addressed the tconnection to
the environmentrr as onry one of six areas withÍn the suppry

and demand issue. Perhaps some of the cynicism and negative

reaction towards the environmental connection are a result of
the broad nature of the focus group discussions.

The Decima Research study (1999) used nine

to assess a combination of television and print
Relevant assessments of the tested campaign are

focus groups

advertising.

given below:

The use of tongue-in-cheek humour or sarcasm v¡as seen as
an effective way of getting the message across.
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I Some participants stated that an ad, which showed both a
light, burning and perhaps smoke billowing out of a
generating system smoke stack or a darnmed up river, would
help customers to make the conservation/environment
linkage.

t [Participants were generally] unable to forge any linkage
between conservation of electricity and environmental
protect,ion. Participants \¡¡ere not ãUte to get past the
economic aspects of conservation .those able to make
this linkage appeared to be more socially and
environmentally av¡are than other participants.

r The ads must address a direct benefit to the customer.
...participants sense little al-truistic motivation to
conserve electricity. However if the ads indicate direct
and personal savings or benefits, acceptance of the ads
appears to follow closely behind.

It is interesting to note that there is a need for personal

savings or benefits before acceptance of the ads is possible.

This study atternpts to show that environmental- benefits can be

shown to be very personal and that they effectively provide

the needed rnotivation for action.

The Goldfarb Consultants survev ( 1-990) completed for
Ontario Hydro during the first quarter of 1990 contained the

following relevant resul-ts:

64t of the respondents mentioned that telling people and

industry to conserve, and educating people on how to
conserve, was the best solution to potential shortages of
electricity in the future.

Building nehr generating stations hras considered the best
solution by only 26? of respondents.
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I 83å agreed to the following statement: rtl am personally
willing to reduce my use of electricity in order to delay
the building of another stationrr.

r 7 6Z f elt that rrHydro could delay the need f or building
nev¡ generating stations if it encouraged people to use
less electrícity".

I Most people (80å) are prepared to accept at least some

responsibility for the pollution created in generating
the electricity they use.

I Most people (83å) believe that pollution from generating
stations can be substantially reduced by individual
consumers reducing the amount of electricity they use.

r However, more than half (562) believe, at least somewhat,

that Hydro is prirnarily responsible for the pollution,
and also for its solution, since it is Hydro which makes

the decision as to which technology will be used to
generate the electricity.

The Goldfarb survey results clearly demonstrate public

acceptance of demand-sj.de management and, most irnportantly,

personal responsibility for pollution and the significance of

individual conservation behaviours.
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3.7 Summary

A great deal of research in the energy-conservation-

behaviour area has resulted in the development of many

strategies aimed at reducing the consumption of energy. There

are two main approaches to conservation strategies: regulatory

and persuasive. Each approach has strengths and has

applications for which it is best suited.

Most marketing techniques have focused on the economic

advantages of conservation. However, very little rnarketing

research which deals with the link between energy conservation

and reduced environmental degradation has been documented to

date. The publicts environmental awareness and concern has

only recently been sufficient to permit specific appeals such

as those exemplified by Mohawk and fCc.

Many factors must be considered when one attempts to

change human behaviour. A wide range of variables can

influence behaviour, from social norms, socio-political
influences, past experiences and demographic characteristics
to your neighbourts opinion.

The use of communicative techniques (including education

and information feedback) and social marketing approaches will
play an irnportant role in the research for successful

environment-based appeals .
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Previous research prepared for Ontario Hydro indicates

that consumers are not always able to understand the linkage

between conservation of electricity and the environment. The

manner in which the relationship was presented to participants

was not avail-able to this study so a comparison of promotional

themes is not possible. Many of the findings agree with the

literature reviewed and v/ere useful in the design of elements

tested in this study.

A final requirement for successful demand-side management

programs is commitment.

Conmitment may be the most important element of
successful conservation efforts. Those utitities
and government agencies that make conservation a
high priority invariably succeed in their efforts
to help their clients save energy...

(Coltrane et aI, 1986)

With the many competing interests within and outside an

electrical utility (especially a Crown corporation), total
commitment of the utitity to conservation may be one of the

more difficult goals to achieve. The fabric of the

organization must change and develop in order Èo provide a new

direction for empÌoyees, management, regulatory agencies,

customers, government and the public. Clearly a variety of

programs and technologies j-s called for, in addition to

further research and development.
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CHAPTER 4

suRvEY AIID INTERVTEW RESULTS/ÀNÀIJYSIS

4.1 Survey Background

The survey (Àppendix A) used in this phase of the research

project was based prirnarily on a Ìist of assertions (developed

from both the literature review and the researcherrs ideas

(Appendix C). In additj-on, questions were developed to obtain
general utility information for analysis,purposes. The survey

cornprises 2'1 questions, l-O of which are utility specific. The

survey was adrninistered to a total of 31 people or

organizationsì a7 were returned (in addition, two European

utilities wrote letters rather than completing the

questionnaire) . A breakdown follows:

TÀBLE 3

ST'RVEY STATIStrICS

organization Tv¡¡e

U.S.A. Utilit,ies
European Utilities
Canadian Utilities
Canadian Non-utilities

Sent out

13
7
5
6

Received

I
2 (+2
5
2

letters)

3l- L7
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Table 4. furnishes a profile of the average utility
which responded to the survey:

TABÍ,E 4

RESPONDENT (UTTLITIES) PROFITJE

Tota1 electricity generation (L989)
(in gigawatt hours) l-0, OOO 50, OOO GWh

Average residential consumption (L989) 5,OOO 25,OOO GWh

Largest percentage of generation by Nuclear (422),
fuel type (1989) Hydro (338)

Coal (252)

Largest percentage of generation by Nuclear (33?)
fuel- type (projected for 2000) Hydro (33å)

Coal (252)

Average peak demand (L989)
( in megawatts) 1 , 000 5 , OOO Ml{

Total demand reduction target for
L990 2000 Mode: 0 31000 MhI

Residential demand reduction target
for 1990 2000 Mode: 0 500 MW

Residential conservation marketing
strategy currently under way 732

Current or previous use of an
environmental marketing appeal 532
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4.2 Survey Findings

Respondents were asked to pick the most and 1east

effective methods for reducing erectricity dernand frorn the

following list:

1. IndÍvidual savings
2. Pricing mechanisms
3. Education and information campaigns
4. Environmentally-linked campaigns
5. Government regulations and incentives

Pricing mechanisms \À/ere considered the most effective by

the greatest number of respondents (33å); the other choices

$¡ere quite evenly divided (except for environmentally-Iinked

canpaigns which was not chosen by any respondent). Government

regulations were considered the least effective by 44å of the

respondents, while each of the two marketing campaigns v/as

considered least effective by 252 of the respondents.

Although the najority of the respondents were marketing

professionals, these results indicate that environmentally-

linked campaigns do not instill a great deal of confidence in
the people who would be charged to carry out such a campaign.

This is a concern which needs to be addressed if such

campaigns are to be implernented.

Only a slight majority (56å) of the respondents considered

that it is appropriate to make consumers a$/are that their
demand for energy is responsible for environmental degradation

caused by electricity generation. Comments included:
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We avoid btarning customers, it, defeats our DSM
objectives to get people to act. Threatening
people is negative promotion.

Focus group feedback te1ls us they want to know
Iabout environmental impacts of electricity
generationl .

Requires carefully designed communication plan.

This question irnplies that generation of
electricity causes environmental degradation.
There are also environmental irnpacts of not
generating electricity !

There is general concern among environmental change

advocates that consumers, as individuals, will feel that the

amount or size of their contributions (to environmental

problems) will be of negligible effect and therefore will not

change behaviours. Most respondents (63?) did not feel that

residential electricity conservation shared this problem.

Threats to consumersr standard of living were similarly

considered by the respondents (872) not to be factors which

would inhibit an environrnental appeal.

The majority of respondents (792) were not concerned that

utilities would be seen to be using environmental appeals to

promote conservation as an easier or preferred alternative to

pollution abatement programs. A similar percentage (81?) of

respondents did not feel that, âs a result of increased

consumer ar.¡areness of electricity t s environmental ef f ects,

utilities would face the risk of losing credibility because

consumers would place the blame for the effects on the

utility. one comment regarding credibility:
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needs DEFT

The majority of respondents (88?) did not feel that
consumers would react negatively to environmental appeals

because the utility would be seen to be junping on the

environmental bandwagon. Comments included:

...it [an environmental appeal] has been positive
vs. negative.

...the environmental benefits, once understood, of
electric denand reduction r¡/ere seen as more
important than rnost other ecological issues, and
thus seemed to lead or define the bandwagon, rather
than clinb on after it started rolling.

The najority (803) of the respondents felt that effective
marketing could make the consumer feel indivíduaIly
responsible for the environmental effects caused by

electricity conservation. Regarding the rnethod of assigning

responsibility, most respondents (60?) agreed that consumers

should not be made to feel guil-ty about environmental problerns

caused by electricity generation. Comments included:

...customers, once they see the connection between
demand and environment, will accept some personal
responsibility, but they wiLl not accept the guilt.

There are very obvious backlash potentials if the
utility tries to utilize a guilt appeal, since
custo¡ners wonrt accept the guilt, but will hold the
utility guilty.

The other 4OZ, however, felt that the use of guilt would

successfully convince consumers to reduce demand.
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toThe following factors were considered by respondents

be positive criteria for the use of environmental appeals:

Local (rather than globaI)
should be used

Appeals should be tied to
energy use (rather than a
environmentrr appeal) .

environmental issues

a specific product
o::"1 ':=:": :n: .

or

872

932

s3z
Human health benefits derived
should be stressed

Environmental appeals shoul-d
with money saving appeals

from conservation

o: 
:=:u. 

t: :'."j."i"t':". 88å

Comments regarding the above include:

Our interviews indicate that we need to be fairly
specific about the connection between demand
reduction and environmental issues (slowed increase
in emissions, slowed increase in acid rain, plant
siting, etc.

f don't believe this Istressing health benefits] is
a proper or believable position for utilit,ies;
v/e I re not medical experts.

A cost savings appeal can be successful without an
environmental message; the opposite will not prove
true.

Our focus groups indicate that the environmental
appeal by itself is not sufficient to provoke
consumer action. However, when tied to a prírnary
message focused on bill reduction, the
environmental appeal has strong support.
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4.3 Survey Analysis

The use of environmental appeals is a new direction in the

electrical utility industryr so it is understandable that
there is a certain amount of scepticisrn and a relatively wide

range of opinions among people connected to the industry.

There is clearly a lack of consensus regarding the use of

guitt and assigning responsibility for the environmental

irnpacts of electricity generation. This disagreement can be

attributed to inexperience with this form of marketing and

advertising in the electrical utility industry. Guilt is
often associated with negative perceptions. It is therefore

understandable that people connected to the utility industry

want to continue to promote positive inages of electricity
generation and use.

The survey questions which resulted in the greatest

consensus (over 80?) are listed as follows:

Environmental appeals :

r will not be seen as a threat to consumersr standard of
Iiving;

I would not result in the utility losing credibility;

t would not be seen as the utility junping on the
environmental bandwagon;

r should stress local envíronmental issues;

I should be tied to a specific product or energy use;

I should be used in conjunction with money saving appeals.
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These findings indicate that, according to industry
spokespersons and observers, there are very few reasons not to
go ahead with the triar marketing of environmentar appears

forlowing adequate research. There appears to be tittle down-

side risk and much potentiar for environmentar appeals to help

consumers change their energy-use behaviour.

4.4 luterview Findings and Analysis

Although many people were spoken to throughout the

research project, a rnajority of the interviewees referred to
pricing and regulation strategies with which they vrere most

faniliar. Interviewees had litt1e or no experience with

environmental appeals and thus did not comment on them or

could only talk about thern in very general terms. The

discussion which follows stresses only inforrnation which is
relevant and useful for the research project.

One of the representatives from a U.S. utility had

recently run a series of focus groups in order to receive

feedback frorn consumers on the use of a planned advertising

campaign which included environmentally-based appeals.

Results indicated that most of the participants had trouble

making the connection between demand reduction and

environmental benefits. It was interesting to note that the
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connection problem vras not as apparent among customers in non-

metro (rura1) areas. The utility representative stressed that
there is a rrneed to start any discussions about customersl

personal contribution to demand with the utilityts obligation
to server so that customers understand the reactive and

obligatory nature of the utilityts generation responserr.

A university professor spoke of the need to approach the

consumerrs personal leveL through increasing awareness of

electricity generation health effects. He suggested that
guilt would not be effective and that both electricity
products and services should be used in general appeals.

Consumers need many reminders for daily decisions (such as the

blue box on the street) and feedback in the form of cause and

effect.
A government representative mentioned that the market

penetration rate depends on the estimation of environmental

risks by consumers. He stressed that any conservation

technique that is promoted through an environmental appeal

must first be cost effective. Suggestions included using a

forward-looking approach: what are the consequences for future

generations? He felt that a key question was which should get

the greater emphasis, reliability of electricity or

environmental concerns? He also suggested that aggregate

statisÈics regarding etectricity and the environment shoul-d.

not be used.
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Many interviewees co.mmented on the need to consider the

utÍlity's generation make-up. The best conservation and

environmental solutions witl depend on the supply make-up of

each utility.

4.5 Sumnary

A slight majority of electrical util-ities contacted had

stressed (sornewhat) the environrnental benef its of energy

conservation during promotions in the last few years.

Indications from written and verbal comments suggest that
utilities are cautiously moving to increase the strength of

environmental appeals as the publicts concern for the

environment continues to grow.

Survey and interview results indicate that, according to

people connected with the utility industry, environmental

appeals have the potential to positively influence consumersl

energy behaviour. Numerous ideas v/ere received which

suggested methods and forms of implementation. Although some

of the questions produced inconclusive results, analysis shows

thaÈ there are few reasons why Ontario Hydro should not

proceed with the further development and use of environmental

appeals.
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CHAPTER 5

QUALITATM RESEÀRCH RESUIJTS /ÀNAIJYSIS

5.1 overview

The focus group section of this research $ias completed as

an independent, research package (in conjunction with the CLT*

Testing) by a private consulting firrn (Poo1e-Adamson Research

Consultants Ltd. ) . The hiring of a professional research firm
was arranged in order to strengthen the integrity of the final
results and analysis. The package consisted of design

consultation, recruiting, and moderation of the focus groups

in addition to the reporting and analysis of the results. The

P-A Report (Appendix D) presents the findings, observations,

conclusions and reconmendations which arose from the three

focus groups. This section of the Practicum Report will
present highlights of the P-A Report and relate the findings

to the literature reviewed in Chapter 3 and the Utility Survey

results presented in Chapter 4.
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5.2 Discussion

Although not statistical-Iy relevant, results from the

focus group screening questions provide 34 individual opinions

which can be grouped together to give an indication of the

combined groupst attitudes towards environmental issues.

fn the first of two environmentally-related screening

questions, respondents were asked to pick one of three

societal groups which they thought had the greatest potential

to reduce both waste and the impact of pollution on the

environment. AlL three -Government, Industry and the Public -
received equal- weighting. However, when asked which of the

three was actually having the greatest effect, the majority
(68å) felt that the PubIic was most successful (Government and

Industry were sel-ected by l-53 and L7Z of the respondents

respectively). This finding is applicable to the final

advertising development for the CLT* Testing: one of the ads

( rrReducerr) was designed to build upon this sense of

individuals already participating in the environmental

cleanup. This finding also coincides with the Utility Survey,

where respondents did not consider that consumers would be

discouraged from environmentally-related conservation because

their individual contributions were too sma1l.

The second screening question asked respondents to

indicate the extent of environmental benefits which would be
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derÍved frorn individual actions. The range of actions

included political, product and energy/behavioural.

Energy /'behavioural actions and product actions !{ere rated

highest. Although energy/behavioural actions received the

greatest total scores, the intensity of feelings (doing the
rrmostrt good) regarding product actions was higher. This

finding is a positive indication that people will consider

energy conservation as an environmental activity. Focus group

discussion highlighted this point by referring to energy

conservationrs prime purpose as saving money (for both the

consumer and Hydro). The connection between the environment

and electricity conservation was agreed by nost to be a new

idea and a ner¡¡ environmentally-friendly activity. Energy

conservation can therefore rrtake on a new perspective when

related to increased environmental conseguencerr. Moreover,

those people who have been saving money by conserving may find

the added incentive particularly satisfying. Quotes from

participant,s include :

aII the ads that I have ever seen for Hydro are
Iabout] saving money

[saving money by saving energy] is something o1d.
I.fe have seen this bef ore.

The Donegan Report suggested that a perceived need or monetary

incentive was needed for notivation towards conservation:

focus group results indicate that environmental- reasons can

clearly fill this need.
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Review of the focus group discussion suggests that the

concept of the environment lacked artificial boundaries and

was corisidered to be a global concern. The environment was

given such a level of irnportance that it was linked to human

survival. There \^rere many negative connotations associated

with the environment: jeopardy, great danger, nature

overwhelmed, death etc. The environment v/as addressed as a

rrnegative issue; a problem to be addressed or solvedrr. The

consultant sensed that the discussion revealed a rrcertain and

noticeable anxiety". Combined with the anxiety component is

the emotionalisn which characterizes the respondentsl

perceptions of the environment. The consultant postulates

thaÈ the emotionalisn and desperation associated with a

rrsurvival anxietytt is the basic motivation behind public

response to environmental activities.

Focus group participants were presented with materials

which suggested that all human activities will have some

negative environmental impact. Although it hras a new concept

for many of the participants this idea was quickly and easily

understood. Discussion v/as soon focused on the significance

and magnitude of impacts and the need to establish priorities

for impact resolution. Electricity generation impacts v/ere

rarely noted as the highest priority for concern and action,

but they r.rere regarded as very high up on the list.

Focus group findings suggest that environmentally-based

appeals v/ere appropriate for both manufactured and energy
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products. Furthermore, various mock-ups did not pose any

difficulty for respondents in their acceptance of the idea

that enVironrnental consequences result from the generation and

use of electricity. Nor did it appear to be a dangerous

promotional route for Hydro, as \¡ras suggested in the Donegan

Report. The P-A Report goes further by suggesting that the

publicts perception of the link between environment and

electricity is "inevitable and it may be wise to anticipate
and therefore managerr the introduction of the connection

rather than letting it happen on its ov/n. This suggestion

refers only to the environment-electricity relationship.
However, the slight najority of Utility Survey respondents

felt it, v¡as appropriate to make consumers aware that their
demand for energy is responsible for environmental degradation

caused by electricity generation. One of the focus group

participants strongly emphasized that it was Hydrors

responsibility to advise consumers of the environmental

effects of generation.

Various concerns about environmental appeals surfaced frorn

the focus group discussions. The consultant has identified

two noticeable trends: i) even though the rnock-up may state

the |tright thingsrr about the environment, there is a danger of

over-claiming or distorting the appropriateness of the

productrs environmental benefit,' and ii) respondents resent

the idea that their concern about the environment rnay be used

to manipulate their behaviour. By over-stinulating the basic
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environmental emot,ionalism, the consultant cautions that rran

irrational response or even a backlash to factual,
environhentally-oriented (or portrayed) product information[

rnay result. The Donegan Report gives a sirnilar warning about

potential backlash effect on Hydrors corporate irnage. This

does not necessarily inply that environmental appeals should

be considered as secondary messages.

Environmental appeals can be the central message of

advertising but care must be taken to gauge the current public

attitude towards the electricity conservation-environment

link. As the understanding and support for the link
increases, messages contained within environmental appeals can

be strengthened.

The P-A Report, also suggests concern regarding rra

sensitivity to the portrayal and balance of specific
environrnental references in presentations having to do with

the environmentrr. Some respondents did not want to

acknowledge the serious negative environmental irnpacts of

electricity generation, nor did they want to be reminded of

the consequences of their failure to do something about the

environment. Several respondents referred to the negative
ttguilt triptt to which the mock-ups subjected them, while

others felt it was necessary to hit some people over the head

before they would undertake environmental activities. A

comment made by a respondent following the presentation of a

ttguiltrr mock-up illustrates this point:
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Save money. Help the environrnent. But I donrt
think I am going to solve nuclear waste problems by
turning out the lights.

This divergence of opinion regarding the use of guilt
coincides with findings in both the Utility Survey and the

literature. Guilt will turn some people off while it witl
turn others on. As long as other potentially successful

promotional alternatives are available, guilt should not be

introduced as a mass marketing tool. OnIy if those segrments

of the population which woul-d respond positivety to guitt

could be identified, and a promotion could be designed to

reach only those segrments, should such a promotion be

undertaken.

Focus group findings also suggest that utilities must be

careful to ensure the legitimacy of environmental claj-ms.

Respondents pointed to the drop in credibility for
biodegradable garbage bags as an example of companies not only

rnaking suspect claims about their products, but also betraying

an environmental c1aim. This cautionary note is supported by

the Donegan Consulting Report which states that the success of

a conservation program depends on the credibility of the

source (Hydro) of an advertising message. However, the

Utility Survey indicates that a high percentage of respondents

(81*) do not expect a loss of credibility as a result of

increased consumer a!ùareness. Perhaps the respondents assumed

a very carefully planned strategy or did not consider the

complexities involved.
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The literature deal-s extensively with the psychological

aspects of rnarketing energy conservation. It was clearly
evidenf in all three focus groups that Milstein's (t979)

underlying and negative attitudes of cynicism, materialism and

faith in technology v/ere present among respondents.

Discussion about the effectiveness of Governmentrs and

Industryrs reactions to environmental problems revealed a

certain cynicisrn regarding the self-interest of these sectors.

In response to these attitudes and the ernotional and often

unpredictable behaviour which stems from perception of the

environment, the consultant has emphasized that designers of

environmental appeals must consider public perceptions,

attitudes and feelings about the environment.

The term rrconservationrr \,ùas not appreciated by rnost nor

understood as an appropriate label; rather, rrefficiency of

userr and rrpreservation of resourcesrr tended to be perceived as

more relevant and acceptable. Discussion demonstrated that

the negative connotation of conservation - as in doing without

still exists. This suggests the uEe of terms other than

Itconservationrr in promotíonal canpai-gns. The CLT* results in

Chapter 6 indicate that a high percentage of respondents

understood conservation and saving energy to be the prirne

intent of the portrayals even though the word rrconservationrl

was not used.

The use of a financial savings appeal in conjunction with

an environmental appeal lras reviewed with the focus groups.
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The Presidentrs Choice Environmental-l-y Responsible Light Bul-b

material (outer packaging she1l) presented many environmental

and savings points, but respondents indicated that the

material left them with a lack of focus and direction. !.Ias

the material prornoting conservation of electricity sinply as

a good thing to do, was the material promoting the financial

benefits of a very efficient bul-b, or v¡as the material

promoting the positive environmental irnpacts? This confusion

indicates the need to be very clear and straightforward when

projecting a dual purpose promotion. Too much information, or

presentation of a broad range of new and previously unrelated

information, may cause confusion or require too much effort

for adequate understanding. A sinrilar confusion was also

found in the ontario Hydro/Tide ad.

The words rrrespectrr and rrvaluerr were used in some of the

mock-ups ( e. g. , rrWe all respect the environment; Everyone

already values the environmentrr). Respondents had nixed

reactions to both these words, with rrrespectrf appearing rnore

generic and passive while rrvaluerr implied sornething more

tangible and active. The use of both words together ltas

positively accepted by rnost respondents. (This combination

!{as slated for CLT* Testing but only two concepts could be

further researched withín this study. ) Another important

phrase which was presented f or reaction tJas rrl,et I s give

tomorrow a handrr. This phrase became an official tag line of

Ontario Hydro during the summer of 1-990. Respondents
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generally found the message to be sound and appealing,. however

some thought it to be "slightly juvenile".

Thé need to have more information v/as stressed by some

respondents. The desire for specific irnpacts which are

related to household electricity use was mentioned, as was

feedback from Hydro regarding amount of electricity saved:

Why canrt they say on the bill, ryourve paid less
this month and thank you for helping to conserver?

The Ontario Hydro symbol (Iogo) v/as used in some of the

mock-ups to represent a plug or the letter rrErr. Reactions

hrere rnixed. These responses, in conjunction with the

subsequently acquired knowledge of Hydro's policy regarding

the use of the logo, suggest that this representation should

not be pursued.

The consultantrs summary stresses that existence of the

publicts rrsurvj-va1 anxietyrr, backlash possibilities and the

potential for people to view rrall things as threatsrr, will

make it difficult for the presenter of environmental appeals

to be seen asrran objective presenter and sole problen solver

at the same timerr. Overcoming these problems can be

acconplished by presenting Hydro as a rrfriend[ rather than a

rrfoerr. This theme was predominant in the f inished rrForestrl

portrayal for the CLT* Testing.
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5.3 Summary

The results from the Qualitative Research technique are

only intended to give the reader an indication of consumer

reaction to topics and materials presented within the focus

group setting. These results cannot be projected onto the

total population living in Ontario single-family dwellings.

The overall results ilây, however, be useful for cornparison

with other studies and for developing further research

effort,s. The results of this study's

three focus groups have helped to define promotional messages

for further study in the CLT* Quantitative Testing Techniques.

Results from the further testing are presented in Chapter 7.

The focus group results are generally favourable towards

the adoption of environmental appeals in utility conservation

advertising and prornotion. Findings suggest that:

r The public perceives itself as the societal group
which has been most successful in reducing
environmental pollution.

r The public comprehends and accepts the environment-
conservation link.

I Electricity conservation is seen as a nevt

environmentally-friendly activity which is on a par
with the purchase of environmentally-friendly
products.
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incentive for saving electricity
need for motivation.

Over-stirnulating
emotionalisn can
response.
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a new and added
and can fu1fil the

I rrsurvival anxietytr is the basic motivation behind
the publicrs response to environmental activities.

r Consumers can accept the notion that environrnental
consequences result from electricity generation and
that this knowledge would not necessarily evoke
negative attitudes towards Hydro. Consequently
this promotional route may not be as dangerous as

v/as previously thought.

I the basic environmental
cause an irrational or backlash

attitudes and feelings about
be considered when designing

Pub1ic perceptions,
the environment must
appeals.

rrConservationtr is not
is not easily related

I Negatíve or "guiIt trip" prornotions should be

handled with great care if atternpted. The use of
such campaigns is not recommended.

I Utilities must be careful to ensure the legitimacy
of environmental claims in order to maintain
credibility.

I

t a well understood
to environmental

concept and

concepts.
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I Promotions which combine monetary savings and the
environment need to be very clear and
straightforward.

I Promotional- strategies must be designed with
special attention given to the cornplexj-ties and
sensitivities of the consumerrs relationship with
his or her environment.

r The importance of establishing the utility as a

friend and partner working together with consumers
to achieve a healthy environment has been stressed.

The focus group work, completed as part of this research

project, successfully drew out ideas and reactions from

residential consumers of electricity. The rnajority of
participants considered environmental appeals to be an

acceptable method to help convince Hydro customers of the

legitimacy and importance of reducing the residential
consumption of electricity.
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTITATM RESEARCH RESULTS/ANAIJYSIS

6.1 Overview

The creative Lab Test (clr*) was the research method used

to obtain quantified measures of pubric attitudes towards

materials developed within this study. The CLT*, which is
proprietary to Poole-Adamson Research Consultants Ltd., was

chosen as a natural extension of the focus groups which v/ere

moderated by the same firmrs representative. Detailed

involvernent in the focus group activities gave the firn a

greater depth in their interpretation of the CLT'I Testing

results.
Chapter 6 presents highlights of the Consultantrs report

and relates the findÍngs to the literature reviewed in Chapter

3, the Utility Survey results presented in Chapter 4 and the

focus group results presented in Chapter 5.

Two f inished portrayals of the rrI,inkrr hypothesis hrere

prepared for CLT* testing by a professional graphic artist.
They were based on ideas, expressions and considerations

developed through prior phases of the research project. The

first portrayalts theme v/as the three Rrs of waste reduction

and encouraged readers to consider electricity conservation as

one of many environmentally-friendly behaviours; it is
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ref erred to as rrReducerr throughout this report. The second

portrayal suggests that there is stil-I hope for the

environment. The intent was to encouragie people by notJ-ng the

significant contribution which has already been made and to
commend people for what they are presently doing; it is
referred to as rrForesttt because it uses a forest scene to

represent the environment.

The P-A Report has defined the major point-of-exposure

measures (responses which may occur at the point of material

presentation) which are used in the CLT'I (inportant measures

have also been defined in section 2.4). Understanding these

measures is necessary for the intended interpretation of this
chapter and of the consultantrs report.

6.2 Discussion

The consultantrs report analyses seven CLT* measures and

discusses the interactive effects of the two portrayals in

addition to utility specific questions which v/ere posed within
the CLT*. A summary of findings is given bel-ow:

T Both portrayals effectively
environmental, conservation, and
ideas.

communi-cate
energy-saving
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Both portrayals presented vivid, concrete and personalized

information as recommended in the reviewed literature.

'rReducerr accomplished this by showing positive activities with

which the reader coul-d easily identify, and rrForest'f referred
to rrOur Environmentrr and rrYour Homerr.

r Neither portrayal- communicated specific energy-
saving actions particularly weII (cornpared with
their treatment of the general environment and
conservation) .

I rrReducetr is more specific and rrhard hittingtr and

focuses more on the environment than does rrForestrr.

r rrForestrr has an equal balance, ef f ectively
communicating both energy-saving and environmental
ideas.

The effective communication of ideas was stressed throughout

the literature, the Utility Survey and the focus groups.

Although the specific energy-saving actions did not fare so

we1l, this may be a result of the initial exposure to a new

linkage which has overshadowed the specifics. Perhaps second

and third exposures and subsequent altered com¡nunications

would result in a higher score on this point.
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Perceptions of . ideas in rrForestr! v/ere independent
of the order in which the portrayals v/ere shown,
whereas perceptions of the three Rrs in rrReducerl

r¡/ere enhanced when respondents were first exposed
to rrForestrr.

Compared to norms for utility advertisers, both
rrReducerr and rrForestrr encouraged high levels of
enpathy and levels of attention, and exhibited very
low leve1s of rejection.

A majority (65U ) of respondents were j-mpressed with
the rrReducerr ad. Of this group, the reason most
of ten given (26e") f or their It involvementrr vras :

good, realistic and useful ideas and tips on how to
save energy. A greater ma j ority (71e"1 of
respondents v/ere irnpressed with the rrForestrt ad.
The reason most often given by 25eo of respondents
vras the picture of the family in the woods which
clearly put the message across.

t OnIy 53 of L50 respondents were not impressed by
rrReducerr. The reason for rejection of rrReducert

picked most often by respondents (342) was that the
portrayal v¡as rrtoo cluttered/too much on one
sheet/have to search for informationrr.

I Only 43 respondents v/ere not impressed with
rrForestrr. This ad was rejected most often by
respondents (2LZ) because the portrayal said
ttnothing new/nothing that hasnrt been said beforerr.

I

I
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Both portrayals had much higher than norn
percentages for such positive character

_ involvements as 'rconvincing and bel-ievab1e";
I inf ormative and educationalrr (with rrForestrl

scoring a very high 95eo compared to a 642 norm);
ttappealing,,; and |twouldnrt mind seeing againrr.
OnIy in the rramusing and humorousrr category did the
portrayals score poorly. On averagerrfForestrr
scored higher than rrReducert in these areas.

Information communication vras stressed in earlier phases of

I

the research study. Peopì-e

interactions and be aware of

to positive change.

want to understand environmental

ways in which they can contribute

I Both portrayaLs successfully achieved scores which
$/ere either within what would normally be expected,
or well below the expected score in the negative
character involvement ratings ("annoying,
confusing, du1l, unappealing, wouldnrt want to see
again, etc. rt)

rrBrand Presencet' (a CLT* term) refers to the extent
and nature of the sponsorrs (Hydro) recognized
integration into the communications piece. There
are two parameters of the Brand Presence
expression, Registration and Association. Ontario
Hydro as sponsor hras perceived sinply as an element
in both portrayals, at ratings near the
Registration (conscious notivated notation of the
sponsor) norm. rrReducert scored slightly lower than
norm while [Forestrr scored slightly higher than
norm.

I
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Although the portrayals were not intended to be advocacy

advertising for ontario Hydro, branding is an important

requirement. A strong source of authority and motivating

force j-s needed to successfully promote conservation of

electricitv rather than leave a vague impression of generic

environmental advertising. rrReducert scored lower on branding

because it was more generic than rrForestrr. Other non-electric

images tended to take av¡ay from the portrayal. The overall
environmental message overpowered Ontario Hydro.

I Ontario Hydro as sponsor v/as perceived poorly as a
natural part of the interpreted message intent
(termed Association) . ItReducert scored very low (42

versus 3l-?) against, norm, and rrForestrr also scored
below at 232. The net of the two Registration and

Association measures showed rrReducert stiIl weIl
below average v¡hi1e rrForestrt received an acceptabì-e
level.

The poor level of Association rnay be due, in part, to the

nature of the ne$/ information which was presented. Showing

electricity conservation as one of a group of activities in
rrReducerr was a more radical and new portrayal of inforrnation

than the message content in rrForestrr.

I Both portrayals were rated very high with regard to
the respondentrs sense of personal commitment to
the perceived goals and objectives of the
communication.
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The consultant suggested that the energy reduction
actions listed on both portrayals could rrbecome

memory triggers that activate recall of
environmental conseguencesrr .

An overwhelning majority of respondents indicated
that they would follow most of the action
suggestions to reduce electricity consumption in
their homes. Even when the percentage for rrwould

followrr was low (e.9., use of compact fluorescent
light bulbs 5l-Z ) the additional number of
respondents who indicated they niqht follow the
action suggestion \¡/as significant.

I{hen the goal of the promotion is to reduce demand through

residential conservation efforts, the indication of

will-ingness to cornply with suggested conservation actions is
the first positive step towards actual conservation behaviour.

The study was not intended to measure further steps.

The results indicate that the two experimental portrayals

are very similarly perceived in their intent and basic

message. However, they represent a rrsubstantially different
emphasis and character in the portrayal of electrical energy

conservation and Ontario Hydro in juxtaposition with the

environmental issuerr. The portrayals of both the inportance of

the environment and appropriate electrical rrbehaviourrf have

contributed to the respondentrs positive responses. The

expressions ttsay what people want to hearrr.

I

I
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It is also very important to note that while the rrForestrl

portrayal invites consumers to join forces (with Hydro) for
the sakê of the environment, this portrayal increases focus on

the utility without rrdecreased positiveness nor the emergence

of any hostility toward Ontario Hydrorr.

6.3 Su¡unary

In general, both portrayals scored well in comparison to

norms for utility advertising. This suggests that ideas

generated from such independent sources as focus groups,

discussion with people connected with the electrical utility

industry, previous studies, and relevant literature, can

contribute to highly rated advertising. However, findings

cannot give anything more than a positive indication of

successful behaviour nodification (reduction of individual

electricity consumption) following exposure of the messages to

consumers.

Both portrayals were presented simply as visual messages.

However, the test findings should not be restricted to double-

page magazine advertising. The visual images and information

contained in the portrayals could be extended (with

modifications) to other forms of printed media such as
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ornewspapers, billboards, posters, bill inserts, flyers
presentation stands.

The overall success of both portrayals in the CLT* Testing

environment has strengthened evidence ín favour of the rrLinkrr

hypothesis. Although the messages v¡ere positively oriented

and relatively rrsoft-seIlrr, the information presented was

understood and accepted by respondents. Furthermore, CLT*

findings agree with focus group findings regarding the lack of

negative reaction, lack of credibitity or hostility problerns

and the generally positive acceptance of environmentally-based

appeals.
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CHÀPTER 7

stnf!.üaRY, coNclusroNs AND REco!,fl,fENDATrONS

7.L Sutrmary

In 1990, energy conservation had once again moved to the

forefront of contemporary issues which have international,
national, and provincial ramifications. Tensions in the

Arabian Gulf, Canadars response to current energy markets, and

a change of government in Ontario all in-crease the irnportance

of energy conservation as a strategic measure to reduce the

electricity generation growth. Ontario Hydro is intent on

pursuing an energy conservatj-on strategy and has supported

this study to ascertain if promoting the link between

conservation and environment wiIl augrment present and future
demand-management programs.

The study has used a variety of methodologies to arrive
at the conclusions contained in this chapter. The four phases

of research have allowed the comparison of findings and data

and have facilitated the development of ideas for reaction and

testing. As would be expected, both consistences and

inconsistencies of findings were discovered during the

research process. Those ideas or suggestions for which

significant agreement or disagreement exists among research

studies are shown below. Reference is made to the Goldfarb
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Report [Goldfarb], the Donegan Report [Donegan], the Decima

Research Report IDecirna], the electrical utility survey

Isurvey], focus group results Ifocus groups], and CLT* results

IcLT* ] .

1. Consumers are willing to take on a personal

responsibility for demand reduction: IGotdfarb], Ifocus
groupsl, and [Cf,t*] agree with this statement.

2. Consumers are willing to take on a personal

responsibility for pollution: IGo1dfarb], Ifocus groups]

and [Cf,f*] agree, while [Donegan] disagrees.

3. The idea of a link between conservation and environment

is accepted and/or understood: Ifocus groups] and ICLf*1

agree, while [Decirna] and fDonegan] disagree and only a

slight majority of Isurvey] participants considered it
appropriate to make consumers aware of the link between

electricity generation and environmental degradation.

The inconsistency among utility respondents reflects the

inconsistency of research findings in the previous studies.

The present studyrs research rnay well reflect the continually
strengthening consumer attitudes towards the environment. In

addition, this study has concentrated solely on the linkage

between environment and electricity generation. The broad-
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contributed tobased nature of the other

the differing results.

4. Consumers are conscientious users of electricity aJ_ready:

[Donegan] and [focus groups] agree.

5. fndividual electricity conservat,ion efforts can

contribute to the reduction of pollution: [Goldfarb],

Isurvey], Ifocus groups] and ICf,t*] agree.

6. Presenting ultimatums, admonishing people or using guilt
are discouraged: fDonegan], Isurvey] and Ifocus groups]

agree.

Many of the studyts findings from various sources are

unique to the source. The fact that the other sources do not

repudiate this studyrs findings increases their credibility.
This study has attempted to determine if marketing the

link between residential electricity conservation and the

environment will augment Ontario Hydrots DSM programs.

Findings suggest that presenting the link through advertising

can assist consumers to establish in theír minds the

connection between electricity and the environrnent. The

rrl,inkrr can be understood and its inplications comprehended.

Furthermore, the establishment of this link in consumersl

minds has been shown to positively affect attitudes towards
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ofelectricity reduction activities.

Ontario Hydrors DSM programs should

Thus, the success

be enhanced.

7.2 Conclusions

The studyrs conclusions are based on findings from the

four research approaches: Literature Review, Utility Survey,

Focus Group Discussions, and the CLT* results. The

conclusions are presented in three sections:

A. The rrI,inkrsrr potential as a marketing tool.
B. Positive factors and barriers associated with the rrLinkrr.

C. A marketing plan for the rrI,ink[.

Section À

The rrLinkrsrr Potential As A Marketing Tool.

.A,1. The promotion of the link between residential electricity

conservation and the environment has the potentiat to

successfully increase the effectiveness of conservation

marketing efforts. The degree to which the relationship
(between conservation and the environment) is stressed

and presented is dependent on current public attitudes.

Presently, public attitudes are such that peoplers basic

environmental emotionalisrn should not be overstimulated

and a soft-sell approach is called for.
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Conclusions (Cont. )

A2. Erectricity conservation can be seen by consumers

another environmentar activity which wirl contribute
a more healthy living environment.

43. The timeliness of promoting conservation through an

environmentaÌ appeal is stressed in this study. The

environment is rrtop-of-mindrr and a current issue for most

people; the leve1 of knowledge is seen to be growing and

the demand for further knowledge is quite evident.

A4. Lack of knowl-edge and rnotivation pray a signif icant rore

in preventing consumers from taking conservation

initiatives. Often the economic benefits from

conservation are insignificant and do not provide

sufficient motivation for behaviour change. The

environmental appeal can provide an additional or better
reason for consumers to consider conservation behaviour.

as

to
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Conclusions (Cont. )

45. The use of environmental appeals can be considered one of

the many strategies which can be aimed at prornoting

energy conservation. A rnix of demand-side management

strategies is required to attain the maximum

participation of consumers in conservation-related

activities. This combination will help to address the

complex nature of electricity consumers, consumption

patterns, supply alternatives, and environmental

considerations.

46. Marketing environmental appeals can influence attitudes

towards energy conservation, and thereby enhance the

likelihood of behavioural change, by assisting people to

make voluntary and informed individual decisions.

A7. Environmental appeals can be designed to influence

consumersr willingness to follow energy conservation

act,ions suggested in advertising copy.

48. Given the extent to which the ClT*-tested portrayals,

developed in this study, utilized a rrsoft sellrf approach,

it is encouraging to note the consistently favourable

results.
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Conclusions (Cont. )

49. The study recognizes the need to proceed in this area of
marketing with caution. over-stimulating the basic

environmental emotionalisrn in consumers can cause an

unpredictable response. fncorrecLly gauging public
opinion and the environmental cl-imate may arso ressen the

effectiveness of the campaign. These conditions may

cause consumers to shift the burden of responsibirity for
the environment and conservation back to the utility.

Section B

Positive Factors And Bamiers Associated lfith The rtinkil.

81. A list of positive factors and barriers associated with
the rrl,inkrt hypothesis has been deveJ_oped in the form of

a list of criteria for successful environmental marketing

strategies. The crj-teria are inctuded in the MarketÍng

Plan, Appendix E.
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c1.

Conclusions (Cont. )

Section C

À lfarketinq plan For The rrl,inkrr.

Ontario Hydrors recommended direction and strategy for
the use of environmentaÌ appeals as a promotional vehicle
for el-ectricity conservation have been developed as a

result of the research study. The strategy has been

documented in the form of a marketing plan which has been

included in this report as Appendix E.
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7.3 Recommendations

Recommendation 1

The link between reduced electricity consumption and
reduced environmental degradation has good potential as
a marketing and advertising tooÌ for Ontario Hydro.
Environmentally-orient.ed advertising and promotion should
be pursued by Ontario Hydro through further research and
development, market testing, and, when adequately
formulated, through inclusion in upcoming conservation
marketing campaigns. Care should be taken to gauge
public attitudes towards the environment and to alter the
tone of the appeal accordingly.

Recomnendation 2

Positive factors and barríers identified in this study
should be integrated into the further development of
environmentally-linked promotional campaigns.

Recommendation 3

The Conservation - Environment Marketing PIan, as set out
in Appendix E, should be further developed for
irnplernentation v¡hile public avrareness is acute and

attitudes towards the environrnent are known to be
positive.
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Reconmendations (Cont. )

Recomme_ndation 4

The use of mass media is recommended for an environmental
appeal in order to reach the largest possible audience.
It would al-so provide a focus for social diffusion when

people start talking about saving energy as an

environmental activity. Other forms of promotion should
also be considered as media vehicles for the
environmental appeal. Specific suggestions are contained
in the Conservation - Environment Marketing PIan.

Reconmendation 5

The utility should consider the use of environmental
appeals to augrment the promotion of other load shape

rnodification objectives. rn particular, environmental
appeats should be utilized to help promote the technical
efficiency solutions which require consumers to replace
or augment inefficient energy uses. Environment as an

additional good reason for conservation wiII help
consumers accept the financial investment often required
by new technologies.

Reconmendation 6

A series of marketing
environmental appeals
municipal Hydro staff
proj ect.

seminars specifically dealing with
should be devel-oped to encourage
to get involved in the provincial
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Reconnendations (Cont. )

Reconmqndation 7

An official Hydro publication detailing the
rrEnvironmental Impacts Of Electricity Generation And
Their Relation To The Residential Use Of Electricityr' (or
similar t,itle) should be developed for distribution to
interested customers.

Reconmendation 8

Further research and development of environmental appeals
shoul-d be undertaken in a more practical context as an

essential component of Ontario Hydrors current marketing
policy and mix. Additional recommendations which should
be consj-dered concerning the timing, monitoring and

addit,ional research of environmental appeals are
contained in the Conservation Environment Marketing
PIan (Appendix E).

fmplementation of these recommendations will lead to an

increased public ar^¡areness of societyts inpact on the
environment. This increased awareness will contribute to the
success of demand-side rnanagement programs and result in a

cleaner, healthier environment for present. and future
generations.
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ELEC'I'RICAL UTTLITY SUIÌVIIY QUI::S',lfIOI'{NÀJIÌ¿' i'düD IiESULTS

No- Cases PercenX
L Ple¡sc indic¡le the uLiìil)r's peek derend durÌng i9Û9

{ in }1ll),

t

I icss lhan I,000

2 1,000- 5,000

3 5,000 - 10,000

1 1 0, û00 - 20,000

5 20,000 - 30,000

6 g rea ier tltan 30 , 000

Hhal ras llls uliìiby's [ota]

during l9û9 (in 0ir,h) ?

I less Lh¡n 10,000

2 t0,000- 50,000

3 50,000 - 100,000

4 lclo,oo0 - l5c,00o

5 150,c00 - 200,000

0 grorIoi' Lhttt 200,000

Íhcl iras ihe ut: ì iLy's totaì
consunplion du;'ing l9$9 { in

I I oss [han 5, C00

2 5,000- 25,000

3 25,0C0- 50,000

4 50,000 - 100,000

5 io0,o00 - 150,000

6 over I 50,000

4, Piesse indicafe Ihe forn ol generaIing capacily Iby fuei

type) rhich provided lhe largesl perccnIege of generaLion

o lecfrici ly goneral ion

fì[S]û!liTIÀL el octrici lv
G',{,h) ?

a 1i 1

7 50.0
2 74.3
- 1Á aZ L+.J
7 7.7
0 0.0

a )? 1
J LJ . L

/ 2J.ö
; .a 1J LJ.L

0 0.0
0 0.0
o 0.0

6 42.9
7 50.0
I /.!
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

a -E ^J Z).V

0 0.0
0 0.0
5 47.7
t -- a

4 JJ.J

0 0.0

7
2
J

4
F

6

7
2
3
4
5
6

7
2
a

4
5
6

't

2
3
4
5
6

during l9û9,

I Coal

2 0ìl
3 ll.llura I Gas

1 lluc leor

5 lJydro

0 0lhor, Please specìiy

5, Please indicaue Ihe forn of generaIin0 c¡paciIy (t¡y fuel

lype) xhich is Pll0JECTED lo provide lhs largost
p0rc0nlû90 of gcneralion ln tho year 2000,

I Coaì

2 0il
3 lla lura I 0¿s

I l{uc lear
5 llydro
6 0lhcr, P I easo sPcc t fY

73
)'l

JU
44
EÁJ+

60

-c n
o')

0.0
n;

O.O



6. is your utiìity currenLly promoLing energy conservaLion
using a planned markeling strategJ ained al residential
consumers ?

I Yes

2 llo

7, Pìease indicaLe the approximale T0TAL dsmand reduclion
target set by the utility during the period 1990 to 2000
(in }lï),
I less lh¡n 50

? 50- t00

3 t00- 500

4 500 - t,000
5 1,000 - 3,000

6 0ver 3,000

0. Please indicale lhe approximaLe IESIDElli]AL demand

rsduction target sel by the utility d'.rring lhe period
1990 [o 2000 (in ilï),
I loss lhan 50

2 50- t00

3 t00- 500

1 500 - 1,000

5 1,000 - 3,000

0 Over 3,000

9. Has the utjlity sLressed tho environmental bonefits of
snsrgy conssrvation (or enyironmental [hreats of rasting
ensrgy) during recent promotional canpaigns ?

I llo, never

2 Yes - llore than a yesr ago

3 Yes - During the past year

4 Yes - 0uring lhe pasI year AllD nore lhan a year ago

10, If enyironnental benefits have besr¡ part of a

conservation appeal, to that sxlent rere !he benefits
(or threaLs) usod to convince c0nsu¡lters of lhe merits of
conservation ?

I ïo a very groat extent
2 To a greal exlenl
3 To some exten[
4 To a little extent
5 To a yery liItlo exlent

IVo. Cases Percent

73.3
26,7

1 J.J.

24

J_5
20
33
42
51_
67

J.

2
3
4
5
6

77
21_
32
45

70
21-
33
42
52

5
J.

5
0
1_

0

47.7
0.0

25.0
J-6.7
8.3
8.3

47.7
8.3

4J_.7
0.0
8.3
0.0

46.7
6 .7-

L3.3 lst.z"t
3s.3-)

0.0
L2 .5
37 .5
25 .0
25 .0



t3.

IL -lf environnental benefits or lhroals have been parI of
your utilily's markeIing stralegies, lo xhat extent are
you satisfied tiIh the consutner resp0nse ( i,e, denand

reducIion ?

I Perfeclly satisfied
2

3 lleu lra I

1

5 llot al al I salisfÍed

12, In your opinion, is iI appropriule to make consumers

axare Lh¿t thoir domand for energy is responsible for
lhe enyironmental degradation caused by the generaIion

of eleclricity ?

I Yes

2 Oon't knor

3 llo

llill lhe c0nsuner's realitation uf the linl betxeen

individual electricity conservation and environmental
effects lead to consorvation behavior ? i.e. compacl

florescent lights rill reduco C02 emissions.
I To a very great exlenl
2 To a great extent
3 Io some exlent
1 To a I ittle extent
5 To a very ìifile ex[enl

Consuners riìl nob respond Io environnenLal appeals
because they consider ühat lheir individual contribution
lo conseryation xill be too snall to have any xorthrhile
inpacl on the environnent,.

SLrongly Agree

Ägree

0isagree

$lrongly 0isagree

No. Cases Percent

0.0
50 .0
33.3
0.0

76 .7

56 .3
72 .5
sL.3

0
2

Z
4
4

J_0
23
32
40
57

L9
22
35

J-

2
3
4
5

12
24
310
40

J-L
27
3 1_3

40

0.0
t-J- .8
4J_.2
23 .5
23 .5

t1,

t5, Environmental appeals xill be seen

thre¡t to their standard of living
I Strongly Âgree

2 Agree

3 D i sagree

I Slrongll 0isagree

by

0r

consu[l8rs 8s I
qual iLy of I ífe, ,

1-2 .5
25 .0
62 .5
0.0

6.7
6.7

86.7
0.0



10, Consuners ttill see environnenleì appeaìs as lhe

uLi I ily's solulion to reslricliv¿ enission regulalions
ralhsr Ihan using costly polìulion abatemenl pr0grants.,

I Strongly Agree

2 Agree

3 Disagree

1 Slrongly Disagree

If consumers ars nade lo feel guilty ¡boub being

responsible (due to demand) for bhe environment,al
problens associated Hith electricily generalion, ihey

lill reacL by roducing lheir damand for energy,

I Slrongll Agree

2 Agree

3 0 i sagree

I Strongly 0isagree

Local environnenlal issues (s¡tog, xaüer probleats) are

flrore effective in convincing c0nsurRors of the merits of

conservaIion versus regional or global issues (glob¡l

rarming, acid rain).
I Strongly Agree

2 Agree

3 0isagree

4 Strongly 0isagree

EnvironnenIal appeals ar0 trlor0 succsssfuì xhen tied to a

specific product (florescenL bulbs) or ensrgy uss

(rinsing clothes in cold xater) rather th¡n a broad

oppe¡l ('SÀVE ELECTRICITy - - SAVE TtlE Ell\,IR0l|},lE}lI')

I Strongly Agree

2 Agree

3 Disagree

1 Slrongly Disagrse

20, Should ulililies stress the benefits lo hunan health

that rill accrue from reduced producIion (and related
consumption) of olectricitL i,e. reduced smog from ll0x

and volaLi le organic compounds ?

I Yes

2 Don't knox

3 llo

No. Cases Percent

0.0
21-.4
78.6
0.0

0.0
40 .0

J_0
23
3 t_7
40

t7.

t8.

70
26
36
43

76
27
32
40

6.7
0.0

1-5
29
31-
40

L9
23
35

t9,

3 3 .3-.
6O . O-)gt.t"¡

52 .9
L7 .6
29 .4

40 -o-
Vl - o-l so.o'¡

40 .0-
4 6 .7) sal"¡

13-'3
0.0



21, In-your opinion, the II0ST effeclive method for reducing

eìectricity demand is,..
I Individual savings

2 Pricing mechanisms

3 Education and informalion campaigns

4 Environmentally ìinked campaigns

5 GoyernnenL regulaUi0ns and incentivos

In your opinion, lhe LEASI effecliye malhod for reducing

eleclricity denand is ..,
I Individual savings

2 Pricing mechanisÍrs

3 EducaIion and Information campaigns

4 Enyjronmentalìy linked campaigns

5 0oyern¡renL regulations and incentives

Environmental appeals nill be mosl effective xhen ,.,
I Used as the only ¡ppeal in a campaign

2 Used in conjunction rith a noney saving appeal

3 Used in conjunclion xilh a line-of-use canpaign

4 Environ¡tental appeals rill not be effeclive anyLine

Electrical utilities should be concerned that consuners

ri I I react negalively to environmental appeals because

the utility js seen to be jumping on t,he environnsntal

bandragon.

I Slrongly Agree

2 Agree

3 D i sagree

4 SLrongly Disagree

Through effective narketing, it is possibìe lo make

c0nsuners feel individually responsible for the

environnental effects caused by electricitï gsnerat,ion,

I SLrongl y Agree

2 Àgree

3 0isagree

4 $!rongly Disagree

Hi Ih increased consuner knox]edge of eleclrici ty's
onvironmental effects (through environmen[al appoals)

ulilities face lhe risk of lasing credibilify as

c0nsu¡ters place lhe blame for sffects on bhe ulillty.
I Strongly Agree

2 Agree

3 0 i sagree

1 Strongly Disagree

No. Cases Percent

20.0
33 .3
26.7

0.0
20 .0

0
J.

4
4

Z

tt

J,3
25
34
40
53

7
2
3
4
5

L0
2 J_4

3L
41-

70
22
3 J_L

43

23,

24,

0.0
6.3

25.0
25 .0
43 .8

0.0
87 .5
6.3
6.3

0.0
1-2.5
68.8-
18 .8)

25,

t-3
29
33
40

70
23
3 1_3

40

20 .0-,
AO . O)so'ox
NJ

0.0

28.

0.0
J-8 .8
8J_.3
0.0



Appendix B

CLT TESTING TDEAS

STRONG EMOTIONS

SURVIVAL ANXIETY

***

PROACTIVE, POSITIVE

ENCOURAGE BEHAVTOR BECAUSE: IT'S NoT Too LATE

BE PART OF THE SYSTEM

SÏMPLE CONNECTTON

NATI]RAL EXTENSION OF OTHER EVERYDAY ENVTRONMENTAL ACTIVITTES

STRESSTNG THE VALUE OF TN-HOME ENERGY MGT.

EXTSTING CONSERVATION HAS MADE A DIFFERENCE

THERE IS EVTDENCE THAT WE CAN AFFECT THTNGS

PEOPLE NEED TO DO MORE

IICONTTNUE TO WORK TOGETHER''

IIKEEP THE BALL ROLLING¡'



Appendix C

Researcherrs Àssertions and ldeas
Regarding Environmental Appeals

The following assertions \¡/ere developed during the early
part of the research and are based upon literature reviewed

and the researcherrs personal ideas and hypotheses. The

assertions were considered when developing the Ut,ility Survey,

Focus Group Implementation Plan, and the crude mock-up

advertising messages used in the focus group sessions. All
the assertions could not be tested or verified in the present

study due to tine or cost constraints.

t-.

2.

3.

4.

Consumers generaJ-Ìy do not draw a relationship between
their use of electricity and environmental degradation.

Environmental appeals will convince consumers to reduce
electricity consurnption.

Environmental appeals will enhance present conservation
behaviour which is based solely on economic advantage
(reduced electricity bills) .

Environmental messages used in concert with money saving
messages as part of the same appeal, are more effective
than specific environmental messages.

Environmental appeals will not be taken seriously when

consumers are av/are that additional generating capacity,
which may create further environmental degradation, is
planned or under construction.

5.



6.

7.

8.

2

Conservation behaviour is enhanced or confirmed following
nev¡s reports of 1ocal/national/global environmental
de_gradation.

Environmental appeals do convince consumers that their
individual conservation efforts will affect environmental
conditions.

Environmental appeats will not receive negative reactions
from consumers due to the appearance of Hydro ttjumping on
the environmental bandwagonr'; nor will the appearance
weaken responses to the appeaJ-s.

9. Environmental appeals do work effectively even if the
consumer has not been personally affected by worsening
environmental conditions .

l-0. Consumers who consider themselves environmentally aware
and concerned are more likeì-y to conserve electricity as
a result of the environmental appeal than non-
environmentally avrare and concerned consumers.

11. Consumers

convinced
use on the

12. Consumers
continued

require statistical facts and figures to be
of the impact of their individual electricity
environment.

need reinforcement at a later date to ensure
conservation behaviour.

13. Consumers need a specific list of activities to choose
from in order to be aware of how to reduce consumption.

L4. fn spite of positive attitudes towards the environment,
barriers exist which prevent behavior change t e.g.
climate, costs, health considerations etc.
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I INTRODUCTION

The present report attempts to summârize the- results of a series of

investigations into public mood, perceptions and attitudes regarding

the general subject of t!'l. environment. More particularly, it seeks to

represent typical public viewpoints regarding the interface of

government, industry and the public (i.e.'self') with the environment,

and, as well, publicly-perceived differences between the impact of

manufactured products and the impáct of energy production and

consumption on the environment. lnvestigations also included public

perceptions of specific portrayals of the relationship between the

production/consumption process of electricity and the environment.

These investigations were conducted in support of a larger program to
examine possible effects of consumer awareness of the link between

residential electricity consumption and environmental consequences on

such consumption and the possible differences in these effects due to
differences in portrayal of such 'link'. Further background to these

examinations are included in Robert R. Wood's Practicum Research

Proposal, entitled "Marketing The Link Between Residential Electricity

Conservation And Environmental Enhancement", dated May 23,1990.

The present public investigations were accomplished by two consumer

research techniques, group depth studies or 'focus groups' and Creative

Lab Test (CLT*) studies, the latter a standardized advertising research

technique proprietary to Poole-Adamson Research Consultants Ltd. The

focus groups were completed in order to explore the basic character and

limits of typical consumer perceptions about the environment and their

attitudes toward eleclrical energy and certain portrayals of Ontario

Hydro. lnsights gained from these studies contributed perspective to
the further development of the hypothesis of the larger projecl and

POOLE-ADAMSON RESEARCH CONSULTANTS LTD.
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direction for the development of more refined versions of experimental

portrayalg of environmentally-based Ontario Hydro appeals for

electrical conservatíon. These experimental visual portrayals were

further studied in the more numerically-based Creative Lab Test (CLT*)

environment. This research technique was meant to provide some sense

of the probable level and nature of 'live' perceptions and reactions to

'real' environmentally based Hydro portrayals of electrical

conservation appeals. lt is important to note that, notwithstanding

the practical value of both the focus groups and the CLT* findings to

the development of possible future Hydro advertising, these studies

were meant to provide perspective and direction to the strategy of the

larger hypothesis, not to generate examples of finished advertising.

The 'ad like' materials used in the focus groups and Creative Lab Test

(CLT*) studies were not endorsed as representative of any existing or

proposed Ontario Hydro communications strategy. They were used merely

to 'focus' discussion on and reactions to common elements of value to

the hypothesis of the larger project as noted.

Poole-Adamson Research Consultants Ltd., in consultation with R.R.

Wood, were responsible for the overall design and administration of

this portion of the larger research project and for the design and

detailed work of the individual studies as described following. The

Company also provided consultation for the development of both detailed

materials used in the focus group sessions and the experimental

advedising materials as used in the Creative Lab Test (CLT*).

POOLE.ADAMSON RESEARCH CONSULTANTS LTD.
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II FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Preface

It was the objeclive of the focus group study to explore the range and

nature of typical public or 'consumer' perceptions, attitudes and

reactions regarding the notion that the personal consumption or use of

electricity has environmental consequences and that such effects can be

positive by foilowing certain guidelines as suggested by Ontario Hydro.

lnformation for the siudy was collecled by means of three group

discussion sessions, one each being conducted in the three Ontario

cities of Toronto (females), Ottawa (males) and Thunder Bay (females).

While all three sessions were conducled with owners of single-family

dwellings, they were completed with a view to maximizing the range in

points of view according to a variety of factors, including geography,

gender, age, employment status, occupation and family composition.

Each group comprised between seven and ten respondents who were

recruited by telephone by a random procedure. They were asked a series

of qualifying screening questions and attitude questions having to do

with the environment and were subsequently invited to an evening group

discussion session. The sessions were conducted by a common male

moderator following a prepared topic discussion guide. Certain other

prepared materials were shown during the course of the discussions,

although not always exactly the same ones nor in the same order.

Poole-Adamson Research Consultants Ltd., in consultation with R.R.

Wood, were responsible for the design of the group outline, for

moderating the sessions, and for the interpretation and surnmarizing of

their findings in the present report. Rough transcripts of the

POOLE-ADAMSON RESEARCH CONSULTANTS LTD.
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sess¡ons are on file at Poole-Adamson. Copies of the outline and

presentation materials are included in Appendix I of the report. The

sessions took place during the evenings of July 24lh (Toronto), August

1st (Ottawa) and August 8th fl-hunder Bay),1990. lt should also be

noted that both audio and video recordings of the sessions were made.
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III SUMMARY

1. THE ENVIROI''MEAJTASAN 
'SSUE

Respondents described the environment as being anything from

simply where you are at the moment to the Eafth and mentioned

specifics such as air, water, the ra¡n forests, etc.. ¡t seemed

that while there was no common definition, there were common

denominators with which most could either agree or at least not

disagree. The concept of the environment, as it should probably

be described at this public level, seemed to have a global

perspective, or at least lacked artificial boundaries. lt was as

much described as nature or even 'existence' itself as ¡t was

something tangible or sPecifìc.

Consistent with the global perspective of the physical environment

was the magnitude of importance it was given. There seemed to be

an easy link to our very survival and that of our children and

even grandchildren. lndeed, there was a certain and noticeable

anxiety in much of the discussion. Respondents used the terms,

survival, scary, polluted, acid, garbage everywhere, dumps

overflowing, poisoned water, Nature overwhelmed, great danger,

jeopardy, dying, etc. in this discussion, suggesting a feeling of

great anxiety ¡f not alarm associated with this term. The

continuing fall of mankind, if not the sky could be easily

postulated from such argument. Certainly, there is the sense that

some of these people feel things arc out of control and a

helplessness at the nature and magnitude of the 'solution';

assuming one exists.
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It is likely more the emotionalism inherent in these perceptions

of the environment that characterizes rather than the prastical or

rational perspective. There seems to be a sort of desperation in

the tones used to discuss it. This characterization may well be

the basic motivation in public response to activitíes portrayed as

directly or even indirectly relating to environmental problems.

Many recycling programs have achieved overwhelming successes to

the great surprise and even alarm of municipal leaders. Such

participation may well be seen by residents as a vital behaviour

rather than simply a good idea. Such willingness to change or

modify behaviour on this scale and even to pay as part of it is

remarkable to say the least. Such volatility should be approached

with extreme caution by those who would introduce new measures.

Respondents in these discussions easily point to the drop in

credibility associated with products initially presented as

biodegradable (e.9. garbage bags) and later having their

legitimacy placed in doubt. lt is one thing to find a product not

living up to its claims and quite another to betray a trust in

something aS fundamental as the environment. Products portrayed

as having environmental effecls which turn out to be something

less than claimed may well betray two trusts.

It was an except¡on to hear a positive comment in connection with

the environment in these discussions. By and large, there was

most often worry, concern and, as noted, anxíousness. lt was a

'negative' issue; a problem to be addressed or solved. There was

not the sense that people are trying to create something positive

So much as correct a negative. The environment may well be seen

by some aS itself, something to be feared and, therefore,

conquered. This likely causes an inescapable internal conflict
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that is quite volatile. Some people, rather than rising to meet

such a challenge, may feel a general despair as a result of the

nature and magnitude of this same challenge and behave in

irrational, that is to say unpredictable ways when presented with

appeals having to do with the environment.

ln preparing appeals focussed on 'the' environment, it is

important that designers take account of the nature of public

perceptions, attitudes and, most importantly, feelings about it.

It may be that people see the environment âs, in facl, their

entire present physical existence on Earth. lt has both

observable and unobservable man¡festations. Smog is tangible

evidence of air quality problems. Pollutions and poisons leaching

into the water table may not be as visible but are no less real to

many people. Fears about water quality indeed seem to be

particularly strong and therefore more sensitive. Air quality is

something local people may come to adjust to and it is only

outsiders that notice, by comparison to their home cities, a d¡f-

ference. Poisons in water arc felt to be invisible to everyone

and taste is likely recognized as not a good indícator. Appeals

having to do with the environment need to take account of these

sensibilities. lt should be realized, for example, that people

are not participating in recycling programs in order to reduce

pressures on landfill sites. These are simple problerns for

municipal operations to solve. People are participating in order

to reduce the personally-felt threat of environmental disaster.

Even resource recovery and energy conservation may not be as vital

as this perspective.

Conservation seemed to be either an old or vague term to many of

the present respondents. They associated it with forestry, a
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government body and even preserving (conserves). The efficiency of

usq and preseruation of resources seemed to have relevancy to

respondents more in the ethical and moral sense of not wastíng.

Waste in the larger sense was seen to be fundamentally a moral

issue. lt seemed to become somewhat obscure, vague or at least

overly complex when applied to either the general issue of the

environment or even its particular components such as trees.

Trees are not a wastable resource. They are simply (now seen as)

necessary to the environment; to be protected.

RESPONSIBILITY . POTENTIAT YERSUS ACTUAL

When recruited by telephone to attend the focus groups,

respondents were asked questions about who they thought had the

greatest potential to reduce waste and the impact of pollution on

the environment and who they felt was actually having the greatest

effect. They were presented with the choices of Government,

lndustry and The Public. The results are summarized below.

WHICH BODY HAS THE GREATEST POTENTIAL
AND IS HAVING THE GREATEST EFFECT

ON CLEANING UP POLLUTION AND WASTE

HAVING THE
GREATEST EFFECT:

Government

lndustry

The Public

TOTAL "POTENTIAU'

GOV'T

3

2

6

11

INDUSTRY

1

3

I

12

THE
PUBLIC

1

1

I

TOTAL
,,EFFECT'

5

6

23

11 34
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It should be noted that these are whole numbers and include

answers from some respondents interviewed by telephone but who did

noi attend the group discussion sessions. lt will be noted that,

in terms of potential, these people appear to feel all three

bodies carry equal weight. There is little doubt who they feel is
aclually getting the most results, however. lt was fuñher

interesting to find that the Ottawa males felt a slightly greater

confidence in the potential effecliveness of government, that the

Thunder Bay females saw a higher potential for industry and that

the Toronto females saw equal potential in industry and the

public. Given a second chance to voice their opinions (by

clerical error, not by design), the Toronto females switched some

of their feelings of potential from the public to industry but did

not change their minds about the public's greater actual

effectiveness to date.

Further discussion about these various groups revealed a certain

cynicism among respondents for the self-interests of government

and industry. Governments, they felt, were run by politicians who

place their personal goals higher than those of the public. Their

principal objective is to stay in power and will only respond to

public outcry and opinion about issues rather than risk

unpopularity by anticipating ¡t. After all, where would the

heroism be without demons to conquer? The environment has become

such a demon and so we have great political 'response'.

Respondents felt such response will be slow, nevertheless and will

be true to form. lndustry was subjecl to similar criticism, being

described as a bunch of fat cats who are out for personal gain at

anyone's expense but their own. Government occasionally gives

them a slap-on-the-wrist fine for pollution and other
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environmental damage but by and large they don't really make the

effort unless there is profit in it first, said respondents.

3. ENERGY AND CONSUMER SOIUT'ONS

The respondents were also asked to indicate the extent to which

they felt a range of actions would have a positive effect on the

environment. The results are summarized below.

How Much Good
Thís Action Would Do

The

Most

Type Of Aclion: Total A Lot Some Good

Politlcal Actions:

Voting for more environmentally

friendly politicians 24 I 16

Changing the Federal Government 21 I 12 2

Ghanging the Provincial Government 23 4 19 1

Product Aclions:

Buying products with less packaging 30 25 5 12

Buying more environmentally

friendly producls 30 26 4 5

Eneroy/Behavioural Aclions :

Using fess gas and elec'tricity

at home 33 20 13 1

Using our cars less 31 22 I 13
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These questions, again asked prior to respondents' attendance at

the group sessions, confirm their beliefs that it is more by their

own actions that environmental benefit will occur. lt will be

noted that they see an effect of reduced in-home energy

consumption as easily as that of automobile usage and rank these

two areas the highest (i.e. using cars less and buying less

packaging). Surprisingly, the intensity of feelings about

products may be only slightly stronger.

Subsequent discussion revealed the feeling that while effecting

environmental solutions requires direct and substantial action

there may be an unpleasant príce to pay. The recycling of paper,

for example may put some loggers out of work; the elimination of

packaging may also eliminate jobs among those who manufacture it;

reducing automobile usage may cause a slowdown in production since

the cars would last longer; 
-less car usage would also have an

impact on gasoline and tax revenues; stringent anti-pollution laws

may cause plant closings, and so on. The seriousness of these

consequences reflects the depth with which these respondents have

thought and felt about the environmental problem. This is not

unlike their perspective regarding the inter-connectedness of

environmental systems as discussed earlier.

4. CURREÍìTEVY'ROAJMENTALAPPEALS

Respondents were asked to comment on a series of print

advertisements for a variety of products, selec{ed for discussion

for their range of subject matter and approach (see Appendix
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l-E). As might be expected, comments about each item ranged from

the very positive to the cynical. There seemed to be two trends
in these comments, however; one was that while an ad might 'say'

many of the right things about the environment, ¡t might overclaim

or distort the appropriateness of the featured product, such as

some of the impression created by the Biolage material (much ado

about nothing?). This ad also appeared a bit 'syrupy' and evasive

to some respondents. The CGI "Bincher's Pond" ad was nice to hear

but may not attract readership to its lengthy editorial style.

Its length also seemed to confuse some people with many facts and

caused others to wonder just what its point was. Again, it too
said many of the 'right' things about the environment. The other
trend appeared to be a certain resentment of being possibly

manipulated to do or buy things through one's concern about the

environment. lt is as if the concern has been stimulated by the

very people (companies) who are now using it for their own ends.

The irrationality or emotional nature of the basic environmental

concern tends to explain this general sense of distrust. Appeals

that overstimulate this emotionalism may suffer a correspondingly

irrational response and even backlash to faclual,

environmentally-oriented (or portrayed) product information. The

'trick' is not to appear to 'toy' with this emotion. lt may also

be that some of the ads discussed were seen as trying to reinvent

the environmental wheel (i.e. the wrong balance of sell and

substance was being used).

It is noteworthy that respondents saw no peculiarity in

environmentally-based appeals for manufactured nor energy
products. The environmental 'link', while executed to varying
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degrees of etfectiveness, seemed no less natural for either kind
of product.

There were two presentations havíng to do with electr¡cal energy
conservation and the use of specific producls. Both materials
contained economy or financial savings appeals. The light bulb
material seemed to lack a particular focus even though it
presented many relevant points. Respondents did not seem to be
sure if the material was trying to promote energy conservation for
energy conservation's sake, the financial benefits of an efficient
light bulb or a means to have a significant positive impact on air
pollution and the environment. There was also the suggestíon that
there might be a power shortage in the cities named. sympathies
for this latter situation had earlier been somewhat mixed; some
feeling that such local problems require appropriate local
sacrifice. The ontario Hydro/Tïde ad also received mixed
reviews. while the potential for electrical cost savings through
the use of a cold rinse seemed widely known, it was described as
old news and, rather than an economic trick, was simply required
by certain modern coloured fabrics. The comments about the use of
Tide in the ad were seldom positive. while some respondents
acknowledged the accuracy of the use of Tde with Bleach to get
whiter whites and dazzling colours, others were unable to see ¡t

as unique to the brand. ]t was argued that any detergent would
work as well and rather than being a significant plus, the bleach
was at best an incremental advantage and, at worst, an increment
to the probably damaging effect of the basic detergent on the
environment. Generally speaking, this ad was felt to be
legitimate insofar as the hot water and related cost savings went,
but somewhat lacking in its news value. The presence of Tide with
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Bleach seemed to be confusing. The ad with Ontario Hydro in it

was seen variously as a legitimizing element or 'gimmick' for

Tide, not the other way around. The ad evoked some of the basic

distrust, noted earlier, albeit mostly toward ïde and, on the

whole, did not seem to ímpress.

EXECUTING THE UNK

A range of print material, proposing a direcl environmental

consequence to elec'trical energy usage was presented to the

respondents. One of these elements was a finished Ontario Hydro

print ad containing a quote from Goethe (see Appendix). This ad

had been prepared some time ago but never run in the media. The

ad led variously to discussions of the need for Ontario Hydro to
simply provide different amounts of power in different seasons of

the year and of, as intended, the efforts of the Company to take

account of the environment in their operations and developments.

There were generally good feelings about this ad but evidence of

both confusion and misinterpretation. ¡t was suggested in the

Ottawa male group that this was a statement about ceftain

environmental trade-offs necessary to the adequate supply of

electricity ("...by this state utility...") to the Province. lt

was suggested in the Thunder Bay female group that Hydro is simply

acknowledging a reality and expressing their desíre to minimize

their effects on the environment. These are desirable interpreta-

tions. However, at the same time, it was suggested that this was

a gentle admonishment of the public for their sometimes excessive

("...we're spoiled...") demands for power and Hydro's struggle to

keep up. There was the suggestion in this that eleclricity is
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viewed by some as a tangible commodity that can be literally saved

if people cut back their demands at certain points. What is not

needed now can be saved for later. ¡t should again be noted in

connection with this ad that there d¡d not seem to be any

difficulty in respondents accepting the notion of environmental

consequence to the generation and use of electricity.

The words "respec{" and 'Value" in connection with the environment

as portrayed in two visuals presented to the groups seemed to
create quite different perceptions for some people. Respec't

seemed to be something with which people could agree but seemed

somewhat 'generic' or passive in meaning. Value, on the other

hand, seemed to suggest something more tangible and active, also

playing on implied economic advantage. To some respondents, value

and respect, when both used as verbs, go hand in hand. A possible

danger in using the word, value, however, is an implied exploi-

tation of nature. lt was also suggested that rWerr (probably

meaning 'other' people) in fact don't all respecl the environment,

and this word in this particular visual is a reminder of this

'fact'. The ads' (slightly different) listings of suggested

actíons with which to 'respect' or 'value' the environment seemed

both familiar and acceptable to most respondents. They were

described as simple and straightforward. These 'tips" were also

liked in another visual but there was some controversy about the

appropriateness of the "electric(ity) generation". - Some

respondents liked the sound or idea of plugging or getting plugged

into the environment while others thought it, along with "Let's

give tomorrow a hand" was more something that would be used for or

by school children. At the same time, it was felt that the basic

idea behind this 'tag' line was sound and appealing; it just
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struck some people as slightly juvenile to see it in print.

Generally speaking, the play on words such as generation, plug,

etc. resulted in various interpretations and reactions; some

desirable, some not. Ambiguity may be a rísk, however cute for
some people. lt runs the risk of total rejec{ion; as one

respondent said, "...it sucks..." in reference to the 'tips"
visual.

By and large, many of the attempts at analogy drew criticism, only

some of which was a function of the group settíng (group

dynamic). lt may be that the levity inherent in such ambiguities

is fundamentally ínappropriate to people's attitudes toward the

basic subjecl matter (i.e. the environment). The simplicity and

straightforwardness of the little tips or suggestions, perhaps

implying honesty, seemed to draw the most consistent favourable

comment. ¡t may also be that these respondents did not want to
see, be reminded of or simply acknowledge the more serious aspects

of these presentations. There seems to be a certain sensítivity

to the portrayal and balance of specific environmental references

in presentations having to do with the environment.

Respondents did not seem to want to be reminded of the negative

consequences or possibilities of not doing something about the

environment. Some commented on the 'guilt trip' presented in some

of the visuals (the ad-like materials used throughout the sessions

as ways to focus discussion on common elements). lt was suggested

that perhaps it would take such 'hitting over the head' of some

people to get them to do somethíng to help the environment, but by

and large people did not want to be intimidated and threatened by
presentations of their own demise and extinction ("...of our
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children...and grandchildren..."). There is also the risk of a

so{ of 'guilt by association' of the overlay or juxtaposítion of

environmental 'heroes' onto the spectre of environmental demise;

as one respondent observed on one of the visuals, "...it looks

like they are suggesting that that's what electriciÇ does...",

referring to the words, pollution, acid rain, smog, etc.,"...and

that electricity is bad for us...". The question of the extent to
which such 'heroes' can make problems of this magnitude simply go

away also occurred to some respondents.

It was of interest to note the comment of one respondent who

observed that the connections being made in these portrayals of

Hydro and electricity in connection with environmental problems

seemed to be suggesting that there are .problems that we weren't

aware of before. Problems with the environment can even originate

with something as fundamental as our electricity. This is

reminiscent of the question, "does everything cause cancer?".

Again, there is the indication of the need for great care in

making a conneclion between the use and/or generation of

electricity and environmental consequence, be it negative or

positive.

6. SUMMARY OBSERYAT'O'VS

Gertain hypotheses present themselves from the findings of the

focus group discussions reviewed here. Among others, they are:

1. The subject of the environment is first and foremost an

emotíonal one and strongly so. People may therefore not
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perce¡ve, conclude nor behave in rational ways when

presented with environmentally related subject matter.

2. The nature of the public's approach to the subject of the

environment is based in their survival 'instincts'. These

instincts are extremely sensitive, strong and subject to

overstimulatíon. Such overstimulation can cause a certain

level of anxiety ("survival anxiety") that can backlash on

the source of the stimulation. People will tend to take a

strong defensive posture, viewing all things as threats.

It is unlikely that a presenter of such subjecl matter can

be seen as simply an objective presenter and sole problem

solver at the same time. lt is unlikely that the extremely

personal nature of underlying feelings will permit people

to release all such responsibility to an external party.

It is therefore important that such a party establish

themselves as 'friend' rather than 'foe' early on in any

exchange.

3. lt is not unusual, nor any more 'dangerous' for Ontario

Hydro to declare an environmental consequence to the

generation and consumption of electricity than it is for

any producer of goods and services. The receptivity to

this notion among the public at present suggests that such

a link may well be inevitable and it may be wise to

anticipate and therefore manage the public's making such

connection on its own.

4. Conservation, insofar as it is applied to electrícity, is

an incomplete sentence. Conservation is not a particularly
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well understood concept in the first place and while it

sounds good to people, it is rather vague and poorly

defined. Applied to electricity, it sounds like a

temporary shortage and one not taken too seriously. lt is

not easily related to an environmental concept in the

modern sense.

5. The public will easily understand and relate to the notion

that they are and have for a long time been doing
environmentally enhancing things or at least minimizing

environmental degradation by virtue of their usage of

electricity. The public will easily recognize the value of
turning lights off when not needed, of rinsing clothes in

cold water, and of taking advantage of the open air drying
of laundry, etc. The increased importance of these and

other kinds of things will be evident and take on new
perspective when related to increased environmental

consequence. This will be particularly satisfying to
people who may have been doing these things with purely

selfish motives; i.e., to save money. To be encouraged to
simply continue doing such things for purely environmental

reasons will provide new incentive.

These hypotheses should be further studied for their wider
validity. This should be completed with more comprehensive
presentation materials such as might be used by Ontario Hydro in a
standard public communications program and take place within a
more numerically sound environment. Comprehensive experimental
print advertising attempting to represent the above hypotheses has

been developed and tested according to the established standards
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of the Poole-Adamson Research Consultants' Creative Lab rest
(CLT*) protocol. The results of this work are reported in a

separate section of the present document.
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A CREATTVE l-AB TEST (CLT*) STUDY

OF TWO ONTARIO HYDRO COMPREHENSIVE

EXPERIMENTAL PRINT MEDIA EXPRESSIONS

OF THE 'LINK' HYPOTHESIS

- -REDUCE,.

. "FOREST'
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A CREATTVE LAB TEST (CLT*) STUDY

OF TWO ONTARIO HYDRO COMPREHENSIVE

EXPERI M ENTAL PRINT MEDIA EXPRESSIONS

OF THE 'LINK' HYPOTHESIS

- PREFACE.

The purpose of the present study was to provide further consumer-based

perspective for the continuing development of the Ontario Hydro 'Link'

hypothesis. The study builds upon intelligence provided by focus group

study sessions and other sources as described earlier in the larger

current report. The role of the present study is to give a more

definitive sense of number to the various perceptions, attitudes and

behaviours as described by male and female homeowners in previous study

as described and to further test the 'Link' hypothesis in a more

tangible way. While there are other methods of obtaining quantífied

measures of public attitudes, the present Creative Lab Test (CLT*)

technique is an extremely efficient one in the present case in that it

is a proven standard and provides a normative base against which to

assess new data. lt has proven valuable in the consumer work completed

to this point to include controlled. experimental expressions of

different aspects of the relationship of electrical energy and the

environment. These expressions have been rough simulations of print

advertising íntended to focus attention and comment on common elements

of interest to the investigators. lt was considered appropriate to

contínue this model in attempting to further quantify such public
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comment. The Creative Lab Test (CLT") report summarized below is the

result of this attempt.

It is important to note that the materials used in the CLT* study were

intended to represent different portrayals of the 'Link' hypothesis as

indicated by the findings of the focus group work. The "Reduce"

expression was meant to be a simpler portrayal of the logical fit of

energy consumption reduction within the larger pattern of consumer (or

public) environmental behaviour options. The "Forest" portrayal was

meant to encourage people that there is 'hope' and that what 'we' have

been doing has been significant. Furthermore, it was meant to position

Ontario Hydro as a partner in the natural extension of these efforls

into electrical consumption reduction. ln both expressions,

appropriate visual cues were selected according to guidelines obtained

from the focus groups. Black and white photostats of these test

materials are íncluded in the present report. Full-colour field

materials are on file at Poole-Adamson Research Consultants offices.
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INTRODUCTION

It should be noted that the objectives of the present CLT* study are

necessarily those of the larger standardized system. While there is

likely a larger range of interests in these materials, those provided

by the current study are limited to those resident to the CLT*.

It was the objective of the present study to determine the

consumer-perceived, consumer- language message or intent of the test

materials. Because behaviour is in large part the result of the

processing of external perceptions and stimuli, it is imporlant to
obtain some sense of the popular interpretations of controlled stimuli

(the test materials in this case) insofar as the way in which they are

íntended to influence.

It was the further objective of the study to measure, analyze and

evaluate responses to these interpretatíons insofar as such responses

may occur at the point of presentation or 'exposure'. The more

important and fundamental Creative Lab Test POE (point-of-exposure)

measures are as follows:

Overall lnvolvement This is a measure of the extent to which

advertising (or ad-like) materials may

stimulate and hold attention. Such

attentiveness is variously referred to as

impact, clutter break-through, liking and so

on but more appropriately reflects a

personal decisíon (conscious or not) to

become involved in that which is perceived.
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Character

Of lnvolvement

Conviction

There is a range of implications to such

decision-making and the theory thereof but

these will not be discussed here. Suffice

to say that Overall lnvolvement is a broad

measure of level of attention.

This is a series of seven semantic

impression differentials (word scales) which

help understand the dimensionaliÇ of

involvement. They have been derived from

extensive semantic experimentation and

certain factorial and other data reduction

experiments and techniques.

It is important to obtain some measure of

commitment and decision about the probable

net effect of an experience on future

behaviours or predispositions. Advertising,

among a larger range of types of human

communications may stimulate such

decision-making. The conviction measure

obtained in standard CLT* studies is a

reflection of this. Such measures are also

referred to as motivation and persuasion

scores however it is felt that the softer

concepts of encouragement and conviction are

more appropriate to the simpler forms of

communications.
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Brand Presence Most, if not all commercial and mass media

communications includes the identification

of at least one brand or sponsoring agent.

The brand is normally the organization
(individual, group, etc.) intended to
benefit from any action or conviction
generated by the communication. To the

extent to which such 'brand' is perceived to
be identified and the perceived intent is
attributed to it, the communication is

defined as having "Brand Presence". This

measure has been derived over several years

of extensive experimentation and is unique

and proprietary to the Creative Lab Test

(CLT*) communications measurement

technique. lt is an indirect measurement

procedure whose mechanics are not available

to those outside Poole-Adamson Research

Consultants.

There are a number of other supplemental measures and a wide range of

analytic techniques available and which may be used in Creative Lab

Test (CLT*) studies. They are used as appropriate to understand the

effects of test materials as needed.

The field methodology followed in the current study conforms to
standard CLT* procedure. Qualifying respondents were selected on a

quota basis (stratified random sampling) from among a larger group of

individuals contacted at random among the general pedestrian traffic at

selected Metropol¡tan Toronto shopping centres. Respondents were
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qualified according to criteria based on occupation, age, gender,

position in household, type of dwelling and tenure. Detailed

interviews were completed with male and female heads of households

residing in owner-occupied single-family dwellings. Each respondent

was exposed in isolation to a single showing of one of the expressions

lor a minimum of 60 seconds. At the end of this period they were given

the option of an additional 30 seconds of exposure. No other material

was shown prior to nor during this exposure. lmmediately following the

exposure interval, the test material was removed from sight and a

modified standard CLT* questionnaire was administered by a trained

professional interviewer. Following this interview, the second test

expression was similarly exposed to be followed by a second similar

CLT* questionnaire. ln each successive interview, the order of

presenting the test materials was alternated.

ln total, 150 detailed interviews were completed in the study, 75

having been exposed to the "Reduce/Forest' rotation and 75 to the

"Forest/Reduce" rotation. ln this way, the standard minimum CLT*

sample (75) was completed for each test item without prior influence of

other material. Field work for the study was completed during the

period, September 1 1 througll 2, 1990.
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SUMMARY

COMPREHENS/OIV OF THE 
'DEAS 

WITHIN THE EIIIDRESS'OI,'S

It is, as noted, extremely important to determine what impression

of intent people are likely to get from a given test item. This

is the first question asked of respondents in a CLT* study in

order to obtain as fresh and candid a response as possible

immediately following exposure to the item and to focus respondent
attention on their own interpretations. The following table
therefore summarizes answers to the question, in your own words,
what ideas do you feel the (advertisement) you have just seen is
trying to express, convey or get across?

Conserving/Saving generally, resources
Conserving/Saving Energy

The Three Rs - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Environmental - saving, protecting, helping

Specific Energy-Saving Actions

PCT OF RESPONDENTS
.,FìEDUCE', "FOREST'

32 21

63 69

603
23 60

20 17

Note: First position resutts only

Several trends are evident from this summary of comments:

1. Both expressions communicate ideas about the environment,

conservation and energy extremely well.
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2. "Reduce" is, as intended, more specific or 'hard hitting'

and focussed on the environment, expressing the three Rs

and resource conservation more than does "Forest'.

3. "Forest", also as intended, seems simpler and to have an

equal balance between energy and the environment. lts

environmental message tends to be more general than

specific.

Further analysis shows perceptions of the ideas in "Forest" to be

independent to those of "Fleduce" in that the pattern of playback

remained the same, regardless of which expression was seen first.

This trend did not quite hold for the perceptions of "Reduce".

Here, perceptions of the three Rs was enhanced if respondents were

first exposed to "Foresf' and, as well, there were indicatíons

that their perceptions of specific energy-saving actions were

reduced.

2. LflIEL OF IM/OLVEMENT IN THE EXPRESSÍONS

The broad CLT* indicator of the extent to which respondents chose

to become involved in the expressions is summarized along with the

normative average for similar types of conventional advertising

expressions in the following table:
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CATE-
GORY
NORMSl

INDICATOR:

High - lntense

Moderate - Empathy
5

68

I
56

8

38

Total - Overall

lnvolvement

Coolness - lndifference

Negative - Rejection

1' Not"'

65

31

46 73

27

16 4

advertising for
institutional

English language newspaper
t¡tilities, services and
advert¡sers.

3.

¡t will be noted that both test expressions generate a well above

average level of overall involvement, originating in the moderate

scale level which indicates high empathy. There is the suggestion
that "Forest" may encourage slíghtly greater empathy than does

"Reduce".

CHARACTER OF 
'MIOLVEMENT 

IN THE Ð(PRESS'OIVS

The seven semantic differentials standard to the Creative Lab Test

(CLT") include positive, negative and neutral scale points,

presented as optíons to respondents ín that fashion and always in

the same order. Current respondent ratings of the characler of

their involvement ín the test expressions are compared with the

previously noted category norms in the following summary:
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POSITIVES:

Enjoyable, entertaining

Amusing, humorous

Convincing, believable

lnformative, educational

New ldea, different

Appealing

Wouldn't mind seeing again

NEGATIVES:

Annoying, offensive

Ridiculous, laughable

Misleading, unbelievable

Confusing, pointless

Dull, tiresome, same old thing

Unappealing

Wouldn't Want

To See Again

PCT OF RESPONDENTS

''REDUCE'' ''FOREST'

27 40

34
84 80

79 95

27 32

64 80

68 75

CATE-

GORY

NORMS

31

14

66

64

36

49

48

5

5

10

14

35

32

æ

1

1

7

4

23

4

3

3

5

9

27

I

NOTE: Neutralscale points not shown

The exceptional informativeness and credibility of both these

expressions are balanced with similarly strong personal appeal and,

not surprisingly, high durability. tt will also be noted that

"Forest" is rated higher than "Reduce" in most of the positive

dimensions. All negative ratings are at or significantly below
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what is 'normally' expected. tt was also significant to find that
the profile of lnvolvement in both expressions was quite flat or
uniform across several variables examined, although there seemed to
be a general tendenry for older respondents to rate them slightly
higher than d¡d younger ones. Furthermore, ratings of the
distinctiveness ("new idea/different") of "Reduce" seemed to
increase if respondents had first been exposed to "Forest".

4. BRANDPRESENCEAtTAtYStS

Brand Presence is a unique Creative Lab Test (CLT*) concept
referring to the extent and nature of the integration of the
intended 'brand' or sponsoring agent ' in a given piece of
communications. The brand or sponsor in the communicatíons is

simply the intended originating source of target group
perceptions. While the majority of mass media communications have

only one intended 'brand', there can be more. ln the current
materials, only Ontario Hydro/Hydro has been identified. There are

two parameters of Brand Presence expression, Regístration and
Association. Registration refers to the level at which there is

conscious motivated notation of the sponsor as an element of the
(in this case) visual impression and after-image. The other
parameter, Association, is an indicator of the extent to which the

brand is perceived to be a natural part of interpretations of the

message intent of the communications. The Fìegistration and

Association measures of the present study materials are compared
wíth relevant normative averages in the following summary:
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Brand Presence*
Analysis -
Ontario Hvdro

Registration*

Message Association*
Net Brand Presence*

CATE.
GORY
NORMS

25

31

42

* Copyright

21

4

23

27

23

41

It is evident that while the materials accomplished reasonable
levels of perception in the simpler dimension of Registration, they
d¡d not strongly Associate Hydro with the ideas respondents
perceived from them. More broadly speaking, the overall or net
Brand Presence of Hydro in "Reduce" is below average while it is at
a generally acceptable level in "Forest". The essential characler
of perceptions in these two expressions therefore is somewhat
generic or non-source-associated. Hydro's 'presence' wíthin the
expressions is probably quite low, soft or, at best, subdued.

5. PURCHASEIACT//ON COîW¡CT¡ON

Mass media, particularly commercial communications, usually has as
one of its principal goals a desired, usually purchase actíon. lt
can also have a point of view objective as well as a non-purchase
behaviour (e.g. simply a change in behaviour such as smoking or
paying. more attention to a particular action or set of actions).
The extent to which the intended recipients of a communication
decide on or feel a sense of personal commitment to these goals or
objectives is said to reflecl its base Conviction. Factored with
the Net Brand Presence of the communication, such base Conviction
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becomes Net Brand Effective Purchase/Action Conviction. The base
and net brand effective levels of conviction engendered by the two
current study expressions is summarized with normative reference
points in the followíng table:

Base Conviction

Net Brand Effective

CATE.
GORY
NORMS

37

16

76

18

It is important to note that the base conviction level in the
present study is the result of a direct question asking respondents
if they feel encouraged by the material to reduce their home
electricity usage by following one or more of the indicated actions
as listed (i.e. lowering hot water temperatures, etc.). While
saving and conserving energy was a strong perception of intent in
the expressions as noted earlier, the specific actions were not.

To some extent, then, respondents were asked about an action they
may not have perceived to be the intent of the communication. tn

facl, while not perceived as the central point of the expressions
these specific actions figured prominently in respondent playback

of content. This suggests that post exposure memory may well llnk

and position these actions as means to both energy saving and
environmental ends. The actions themselves become memory
'triggers' that actívate recall of environmental consequences.

It is evídent from the results in the above table that the base
levels of conviction are extremely strong. Brand effective

conviction is only average for "Reduce" because Hydro was not made
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to be prominent in this expression. ¡t is quite strong in "Foresf'
due to the combination of its high base level and an acceptabfe

level of Brand Presence. lt is significant to note that base

conviction was equally strong in both expressions despite

differences in Brand Presence. A ditference in Hydro's prominence

in these communications did not result in a ditference in resulting
'motivation'.

6. INTERACTME EFFECTS

It has been shown that while the message focus of the two study

expressions is substantially ditferent, responses to them in terms

of lnvolvement and basic Convic{ion are highly similar.

Furthermore, the level of identification of Ontario Hydro in the

expressions is also quite different. While these two expressions
present a choice of prominence and message focuses for Hydro, they

seem to represent similar base effectiveness potentials. ln fact,

it is not evident from results presented so tar that these two

expressions appeal to the same or to different people and it is

simply a difference in message focus and branding where differences

in effecl occur.

It will be recalled that the study sample was comprised of 75

respondents who were interviewed separately about each expression

in the order "Reduce/Forest" and 75 respondents interviewed about

the expressions in the "ForesVReduce" order. This sample

structure provides the opportunity to examine the possible effects

of exposure tq one of the expressions on perception of and response

to the other. The integrity of the minímum 75 unatfected
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respondents for each expressíon in isolation as required by the

CLT* model is also uncompromised by this design.

The extent to which the present expressions were found to effecl

the same or different segments of the larger study population ís

summarized in the following table:

INVOLVEMENT CONVICTION PRESENCE
Response/Perception

ls To/Of:

REDUCE only

FOREST only

Both expressions

15

21

50

I
10

64

11

17

13

Total - Either Ad

Neither expression

86 4183

1714 59

It will be noted that approximately 860/o of respondents became

'involved' in either or both expressions, that about 83o/o expressed

a base level of conviction about them and that collectively, the

expressions created a 'brand' impression about Ontario Hydro among

approximately 41% of people. lt will also be noted that among

these collective etfects, about 4T/o of the lnvolvement, 23o/o of the

Conviction and 68% of the brand presence was created by only one

expression actíng alone. ln other words, these expressions have

substantially different qualities of effects despite their apparent

similaríties. Their various effects can be at least as much among

different people as among'shared' respondents.
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7. OTHER 
'SSUES

Following standard Creative Lab Test (CLT*) questioning,

respondents were asked ¡f they fett they would or would not be

likely to follow each of the six named actions shared in common by

the two test expressions. The results are summarized in the

following table:

Lower hot water temperature

Rinse clothes in cold water

Turn out lights in

unused rooms

lnsulate hot water pipe

near heater

Use energy efficient

shower heads

Use compact florescent

light bulbs

PERCENT ¡NDICAT¡NG

THEY WOULD FOLLOW

THIS ACTION AT HOME

PERCENT INDICATING

THEY MIGHT FOLLOW

THIS ACTION AT HOME

11

7

24

69

80

98

21

60

71

51

The greater majority of respondents índicated a willingness to

follow all these actions as a way to save or reduce the consumption

of electricity in their homes. ln fact many respondents gave as

their reason for their base conviction in the study materials the

fact that they were already following these types of actions in

their homes (the¡r specific habit details were not pursued). lt

therefore seems that the proposals made by these expressions are
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consistent w¡th respondent perceptions of reasonable energy usage

efficiency behaviour.

It was of interest in the larger consumer research program to
determine the sensitivity of the introduction of the power plant

construclion issue, and particularly the nuclear one. The recent

announcement of the newly elected NDP Party's position regarding

the future of nuclear power in the Province as expressed by Mr. Rae

provided a useful point of departure for questioning on this

subject in the present study. Respondents were therefore presented

with two questions: one, did they feel that, as Mr. Rae had stated,

nuclear powered eleclrical generating stations are too dangerous to
the environment and human populations, and two, did they feel that

not only should new stations not be buitt but also the existing

(nuclear) ones should be shut down. The results were as follows:

PERCENT OF

ALL RESPONDENTS

FEEL THAT NUCLEAR

GENERATING STATIONS ARE:

Too dangerous

Not too dangerous

Don't know

Ð(ISTING NUCLEAR

GENERATING STATIONS:

Should be shut down

Should not be shut down

Don't know

37

43

20

23

53

24
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It is evident that both these propositíons were held by the

minority of these respondents. The largest groups in fact opposed
them. lt should be noted that a substantial proportion of
respondents were unsure and that these questions were asked within

the context of and following exposure to two experimental

expressions of electrical energy conservation. This gives

important perspective to notations about the importance of the need
to convert, reduce or eliminate nuclear (and perhaps other) powered

electrical generating stations in public communications material.

lf the purpose of "cutting back" one's consumption of electrical

energy is proposed to be an impacl on station construclion, then a
direct responsibílity línk will be created in one's mind. A

conflict therefore arises because the 'fear' of stations is not
strong enough to motivate conservation and conservation is more

strongly tied to the concept of wastefulness to begin with. There

is not the peruasive tear of nuclear stations that might be

suggested by Mr. Rae's pronouncements and there is not yet the link

of such stations to impacts on the environment. Promoting the
elimination of nuclear stations based on their safety is not only
unpopular but also a cart-before-the-horse proposition.

8. SUMMARYOBSERYAT'O¡JS

The present report summarizes the findings of a Creative Lab Test
(CLT*) study of two experimental print media expressions of Ontario
Hydro public appeals for consumers to reduce their residential

consumption/demand for eleclrical energy. The development of these
expressions has been guided by previous experience and study of
public attitudes. lt has been for the convenience and efficienry
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of the Creative Lab Test (CLT*) that the expressions have taken the

appearance of finíshed print advertising. They are not meant to
be, nor are they either endorsed or recommended as usable campaign

materials. The CLT* study has served to quantify possible consumer

reactions to alternate positionings of Ontario Hydro with respect

to electrical conservation against an environmental background.

The expressions were used merely to help affect reasonable

commonality of perception among present study respondents.

It has been found that, as intended, the experimental expressions

of the study were seen to represent a substantially similar range

of ideas but a substantially different emphasis and characler in
the portrayal of electrical energy conservation and Ontario Hydro

in juxtaposition with the environmental issue. The study suggests

that despite significant differences in emphasis and Ontario Hydro

prominence in such communications, a highly positive public

perception and response may ensue.

It is likely that substantial reasons for the positive responses

noted for each of the experimental expressions of the present study

include the consistency of the portrayal of the importance of the

environment, the lísted conservation activities with existing

perceptions of appropriate in-home electrical 'behaviour' and

currently held beliefs about the generation of eleclrical energy

generally. The expressions seem merely to present these elements

in appropriate, if ditfering perspectives. This is a substantial

and significant finding with regard to the 'Link' hypothesis.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM MENDATIONS

1. THE CONSUMER MOOD

Findings from the present series of consumer research studies are

consistent with general experience about public mood and attitudes
regarding the environment. The frustration over the ignorance of
detailed or even factual knowledge about environmental issues,

while significant among the public, is not debilitating. ¡t is

natural for people to be anxious about or to fear the unknown but
not to be paralysed by it. There is -genuine |rear about the
environment and ¡t is both global and pervasive. lt may well be
argued that it stimulates the basic human suruival anxiety. The

seriousness of this condition makes the argument about its degree
moot.

while there is a certain despair,there is neither a paralysis nor
an hysteria about the environment among the public. While there
may be the feeling that nature is in danger of being ovenrvhelmed,

there is remaining faith that wounds need not be fatal. ln this

regard the public may equate potential in the etforts of government

and industry with that of their own, but see little comparable
evidence of actual effect. Faith is with their own actions at
present. tt is fundamental to ma,rimizing tonger term public

cooperation for either lndustry or Government to understand this
perspective in introducing programs or otherwise attempting to
modify behaviour predicated on environmental objectives. There is
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the need if not demand for information about programs and their
effectiveness and further encouragement that the 'batile' can be
won. Lacking 'heroes' among Government and lndustrial leaders in

which to place their confidence and trust, the public is becoming
more ¡ntrospective and 'self' centered. While the environmental
problem is seen as global, the threat is becoming more personal.

2. REACTIONS TO APPEALS

There appears to be much flexibility and 'forgiveness' or at least
latitude in public approaches to environmental communiques. While
there is growing dissatisfaction with material that is simply
fundamental, no matter how sensational, the need for information
tends to dictate a certain receptivity. lt is likely that material
seen as simply 'more of the same' is simply scanned for
usefulness. There is no longer any need to preach to the
converted. Mass media appeals need to have substance and to
demonstrate an understanding of the appropriate perspeclive and
relationship of those or that which is being represented to that of
the public. While ¡t is not necessary to convince people that the
environment is "important' (as in the heading to the "Reduce"
expression), it is nevertheless useful to flag a message of
substance with this word as long as it is the message and not
simply the subject of the environment that is being highlighted.
The "Reduce" expression generates very positive response because it
holds out the promise of and delivers valuable information. lt

delivers this information logically and within the larger
environmental framework. The expression borders on the nature of
advocary communications partly because of the strength of the
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larger issue (i.e. the environment) which tends to overwhelm, and
partly because Ontario Hydro is positioned as merely the source of
the information, not its focus. At best, this appeal is soft
ímagery for Hydro, no matter the hardness its content. At worst,
Hydro is merely invisible. ]t is the larger environmental
perspective, the logic of the positioning of electrical
conservation within it and the existing acceptance of the
environmental importance of this conservation that accounts for the
effectiveness of this appeal.

The success of the "Forest' expression ís evidence that the same
environmentally related contents can be wrapped up in different
packagíng and achieve similar results. The psychology of this
appeal is of course quite different to that of the "Reduce', appeal
but it is no less effective. lt is in its charac'ter of
etfecliveness that ¡t differs. This appeal is particularly
powerful because it identifies the hope of lictory' that people
still believe is there. lt says what people want to hear. The
fact that it employs the impersonal, ,The,' in its heading and
implies the personal, 'You" in its sub-heading, demonstrates an
understanding of the public attitude already held that it is the
public at large that is accomplishing things environmental, not
lndustry (ontario Hydro). The invitation to join forces as an
avenue of increased success is not only fundamentally appealing to
people but also a better focus on ontario Hydro than is "Reduce',.
The fact that such increased focus does not result in decreased
positiveness nor the emergence of hostility is both encouraging to
Ontario Hydro and evidence of the validity of the 'Unk'
hypothesis.
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3. DFÍIELOPMENT OPT'ONS

Development of further public expressions of the 'Link' hypothesis

seems limited more by imagination than by any fundamental

resistance to the notion. Results of the Creative Lab Test (CLT*)

study suggest that a wide range of approaches and positionings of

Ontario Hydro may be pursued not only without fear of latent

hostility but also with rather significant positive potential. The

key to success is in perspeclive, the substance of information

utilized, and demonstrating an understanding of the appropriate

relationship to the public's attitude to the subject. lt is likely

that connections between electrical conservation and environmental

consequence can and should be included in Ontario Hydro future

marketing programs. There are many ways such linking can be

accomplished both directly and through the intermediary

conservation/anti-wastefulness concept. Further experimentation

and testing of expressions based on these ideas should be pursued.

T. Poole, President
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P.A.R.C.Ref .90-07-03- July L9, t_990

MÀRKETING THE LINK BETWEEN RESIDENTTAL ELECTRTCITY
CONSERVATTON AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENHANCEMENT

Focus Group Topic Discussion Guide
Draft no.1.

I General EnvironmentaL fssues

Attitudes toward the environment as an i-ssue
how important is it?

points of reference
I anguage/descr ipt ives
forced comparison to:

taxation
cultural issues (language; native Canadian
rights, etc. )
housing

how urgent is it
vrhy
how do you know

Perceived cornposition of the environmentaL issue
solicit identification of aspects:

atmospheric, water, Iand
pollution incremental/catastrophic
ozone depletion
biodegradability
rain forests
flora/fauna
human health/guality of life
littering
protection/conservation/recovery of resources
landfil1
packaging
etc.

II Environmental Responsibility

perceived sources, origins, causes of problems
e.g. giovernment, industry, public

culpability
how long have they/we known
why only now

sol"utions
by whom
variation by aspect,



fII industry, Services Ànd The Environnent

Environmental- Impact of fndustry
e.g. canned goods, cracker, kleenex mfrs.
newspaper Publishers' canned/bottled beverage mfrs.
car mfrs.

Environmental fmpact of S.:-:vj-ces
e.g. ltater and sewage processinE
the gas company
the el-ectric comPanY/HYdro
the tel-ephone comPanY/Be11

Degree and nature of irnPact

Seriousness
nov/, trend Past and future

fV Perception Of Personal Responsibility

Nature and level of impact (positive/negative)
In areas of: (see listinE in I)
Reaction to proposition that environmental irnpact created by
purchase/use of Products
Reaction to proposition that environmental irnpact created by
purchase/use of services

V Reactions 1o Sel-ected Existing Àdvertising Propositions

Variety of selected non-Hydro propositions (ads)
Selected Hydro propositions

control-1ed. sequence to examine cumulative/reLalional
effects

Perceived intent
Appeal
Probable response



FOCUS GROUP SCREENTNG

INTRODUCTION

1a) Have you ever attended a consuner group
or survey which !¿as arranged in advance,
received a sum of noney?

Proj. 90-07-01
JuIy 18, 1990

discussion, an interview
and for which you

Yes t I MAx. L/2 oE GRoUP I No t I SKIP To Q.2

b) How long ago was it?

2. TYPE OF DI{ELLING: Single Detached t l

3. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD FemaLetl Maletl

TERMINATE IF TN PÀST YEAR

Other t I DISCONTINUE

WÀTCH QUOTAS

other t I DISCONTINUE4. PRTNCIPÀL I,ÀNGUAGE: English t l

5. AGE:
Under35 t I QUOTA-THREE

35 to 44 t I QUOTA - FoIiR

45 to 59 t I QUOTA - THREE

Às you know, governments have the ability to pass laws, to set
fines and penalties and to provide leadership and support in rnany
ways. Industry has technology, creativity and the facil-ities to
provide products and services that compete for a wide range of
markets and businesses. And the public has the freedom to choose
governments and to select and use the types of products and
se¡¡¡ices they need or want the most.



a) Which of these three types of organizations or groups do you feel has
the greatest potential to reduce the amount of pollution and waste our
society produces each year? llould it be... (NÀME EÀcH GROUP À.liD cHEcK
ÀNSWER BEI,OW)

b) Ând vhich of them rvould you say is rnaking the greatest effort and
actually producing the greatest positive results at present? (cHEcK
ÀNS}¡ER BEI,OW)

Q.6a) Q.6b)
GREÀTEST GREATEST
I,.)TENTTAL RESULTS

Government tl tl
rndust,ry tl tl
ThePubl-ic [] tl

7a) I would. like you to teLl me how much good each of the folJ.owing
things cou1d. ão as far as helping the resources and environment
of the Earth. For example, how rnuch good would ... (READ FIRST
ÀcTIoN) do, would it do a lot of good, sorne good, probably not
nuch good, or very l-ittle if any good? (CIRCLE ANSWER BELOW).
A¡d hor¿ much good would (read each remaining action in turn) do?
(CIRCLE ÀNSI"¿ERS BET,OW)

la) HOw MUCH GooD
NOT LITÎLE

A LOT SOI'ÍE I.ÍUCH TF ANY

432I

432r

432L

432r

432r

432]^
432L

b) Which of all these things woul.d you say \.¡ould produce Lhe greacest
result or do the rnost good? (CIRCLE ANSWER ABOVE)

INVTTE RESPONDENT TO FOCUS GROUP ÀT TTME ÀND I¡CATTON SCHEDULED

Voting for xûore environ-
mentally friendly poli-
ticians
Changing our current
federal government

Changing our current
provincial government

Bu¡'ing products with
less packaging

Buying more products
Èhat are r¡ore environ-
rnentally friendly
Using less gas and elec-
tricity in our ho¡nes

Using our cars less

(b)
vôcm

5

5

5

5

5
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'when people buy anything from hot dogs to

kleenêX, they are having an impact on the

gnvironmgnt...,t



"Every time you turn on your lights, your TV

or use hot water, you're having an etfect on

the quality of our environment..."



"' . r.'jt
tW, 

,rror.¡'srve HA'R .ARE
IN HARMONY WITH YQUR,WORLD

,¡/,i'.!,.t. :.;.r..

iä--. *

Y-,fNi :. ¡N )\,,ft¡.:
l'/ûlt il,\ruf(E^

l.' ¡

.;l 
. "",rift/ t''L

\'
À

4;È*
ir

I

i.' .¡ ..
,..a ji



Evnny Tlnan So¡¿EorvE

Çgoosns I{eruRAL Gas,
THB Ctrys DowN.{T Blxcl-lnRs por{c

SgnÄrr re $rrqc e LllTr-,E LoupER.
'...

Tke êLrYs ar BþçþsrS hnd a¡e

án eásy bi¡nch to please.

,1ll they ask for is ffesh air,

clean rain and .n abundant sup-
ply of sir-legged ruppers.

That airnple request is

getting harder to fulftll. Pollutiorr
. is fouling the ¿lt and chof ing otu

rivers atrd lii-kes.

Our attitude about the envi-

¡o¡1me¡rt rnust change.

We owe it not only to our-
selvcq but to our childrsh and the
songster! at the pond.

¡\fA¡(Ë n cH¡,ñcr roR
THF SETrrEß.

,. _ Qrn one persof¡ reaüy çofl-
t¡ibute to a clea¡ef pnvironmentl
¡ ne q¡swçr F yes.

\)/o ca¡ recyele rpoiâWe can

use less papet and piastic dispos-
ables and grow mofg mlfldfu! of
the .quqgr we u¡e tô heat our
homes and fuel our vehicles.

Part of the iolution is a

greater use ofnatural gas.

It! abundant, eflicient and the
clea¡est of fossil fuels.

Fuel FoR THoucHT.
Natural gas can reduce ai¡

pollution, lessen the damage of
acjd rain and help moderate the
greenhouse effect.

Look at the facts.
Industries that use natural

gas in place ofcoal or oil can reduce
the harmful emissions that con-
tribute to our global warming.

,Using *t*d gas, these sarne

i¡{ustries can eliminate t}¡ei¡
emlssioni of suiphur dioxide, the
p¡lma¡y cause of acid rain.

Breathe deepl¡ there's more.
Â vehide fueled by natural

gas produces fewer hydrocarboru
- which means less smog - and
400/o less ca¡bon dioxide than a

gasoline-powered vehicle.
Because North Âmericans

buy over 725 million litres of gaso-

line a day, adapting our vehicles
to natural gas could significantly
clean up the air.

'Nol pERFEcr, BUT 
^cooD . r\RT

Natural gÀs rs not the rùr¡,.
plete answer.

8ut when you compare it to
coaÌ, oil or gasoline, the advan-

tages of natural gar outrhine the
alternatives.

So the next ti¡ne ¡óu steþ

. outside, take a deip breath and
'rernemb", the guys at the pond

TheyU appreciate your rocal
6upport.

"' _{-"-fr'i.æ#_*-

t¿

i; For a free booklet on how

i', you can help the.environment by

f' the use of natural gas call this
í,, toil-f¡ee number: 1-800-668-1503

^i¿l,Jrål 
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^ _HQ!V Ip!!ß!NG An rxIRA 100 BATHS
oR rr0 sHotrrns ouroryour iÃüiiöñy..,

AIITD SilLl GII rW lrER tvlt]rls.
llbshing your laundry ln warm, hot or cold water and Tide wrth Bleach wrtl give you whrter wh¡tes - whrter than any other
detergent. Dazzhng colours, too. But Ontano l-lydro and Tide wrth Bteaú-wañt io, iJtno" that switctung yoí,
rtnse to cold water stillgives you great resutts-plus it s¿ves on hot water Enoúgh vvings, in fact, to grvã íóu an ertra
100 hot baths or an extra 220 hol showers
.".'ilrnr 

;,; ;.;;*" ;;; ;;, Ftp0 gfl',tpÉ Hrtsg,rFntn ,. Ë-you'll comeourmuchcrganerrnthgend. ! ..::::.:,1¡ 
v¡trñlrrvrrr,r\ve¡rrrrrr¡rnrrvrrErL 

if--]ril

1-8op-263-eooo if,fli[fry ,,,03_Ontano l-irdro



We oll respect
the Environment

it is now tirne to respect
the wqy we use electricity

Here cre some wqys lo respect
the environment electricqlly.,

o
o
o
o

turn out ttghts ln unused roorns
use energy efftclent showerheads
lnsulate hot water plplng necr heater
lower hot water temperature



Everyone olready values
the Environrnent

wcrysHere ctre some vqluqble
to do it electricqlly,,

O lower hot water temperature

O rinse clothes in cold water

O turn out lights in unused rooms

O use energy etficient showerheads

O use compacl florescent light bulbs



NVIRONMENT

PLUG INTO THE ENVIRONMENT

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE THE CONNECTION:

O dry ctothes tn nc¡tural sunshlne
O ralse thermostqt settlng on air conditioner
O use energy efftclent showerheads
O lnsulate hot water plplng necr heater
O lower hot water ternperature



Sorne Environrnental Tips

for the Electric; Generation

o use energy efficient showerheads

o use compact florescent light bulbs

o insulate hot water piping near heater

o rinse clothes in cold water
O lower hot water temperature

Let's Give Tomorrow A Hand



PLUG INTO
NERGY

CONSERVATION

SEE THE CONNECTION

HERE'S HOW:

dry clothes ln natural sunshlne
raise thermostat settlng on air condltloner
use energy efflctent showerheads
tnsulate hot water ptptng necr heater
lower hot wcter temperqture

o
o
O
o
o



The wqsteful use of electricity

-!- 'Àcid rqin'
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¡,/u\ 'g lobcl wqrm ing'
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Here's how lo ltmit the dqmqge,,
a use compcct florescent ttght bulbs
O turn out ltghts ln ur¡usêd roorns



The wcsteful use of electricity

\

I

/

'globcl warmlng'

,. is environmentqlly devclslqting

\t 'Acld rqin'

'hot wqter dlschcrge'

'Nuclesr wqste'

'smog'

'flooded qreqs'

'cocl vrcste'

-r

\

II

II

Here's how to llmit the dqmqge,.
O use cornpcct florescent ttght bulbs
O turn out ltghts ln unused rooms



ELECTRICITY IS NOT SOMETHING
TO TAKE FOR GRANTED..

-!,
-I=./v\ 'globcl wqrmlng'

'pollution'

ission lfnes'

'flooded q¡eos'

'ground level ozon6'

'coql wostg'

Don'l qbuse it,.

'Àcld rqln'

'hot wqter dfschorge'

'nucleqr $¡oste'

't rqn

o
o
O

use an energy efficient showerhead
rinse clothes in cold water
turn out lights in unused rooms



ENVIRONMENT T ELECTRICITY

MAKE THE CONNECTION

HERE'S HOW:

O dry clothes ln naturcl sunshlne
O ralse therrnostat setting on alr condltloner
O use energy efflclent showerheqds
O lnsulqte hot water ptptng necr heater
O lower hot wqter ternperature



ELECTRICITY IS NOT SOMETHING
TO TAI(E FOR GRANTED..

O ontario hydro

o
o
o

Don't qbuse it,.
use an energy etficient showerhead
rinse clothes in cold water
turn out lights in unused rooms



'4,,

%
%

ario hydro soys,.

PLUG INTO THE ENVIRONMENT

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE THE CONNECTION:

O dry clothes outslde tn the fresh atr
O ralse thermostat setttng on <¡tr condtüoner
O use energy efflclent showerheads
a lnsulate hot water ptptng neqr heater
O lower hot water terñperc¡Iure



I

e ontar¡o hydro sqys..

PLUG INTO THE ENVIRONMENT

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE THE CONNECTION:

O dry clothes outstde ln the fresh air
f rcfse therrnostqt setting on qlr conditioner
I use energy ef flclent showerheads
O tnsulqte hot water ptptng necr heater
¡ lower hot water ternpercrture

troa
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4.

5.

WE ÀLL RESPECT
THE WÀY I^¡E USE

THE ENVTRONMENT.
ELECTRTCITY

ITIS NOW TTME TO RESPECT

HERE ARE SOME

SOME ENVIRONMENTAL TTPS FOR
LETIS GIVE TOMORROW A }IAND

THE ELECTRICITY GENERÀTTON

ELECTRICITY
ABUSE TT

ÏS NOT SOMETHTNG TO TAKE FOR GRANTED DONIT

THE WASTEFUL USE OF ELECTRICTTY TS ENVIRONMENTÀLLY
DEVASTATTNG

6. PLUG TNTO THE ENVTRONMENT

7. ELECTRICITY

8. PLUG TNTO ELECTRICTTY CONSERVATTON SEE THE CONNECTTON

ONTARIO HYDRO SAYS PLUG INTO THE
HOW TO MAKE THE CONNECTION

EVERYONE ÀLREADY
VÀLUABLE WÀYS TO

VALUES THE ENVTRONMENT
DO IT ELECTRICALLY

o ENVTRONMENT HERE'S
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So tben tbe 1rear is
repeatlng its old story
agaín. Ve are come once
mory tbanÞ God! to its
most cbarming cbapter,
Tbe uiolets and tbe May
tlowen are as its
insîipt ions or u i gnettes.
It alwaln maþ.es a pleasant
inpressíon on us when we
open once agaín at tbese
pages of lbe booþ olliß
Jobana Wolfgang voo Gocthc

N SPRING, SLIMMER, F:{LL Al.lD WINTÏR, ONTARIO HYDROlS WORffl}lG
TO BAIÅI\ICE TIIE ETECTNICAL ENERGYNE¡DS OF TIIE PROVINCE MTTI

TTIE NEED TO PRESERVE TTIE NAflJRAIEI.IVIROMYTEI.TÏ.

For information on Hydro's environmental programs ælephone 416592-3345,
or contâct your localOnurio Hydro office



ELEClRICITY

EnvironmentallY SPeakinq

Etectricity- produced for large scale consumption by Ontariors
;;ã;;¿ry uñd'tnou"ands of homes is generated. in a variety of ways'

Sorne of these ways are practical and affordabl-e at the present time
and some are notl the ónes that are include water-powered generators
ãË-aã*i, coal, oil and gas-fired generators and nuclear-powered

;;";;;Iårã. 
-Åfr these ñethods haie an irnpact on the environment that

éan effect present and future generations'

people in Ontario have been increasing their use of electricity at a

,ãiã-tir"t is beyond the capacity of current,generators to provide'
Therefore new gånerator= titl håve to ¡e built if enouqth electricity
i;-i;-;; avaitá¡te to everyone. It is Ontari.o Hydro¡s responsibi)'ity
;; ;;.;iaà tnis electriciÈy and to build whatever generators are
rå"ä"=,tty to meet the needs and demands of the people'

Às more generating stations have to be buÍ1t, So everyole'S concern
ïãr-iñ"r.i irnpact ón safety, health and the environrnent increases'
Despite the use of the be-st systems and technology to control this
;;;ã;; i[-*irr never be enoulh if consurnption of electricitv is not
controÌl-ed.

If Industry, business and aI]. people used electricity nore
ããriãi.à"tii, rt"õäiiv,-una, in'otÎrer words, J-ess wastefulJ-y, the need

to build new etáctrical generators of alì' types could -!" . .

significantly reduced. Some of the sirnpter ãñd most effective things
peõple can do at home are:

Sinrplyturnofflightsandotherdevicesinroomsorareas
where theY are not reall-Y needed'

Lower the teurperature requireroents just a few degrees on

heating and cðoling equiiment such as your hot water heater,
furnacá and air conaitioñer. This can be permanent or
temporary and still have a big effect'

Install or replace worn, broken or burned out electrically
a"p"r,dãr,i-di;;; with nðre energy efficienÈ things (like
.pþliutt..s, shõwer heads, light buLbs, etc' )

use cool or cold water to rinse laundry, floors, etc'

Getinthehabltofdoingthesethingsasmuchasyoucanat
home and everywhere'

these and uany other things will go a long way to ttg:::.-the wastage

åï-ãi"àtricit!, reduce thã need for more and ruore expenslve

;;";;;riãn pränts,-ãå"t".te the iurpact.of electricity generation on

our envrronmenE and reduce our hydio_bilts. For rnore information,
ããlf o"tario Hydro or Thunder Bay hydro'



ENERMARK
co-oP AD #
B6Wu01P

ln order to qualify for
cost sharing, the ma¡n

headline and sub'
head¡ngs musl be used
intacl Local copy and
address space may be
changed as you wish,
âlthough suggested
copy style is shown
here.

Adveft¡semenl must
not exceed 450
modular agate lines.

To qual¡fy for co-oper-
ative cost shanng you

may use your own
ut¡lity name or logo, or
your hydro signature
and/or the signature
EnerMark The Êlec-
tricity People - as
shown belo'iv.

ffiÆffiffiffiffiwffiffi
WffiffiffiffiWffiffiffiffiffi

wffiwffiffituffiffiwffiffiffiffiffiffi

ffiffiffiffi'$wffiÆEYffiW €ffiffi mffi.
Fx those dripping taps

A, simple washer will eiiminate an annoying drip - and save money. Ar
only one drop a second, you cân v/asie many g'allons of hot water a mondr. . .

right down the drain

Save latrndry for a fuIl load
Don't use rhe washer and rlryer for a few items - wait until you have a full

load. Small items wrr¡te hot water and electriciry on the dryer.

Use a "low flow" shower head
You can scill enjoy a nice 1'ro¡ shower like always - but you save hot water

Most hardwa¡e siores sock them.

Insulate and weatherstrip
Keep the heat i¡side. . . where it belongs. rMake zu¡e your home is

adequatcly insulated and that all w'indows and doors have good, effrcient
i','eathersuìpping.

Set back Your thermostat
Don't use more hcat than you need. And at nighq when you reiirg or when
you're away from home for a whilg set back the u\ermosat a few degrees'

Q Enerfuflark
The HectriciU Peoqle

You'll slegp just æ well and you'li save money'

ffiEffiffiUSWÞfrATWffi
€Æffi ffiffiF{ÞRY@ffi"
\ffe can survey your home's
enerry efficienry
Cail and ask one ofour enerry advisors to do a

suivey ofyour house.
ICs a f¡ee service to ou¡ cr¡stomers. They'll look at

your insuJation, appliances and headng slstem
and give you a frJi repon on horv well your home
is doing and what it needs to save you money.

Simpl I give us a call a¡rd make an appoinrnent at
your converuence-

LCCAL UTILITY
Address - Telephone



ENERMARK
co-oP AD r
89 IVUO 4P

in order to qualify for
cost-sharing, the
¡llustration, ma¡n
headline and the
Enermark tag must
be used intact. lt is
recommended that
the body copy be
used unchanged.

Advertisement must
be placed as a
maximum 450 MAL
insertion.

FRENCH
I-ANGUAGE
AD PROOFS

This advertisement
is available in French
for those wishing to
use this message in
local media serving
the French speak¡ng
commun¡ty. To obtain
a special French ad
proof, contact the
Ontario Hydro
Advertising Dept.,
700 Univenity Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.
MsG 1X5

H.w'.Kmffiffi

ffiffiffif,ffiffifl
UR W

ING

ONT NÊGLECT

YOUR HEATING

SYSTEI,{*l forc thc hcacing scason

your furnacc scrviccd. In

Íon, chcck your filtcrs frc-

tly and replacc thcm rvhcn

cJoggcd. A cloggcd filtcr mcsns your

sysrcrn has ro work that much ha¡der

and rhcrcforc uses rnorc energy.

@ ser-voun rHsRMosrAT LowER.

When you arc away, or at nighr whcn

you arc aslccp, lowcr your thcrnrostat

a few dcgrccs. You'll bc just as com-

fo¡tablc and you'll savc cncrgy.

@ rxsulrre AND wEATHERSTRTP

YOUR HOME. A wcll-insulatcC homc

helps kecp chc heat out in summcr

and in during winter. @ If you arc

thinking of changing your hcating

sysrem, why not considcr a heac

pump? A heat pump is the most

cnergy efficicnt home hcadng thcrc

is-reducing your hcating costs con-

sidcrably in the wintcr and giving you

¡hc addcd bonus o^t air condìtioning

in thc summcr! @ Give us a call, we

would be pleascd to provide you with

any addirional information or acivicc

you may need to "take conrrol of your

*intcr heating bills".

!oc^L gllf llY tlÂü
ADDII't AI{D

t!t¡tllol{¡ ruHas

amemberol Erælfuk
fho ElæfæJtYPEcP¡o

INTER
EtrLs

oF vo
HEAT

z,

¡



ENERMARK
CG,OP AD S

89 WUO 2P

in order to qualify for
cosi-sharing, the
illustration, main
headline and the
Enermark tag must
be used intact. lt is
recommended that
the body copy be
used unchanged.

Adve¡tisement must
be placed as a

maximum 450 MAL
insertion.

FRENCH
LÂNGUAGE
AD PROOFS

This advertisement
is available in French
for those wishing to
use this message in
local media serving
the French speaking
community. To obtain
a special French ad
proof, contaci the
0ntario Hydro
Advertising Dept.,
700 University Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.
M5G 1X6

F{owToTake
Control of \ÕurV/inter

FIeatlr€ Biltrs
Don't ncglcct your hacilg aysrco.

Bcforc chc haring sason sr:ru havc

your fumacc scruiccd. I¡ addiùon, chcck

your filtcrs Êcqucndy md rcplacc cicm

whcn cloggcd. A cloggcd filtcr mc¿ns

your systcm h¡s to work tlrat much

hudcr and rhcrcforc uscs morc cncrgy.

Sct your t¡cmo$¡t lowcr. Vhcn
you årc awa, or at night whcn you arc

aslccp, lowcr your cicrmoscat a fcw

dcgrccs. You'll bc jusc as cor.fonablc md

you'll savc cncrgy.

LOGAI UlILITY HA¡JIE,
ADDRESS AND

TTIEPHO!{E ¡{UA{BER

a memberol E!ætfllack
llþ EJætri|tv Æorre

Iasglacc a¡d wcatherstríp yout
homc, Â. wcll-Ìnsul¿tcd homc hclps

kccp drc hat ouc in summc¡ md i¡
during wirccr

lf you arc r,\in-king of changing your

hacng sysccm, why noc considcr a hor
pump? ,{ hac pump is t}rc most cncrgy

cfficicn¡ homc haci:rg rhcrc is-rcCucing

your haung coss considcrably in drc

wintcr and grving you ùc addcd bonus of

àir condidoning i¡ thc sumnrc¡!

CÌvc us a all, wc would bc plascC to

providc you wirtr any addiúona.l informa.

tion or advicc you may nccd co "takc
conuol of your wintcr hacing bijJs".



ENERMARK
co-oP AD#
87WUO2P
ln order lo qualify for
cost-sharing, ¡lluslral¡on
Bnd lho m€in hoadlins
must bo usod ¡nloct. Il is

recommcnded lhat the
þody copy be used
unchanged.

Rememb€r lo mod¡fy
th€ list of availablo
services lo match youf

area or ut¡litY's seru¡ces,

and add your name,
addr€ss and Energy
Hotlino phone numÞer
in the ind¡cated
local¡ons.

,qdverl¡sement must not
exceed 450 MAL.

c^t¡lcylilraftnEMyW

Tbe Enugy Hotline answers all Tnur
quesîions on Ínme energy use,

o insulation levels

o weatherstripping

o caultrcing

c heating and air conditioning
s)stems

o water heating

o financial assistance Íor new
enerry-ef licient products

o enerry eflicienry in new hornes

e electric¿l appliances

o wiring

For any mergyrelated ínformatbn, call

UTILITY NAME & ADDRESS

GÉaesffi#r
ITr-Efr,trcnyÆ4çlF-

e

Keep yr{rr eneÊ"gybiåå
in shape.'

CaåI the Eraerry F{otliree"
And we can also belo you with the

follcvvíng sarices:

E perÍorm ener&/ surv€ls on your
home and recommend wa's to
improve your home's enerry
efficienry

fl c.alculaie the proper size of
heating and cooling equipment
for your home

n answer any specific enerry-
rel¿ted problemyou have and
suoolv inÍormation on all
apþliåtions of enerryin the home

I offer a wide variety of enerry
publications by EnerMark and
government agencies

this telepÍnne numba and ask for

Ënaengy
${otfigee

tto-@Øta
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APPENDIXIIÀ/B
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IJIST OF TABLES

Summary of Message fmpression
Details of Message Impression
InvoÌvement
Reasons for Involvement
Reasons for Lack of Involvement
Semantic Descriptors (Internals)
Vj-sua1 Impression
Conviction
Response Comprehensiveness
Visual- fmpression
Reasons for Lack of Conviction
Life Cycle
Claimed Frequency
Att,itudes - Continued Airability
Brand Presence
Brand Presence and Conviction
Response Interaction
Likelihood of Personally Following
Suggestions Made In Ads
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
9

10

11

L2

l_3

t4
15

1-6

t7

(Detail results are ON-FILE as noted on page 10 of the report)



ONTARTO- HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

rABLE ]-

SIIMMARY OF MESSAGE IMPRESSTON

Appendix II A/B

TOTÀL NIIMBER OF RESPONDENTS

coNsERvrNG/ sAVrNc

CoNSERVING/ SAVTNG ENERGY

THE 3 Rs - REDUCE, REUSE,
RECYCLE

ENVIRONMENTAL

SPECIFIC ACÎIONS

MTSCELLÀNEOUS

IIREDUCEII

l-5 0

42
282

95
632

t_05
702

33
222

21
)_42

oz

IIFORESTII

L50

35
23>"

103
692

8
5z

88
592

L9
L3Z

3
2z



ONTARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 2

DETATLS OF MESSAGE TMPRESSION

Appendix II A/B

(TOP s SPECTFIC REPLTES)

TOTAL NTIMBER OF RESPONDENTS

THE 3 Rs - REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE

CONSERVING/ SAVTNG ENERGY

RECYCLTNG/RECYCLE/RECYCLE STUFF/
MATERIAL

CoNSERVE ENERcy/POWER/ELECTRTCTTY
HYDRO

coNSERVING/ SAVING

ilREDUCEil

l_50

105
702

95
632

7T
472

45
30å

42
282

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS

CoNSERVTNG/ SAVTNG ENERGY

ENVTRONI4ENTAL

CoNSERVE ENERGY/HYDRO/AS MUCH
AS POSSIBLE

SAVE/PROTECT/HELP THE ENVIRONMENT

coNSERVING/ SAVTNG

TFORESTil

L50

103
692

88
592

58
392

43
292

35
232



ONÎARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TÀBLE 3

TNVOLVEMENT

Appendix II A/B

TOTAL NUUBER OF RESPONDENTS

VERY IMPRESSED

QUÏTE IMPRESSED

NOT TOO IMPRESSED

NOT IMPRESSED ÀT ALL

IIREDUCEII

r-50

1-5

1,Oz

82
552

47
3Lz

6
4z

IIFORESTII

150

16
tLz

9L
6tZ

42
282

l_

LZ



ONTARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 4

REASONS FOR T}N/OLVEMENT

Appendix II A/B

(TOP 5 SPECTFIC REPLTES)

RESPONDENTS IIHO WERE
VERY/QUITE TMPRESSED

GOOD/REALISTIC/USEFUL IDEAS/ALL
THE TIPS ON HOW TO SAVE ENERGY

DTRECT/CLEAR/EASY TO UNDERSTAND/
GETS POINT, MESSAGE ACROSS/SrMPLE

CoLoURFUL/LIKE THE COLOTTRS/
coLoURS ARE DRÄMATIC, EYECATCHING

ITIS A REII{INDER TO RECYCLE/POTNTS
OUT THE ÏMPORTANCE OF RECYCLING

GOOD GRAPHICS, ILLUSTRATIONS/
PICTURES WERE PERFECT/TERRIFIC

'IREDUCEII

97

25
262

l-5
L5z

13
732

L2
722

l_ 1_

1-1-z

RESPONDENTS T{HO I,IERE
VERY/QUITE IMPRESSED

PICTURE/ IMPRESSIVE PICTURE/GOT
rDEA ACROSS/HITS HOME/PTCTURE OF
FAMILY IN IVOODS

GETS MESSÀGE ACROSS/STR.A,IGHT TO
THE POrNT/EÄSY TO READ,
T'NDERSTAND

GOOD IDEAS/SHOT{ING DIFFERENT WAYS
TO CONSERVE/TO RECYCLE

ATTRÀCTM/PLEASING AD/WELL PUT
TOGETHER/NrCE

FRESHNESS AND GREENERY/HEALTHY
ENVTRONMENT

IIFORESTII

LO7

27
252

23
2Lz

L6
15?

t4
1,32

t3
L2Z



5

ONTÀRIO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE 5

REASONS FOR LACK OF INVOLVEMENÎ

Appendix II A/B

(TOP s SPECIFTC REPLTES)

'IREDUC

RESPONDENTS WHO WERE NOT TOO/
NOT AT ALL TMPRESSED

TOO CLUTIERED/TOO MUCH ON ONE
SHEET/HAVE TO SEARCH FOR TNFO

NOl EYE CATCHING/DIDN'T JUMP OUT
AT ME/NOTHTNG REALLY GRÀBBED ME

DOESN I1 TELL ME ANYTHING NEI¡T/VERY
REPETITIVE ON WHAT IS NOW A VERY
OLD THEME

ITIS AN ÀD - NO DIFFERENT FROM
ANY OF THE REST/ORDINARY, RUN OF
THE MILL

WHAT DO BLUE BOXES AND DTAPERS
HAVE TO DO WITH HYDRO

I DONIT THINK THEY HTT THE REAL
POTNTS OF WHAT THEY SHOULD DO

53

L8
342

Ll-
2Lz

9
L7Z

4
8Z

3
6Z

3
6z

RESPONDENÎS I,¡HO WERE NOT TOO/
NOT AT ALL IMPRESSED

NOTHING NEW/NOTHING THAT HÀSN'T
BEEN S^A,ID BEFORE

roo oRDTNARY, DOESN'T STAND OUT

rT DIDN'T APPEAL TO ME PERSONALLY

THE PICTURES DON'T RELATE TO
HYDRO - WHAT DO TREES HAVE TO DO
WTTH ELECTRICTTY?

PEOPLE ARE TOO SATURATED VüITH
THTS TYPE OF THTNG

IIFORESTII

43

3
7Z

9
2tz

5
t2z

5
t2z

4
ez
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ONTARÏO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 7

VTSUÀL TMPRESSION

Appendix II A/B

(TOP 5 SPECIFTC REPLTES)

ALL RESPONDENTS

A LIST OF I^IAYS TO CONSERVE
ELECTRICITY/TO REDUCE CONSUMPTTON

BLUE/RECYCLTNG BOX
GETS POINT, MESSAGE ACROSS/STMPLE

LIGHT BULB (S) /2 OR 3 LrcHT BULBS/
LIGHT BULBS T{ITH CTTTES LIT UP
IN THEM

SWÏTCH LIGHTS OFF IN ROOMS NOT
BEING USED

THE 3 Rs - REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE

IIREDUCEII

l_50

57
38å

49
332

48
322

35
232

34
232

ALL RESPONDENTS

FAMILY rN THE WOODS/MOTHER,
FATHER AND TT{O CHILDREN IN THE
FOREST

DIFFERENT WAYS TO CONSERVE ENERGY/
/I^IRITING ON HOW TO SAVE ENERGY

SWITCH LIGHTS OFF IN DIFFERENT
ROOMS WHEN YOU ARE FINTSHED üTITH
THEM

RïNCE/I^IASH CLOTHES IN COLD WATER
TOGETHER/NrCE

INSULATE WATER PIPES

IIFORESTII

150

73
492

72
482

60
402

44
292

42
282



ONTARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 8

CONVICTION

Appendix II A/B

ALL RESPONDENTS

ENCOURAGED TO REDUCE ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION

NOT SURE

NOT ENCOURAGED TO REDUCE
ELECTRTCITY CONSIMPTION

TABLE 9

RESPONSE COMPREHENSIVENESS

ALL RESPONDENÎS

INVOLEI,IENT ONLY

CONVTCTION ONLY

BOTH

NEITHER

IIREDUCE'I

l_5 0

l_0 9
732

6
4z

35
232

150

16
LLz

28
t9z

81
542

25
L7z

IIFORESTII

150

1L1_
742

t2
8z

27
18å

150

2t
t4z

25
17z

86
572

18
L2z



ONTARTO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT:I

TABLE 10

VISUAL IMPRESSION

Appendix Ir A/B

(TOP s SPECTFTC REPLTES)

IIREDUCE

1-09RESPONDENTS VüHO WERE ENCOURAGED
REDUCE ELECTRTCITY CONSUMPTION BY
FOLLOWTNG SUGGESTIONS IN AD

ï ALREADY FOLLO$I SOME/MOST/ALL
OF THESE SUGGESTTONS

IT REMINDS YOU TO CONSERVE/TO DO
THESE THTNGS/RETNFORCES WHAT YOU
ALREADY KNOT^I

TO SAVE MONEY/KEEPS COSTS DOVTN/
IT I S NTCE TO SEE A LOVùER BILL

I^iE HAVE TO DO SOMETHTNG/ANY
PERSON WHO CARES WOULD TRY

GMS YOU STEPS TO FOLLOW/
INFORMÀTM/HAS TNFORMATTON rN
IT THAT I DTDN'T KNOW

RESPONDENTS WHO WERE ENCOURÀ,GED
REDUCE ELECTRICITY CONSTTMPTTON BY
FOLLOWTNG SUGGESTIONS TN AÐ

TO BRING COSTS DO$IN/I 'M ÀL!{AYS
TRYING TO REDUCE MY ELECT. BILL

TNCREASED AI^T.ARENESS/MADE ME THTNK
MORE ABOTTT SAVTNG ELECTRTCTTY

r FOLLOT{ THESE SUGGESTTONS NOW

vlE sHouLD CoNSERVE ENERGY/THE
ONLY SENSIBLE THTNG TO DO

GIVES YOU TDEÀS ON HOW TO
CONSERVE

ALL OF THESE SUGGESTTONS ARE EASY
TO DO/REALTSTIC

25
232

23
2LZ

19
1,72

L7
L6Z

16
15å

IIFORESTII

t_1r-

26
232

23
2Lz

l_8
t6z

15
t4Z

L2
11å

72
1L?



t_0

ONTARÏO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE 11

REASONS FOR LACK OF CONVICTION

Appendix II A/B

(TOP 5 SPECTFTC REPLTES)

IIREDUCEII

4LRESPONDENTS !'IHO I^IERE NOT SURE/
NOT AT ALL ENCOURÀGED TO REDUCE
ELECTRTCTTY CONSTIMPTTONS BY
FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS

I ALREADY DO WHAT I CAN/AM DOTNG
MOST OF ÎHESE THTNGS NOW

THE AD T^¡AS TOO CONFUSING/NOT
STRAIGHTFORWARD

BORTNG/DULL/I WOULD FLÏP RrcHT
OVER IT IN A MAGAZINE, WOULDN'T
READ IT

IT'S OLD HAND, INFORMATTON THAT
I^IE ALL KNOI{ ABOUT

I CAN I T REMEMBER I^THAT THE
SUGGESTTONS WERE

2L
s1å

5
L2z

5
]-22

4
l_0å

3
7z

RESPONDENTS WHO WERE NOT SURE/
NOT AT ALL ENCOT'R.A,GED TO REDUCE
ELECTRICTTY CONSI]MPTIONS BY
FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS

I ALREADY DO THESE THTNGS/DO AS
MUCH AS I CAN

THEYIRE NOT TELLTNG ME ANYTHING
NEII/REPEATS WHAT ürE SHOULD KNOW
ALREÀDY

TOO LOÌ^I-KEY/MESSAGE IS NOT STRONG
ENOUGH/rS TNEFFECTIVE

AD DOESNIT STAND OUT

I CAN I T REI,ATE SAVING FORESTS
TO CONSERVTNG ENERGY

IIFORESTII

39

20
51?

6
Lså

4
10å

2
5Z

2
5Z



11

ONTARTO HYDRO

TABLE 1,2

LTFE CYCLE

PRINT AD CLT* Appendix II A/B

(TOP s SPECTFTC REPLTES)

ÀLL RESPONDENTS

RESPONDENTS WHO ARE NOT SURE
OR DO NOT RECALL HAVTNG SEEN
THTS ADVERTISEMENT BEFORE

DO NOT RECALL HAVTNG SEEN
THTS ADVERTTSEMENT BEFORE

DO NOT RECALL HAVTNG SEEN
A SOMEWHAT SIMILAR ADVERTTSEMENT

RECALL HÀVING SEEN A
SOMEIIHAT SIMILAR ADVERTISEMENT

RESPONDENTS IITHO RECALL HAVING
SEEN A SIMILAR ADVERTISEMENT

ItREDUCETt llFORESTil

150 l_50

L45
972

14 r_

942

LL2.
752

23
L5Z

23
Lsz

L43
e52

l_3 8
922

1l_l_
742

24
]-62

24
L6Z



L2

ONTARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 13

CLAÏMED FREQUENCY

Appendix II A/B

RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE SEEN THTS/
STMÏLAR ADVERTTSEMENT BEFORE

NO. OF TIMES SEEN

L

50

DON I T KNOVÍ

1_0

IIREDUCEII

28

1
4z

2
7z

2
7Z

2
7Z

3
LLZ

2
7Z

2
7Z

11
392

IIFORESTII

3L

2
6Z

4
L3z

4
L3Z

2
6Z

2
6z

2
6z

1
3z

t2
3eZ



1_3

ONTARTO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE T4

ATTTTUDES CONTINUED AIRABTLITY

Appendix II A/B

RESPONDENTS I,íHO HAVE SEEN THIS/
SIMÏLAR ADVERTTSEMENT BEFORE

JUST ABOUT ENOUGH (TIME SHOWN)

IT COULD BE SHOI{N FOR SOME
TIME YET

IT SHOULD DEFINITELY NOT BE
SHO!{N ANY MORE

NO OPINION

IIREDUCEII

28

2
7z

26
932

IIFOREST''

3L

2
6Z

26
842

2
6z

1
3Z



L4

ONTARTO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE 15

BRÀND PRESENCE

Appendix II A/B

ALL RESPONDENTS

BRAND AS A VISUAL ELEMENT

ONTARIO HYDRO

HYDRO

BRÄND . MESSAGE ASSOCIATION

ONTARIO HYDRO

HYDRO

NET BRÀND PRESENCE

ONTARTO HYDRO ONLY

HYDRO ONLY

BOTH

IIREDUCEII IIFORESTII

r_50 l_50

31
2tZ

9
6z

22
L5z

l-3
ez

3
2z

1_0

7z

36
242

1_0

7z

25
17z

l_

tz

29
L9Z

11_

7Z

18
L2Z

28
tez

4
3Z

24
]-62

46
31?

L2
8z

32
2LZ

2
LZ
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ONTARTO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

ÎABLE L6

BRÀND PRESENCE AND CONVICTTON

Appendix II A/B

ALL RESPONDENTS

BRAND AS A VTSUAL ELEMENT
AND CONVICTTON

ASSOCTATION - MAIN MESSAGE
AND CONVICTTON

NET BRAND PRESENCE
AND CONVTCTTON

IIREDUCEII

l-50

24
r6z

t_L
7Z

29
L9Z

IIFORESTII

150

l_8
t2z

16
LLZ

29
L9Z



L6

ONTARIO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE 1,7

RESPONSE INTERACTION

Appendix II A/B

ALL RESPONDENÎS

INVOVEMENT

REDUCE ONLY

FOREST ONLY

BOTH

NETTHER

CONVICTION

REDUCE ONLY

FOREST ONLY

BOlH

NEITHER

NET BRAND PRESENCE

REDUCE ONLY

FOREST ONLY

BOTH

NEITHER

TOTAL

r-50

22
L5Z
32
2Lz

75
502

33
222

13
ez

L5
LOz

96
642

26
17Z

L6
tLz

26
t7z

20
1,3 å

88
592

IIREDUCEII

FÏRST

75

1_ l_

L5z
t4
Lez

38
51,2

2t
282

I
Ltz

7
ez

49
652

1-1
15z

11
1s3

9
t2Z

6
8z

49
65e"

IIFORESTII

FTRST

75

t_ t_

1,52
18
242

37
492

T2
L6z

5
7Z

I
LLZ

47
632

1_5

202

5
7Z

L7
232

t4
792

39
522
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ONTARTO HYDRO PRTNT AD CLT*

TABLE 18

Appendix II A/B

LTKELIHOOD OF PERSONALLY FOLLOWTNG SUGGESTTONS MADE TN ADS

ALL RESPONDENTS

LOWER WATER TEMPERATTIRE

WOULD FOLLOVü

MTGHT FOLLOW

I^IOULD NOT FOLLOI^¡

TOTAL

r-50

103
692

16
1l-?

3l_
2LZ

IIREDUCEII

FIRST

75

51
682

I
LLZ

t6
2Lz

60
80?

6
8z

9
L2z

73
972

2
3z

IIFORESTII

FIRST

75

52
692

I
LLZ

l_5
202

60
802

5
7Z

l_0
L3Z

74
992

l_

tz

RINCE CLOTHES TN COLD WATER

WOULD FOLLOW I2O
80å

MTGHT FOLLOW 11.
7z

WOULD NOT FOLLOI^I L9
L3Z

TURN OUT LIGHTS IN UNUSED ROOMS

!{OULD

MTGHT

I{OULD

coNTrD...

FOLLO!{

FOLLOW

NOT FOLLOW

r47
982

3
2z
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ONTARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLT*

TABLE 18 (cONr. )

LTKELIHOOD OF PERSONALLY FOLLOWING

Appendix II A/B

SUGGESTTONS MA,DE TN ADS

TOTAL I'REDUCEII

FIRST

INSULATE HOT TVATER PIPTNG NEAR YOUR HEATER

ilFORESTil
FIRST

44
59?

2L
282

10
L3z

53
7LZ

L6
2LZ

6
8z

36
482

20
272

t9
252

WOULD

MTGHT

WOULD

FOLLOW

FOLLOW

NOT FOLLOW

90
602

36
242

24
L6Z

46
6lz

l-5
202

1-4
L9z

54
722

1-6

2tz
L

7Z

4t
552

20
z7Z

t4
Lez

USE ENERGY EFFICIENT SHOWERHEADS

WOULD

MIGHT

I^¡OULD

FOLLOW

FOLLOT^I

NOT FOLLOW

LO7
7LZ

32
2tz

Lt-
7Z

USE COMPÀCT FLORESCENT LTGHÎ BULBS

$IOULD FOLLOI^I

MIGHT FOLLO!{

!'IOULD NOT FOLLOW

77
5Lz

40
272

33
222
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TAELT I 9

CI]IITACT TTPTRIEIICE

ALL OUALIFYI116 I]ONTACTS

::i

IlALE

FTIIALI

i::

OIITARIO HYDR(I PRIIII Al} CLTT 'F(]REST' 90-09-02 P.A,R.C.

IOTAL

t1)
¡ JÁ

52

120

48

I IIT

tNt Noi

coìtP c0ilP

25? 150 102

r00 t00 100

74 58

49 57

76 {4
51 43

IJNI)ER 18

t8 - 39

40-64

65 AND OVTR

REFUSEO

ÏYPE (lF DIIELLIH6

SIII6LE DETACHEI) I{OUSE

SEIIIDEIACHTI) HOUSE

0THER ATI¡qUHED, Rol¡ 0R Tt]llilH0USE

108 59 49

13 39 {8

t42 9t 5t

56 6t 50

'? - 2

t2

172 150 22

68 100 22

20-20
820

11-tt
J¿ ¿L

t3 3l

coNT'0...



(]I{TARIO liYDRO PRIIIT AI) CL.T 'F[]RESÍ' 90-09-02 P.A.R.C.
TAELE 19

COIITACT EIPERIEIICE

INT

INÏ llOT

T(ITAL COIIP COÌIP

DIJPLEI, TRI OR FOURPLET

FLAÏ

APARTttEI{T, oTHER HULTIPLT FAiltLY

OÏHER

,,-t
I

2-2
t2

22-22
922

t-t
I



TAELT 20

CONTACT TIPERIEI{CE

ATL COHTACTS

INTTRiJIE¡I C(IIIPLETED

REAS0H FoR H0||C0ñPLETI0ll

OCCUPAT I OH

UHDER I8/65 ANI) Í¡VER/R€FUSED

D0 HoT LM IH SIll6LE, DETACHE0

HOUSE

EUåLIFI€I) BUl REFUSEI,

A6E OUOTA FILLED

úìiTåiìIC HYDRO PRIIIT AO CLTI 'FORTSI' 90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

265 150

r00 r00

150 t50

57 r00

I IIT

I}IT NOT

TOTAL COIIP COñP

l 15

100

13-13
5 1l

2-2
t' 2

78-78
29 68

t9-19
717

3-3
t3



0HIARI0 HYDR0 pR¡ilI A0 CLTI .[0RESI. 90-09-02 p.A.R.C.

TASIE 2I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAñPLE

POSITION SEI A6T

TOTAL A IST B IST ñALE TEilALE 18-39 {0-6{

ALL RESPOIII)IIITS

HUCLEAR.PO¡IERED ELECTRICAL

GEHERATII{Ê STATIf]I{S ARE....

TOtl I)AIIGIRruS

iloï T00 0AHGtR0us

00il'T Kil0g

If¡ A}ISTER

TI IST II{6 OIITARI(l ÌIUCIEåR-MHffEO

GEIIERATII{Ê STAII{]I¡S. ...

SHOULI} BE SHUT DOI¡il

SHOULD }IOT 8T SHUI DOIII{

DtlN' T KI{OIJ

IIO A¡ISIIER

r50 75 75

t00 t00 t00

74

100

76 59 9l
100 100 100

56 24 32 26 30 t8 38

37 32 {3 35 39 3t 42

65 33 32 4t 21 31 34

43 44 43 55 32 53 37

2tr89720918
1821t2926t520

2-2-2tl
r3321

351619il241124
.23 ?L 25 t5 32 13 26

79 38 4t 53 26 33 45

53 5t 55 72 3{ 56 5t

3119t27241318
2t25169322220

5233223
3344333

coNT'0...



OIITARI(l HYDRO PRII{T AD CLTT

TABLE 2I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAIIPLT

'F0RESI' 90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

PI]SITIOH SEf A6E

TÍ]TAL A ISÍ 8 IST ñALE FEI1ALT 18-39 {0-6{

AtL RTSPONDEHTS

::i

ñALE

FIIIALE

i::

18-39

{0-6{

IIARITAL ST¡{ÏUS

ilARRIEI} (C0ñtt0il-LAH)

Ii I DO¡IEIl/I)I'J(]RCEI}/SEPARATED

IIEl,ER IIARRIED (SIII6LE)

OTHER

r50 75 75 74 76 59 9t
100 t00 t00 100 r00 100 100

74383671-28
49 51 48 t00 47

763739-7631
51 49 52 t00 53

{6
5t

45

{9

59 29 30 28 31 59

39 39 {0 38 41 100

9t{6{54645-9t
61 6t 60 62 59 100

119 s8 6t s.r g5 39 80

79 77 8l 73 86 66 88

9545427
67s7538

22t210157184
15t613209314

c0NT'0..,



90-09-02 P.A.R.C.OIITARIO HYDRO PRIN AD CLTI 'FOREST'

TAELT 2I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAIIPLE

POSITI(IN SEI

IÍ]TAL A IST 8 IST IIALE FIIIALE 18-39 40-64

A6E

9728127
6 9 3 lt r 3 I

351916925827
23 25 2l t2 34 14 30

3t 14 t7 t2 t9 t3 l8
2l 19 23 t6 25 22 20

48 23 25 3t t7 23 25

32 3t 33 42 22 39 27

1679610610
ilit28t3l0rr

6335t24
{447134

3r2t23
.2r3t35

2LL2-2
lrl33

0ilE

ALL RESPOIIDEIITS

TOTAL I{UI{8ER IH }IOUSEHOLD

T¡It)

THRTE

FOUR

rItJE

SIT

SElJEr{

EIÊHT

IIUIIEER UHI)IR 12 YEARS OF A6E

TTt]

THREE

TOUR

150 75 75 74 76 59 9t

t00 t00 t00 t00 100 100 100

10

14

t2
t5

10 tl 9

t3 19 10

llt76
14297

32r
{31
1l
LI

20t28
13 t6 ll

23 L? rl
t5 t6 15

312
213
ll
ll

OHE

t:|-]ilT'0,.



OI{TARIO HYDRÍ) PRINT AI} CLTI 'FOREST' 90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

TAELT 2L

TH¡{RACTERISTICS OF THE SAIIPLT

POSITIOII SET A6E

TOTAL A IST 8 IST IIALE FEIIALI 18-39 40-6{

c0ÌtT'D...

t-
2

FIVE



{¡IITARIO HYI)RO PRIIIT åll CLTT 'TMEST'

ïA8Lt 2l

CI{ARACTTRISTICS OF THE SAI1PLI

POSITIOII STT A6E

TOTAL A IST B IST IIALE FE}IALE 18-39 {0-64

90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

150 75 73 74 76 59 9l
t00 t00 r00 100 t00 100 100

ALL RESPOI{DIHÏS

}IUIIBER 12 TO 17 YEARS (lF AÊE

Tl'10

THREE

IIIII8ER 18 YEARS AII, flLIlER

ÏHREE

FOUR

FIljT

SIT

ONE 64
87

65
88

22
33

t7710
il9t3

r8r08
t2t3u
2Lt
ltt

I
lt

{6
6t

l4
l9

u
t5

t2
l6

r3

l4

l3
l{

L2

I

83

55

,,,,

2t

T7

lt

4

.¡

2

I

0r{E

Tr'r0

770gJJ

{ 5 r0

50 35 48

66 59 53

l8 t2 20

24 20 22

3710
a 11 rra ¡6

?13
323

{
5

2

3

I
I

9

t2

33

45

t4
t3

14
lo

2

3

)
J

4

5

37

49

t8
24

l3
l1

)
J

I
,)



OI{TARIO HYDRO PRINT AD CLTT

IAELE 22

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAITPLE

'F[]REST' 90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

POSIÏION SET A6E

IOTAL A lST 8 IST ITALE FEI{ALT 18-39 40-64

ALL RESP(]III)EilÏS

LAST ÊRÂDE OF FORñAL EDUCAIIOI{

PUBLIC SCHOOL

HI6ll SCHOOL

vtlcATItlltAL, TRADT SCH0{¡L f]R

SPECIAL TRAI}III{Ê SCHf)f]L

ljIIIVERSITY (INCLUI)IN6 P[]ST

6RAf)UATE

OCCUPATIOI{ OUTSIDE THE HOIIE IS

FULL TII1E

PART TIITE

llOT AT ALL

c0NT'0...

r50 75 75 74 76 s9 9r

100 100 100 r00 100 r00 100

32L?t-3
?31313

75 38 38 36 40 23 53

5t 5t 5l 49 53 39 58

35 16 t9 16 t9 18 t7

23 2t 25 2? 25 3t 19

36 19 t7 20 16 r8 18

24 25 23 27 21 3t 20

87 43 44 62 25 40 47

58 57 59 8{ 33 68 s2

t8l0I2t67il
L213il32l1212

45 22 23 t0 35 12 33

30 29 3l 14 46 20 36



OIITARIO HYDRO PRIIIT AD CLTT 'FOREST' 90-09.02 P.A.R.C.
ÏABLE 22

CHARACTERISTICS OF TI{E SAI{PLE

P(ISITIOII STI A6E

TOÏAL A IST 8 IST ñALE FEIIALI 18-39 {O-61

RESPÍ]III)EilTS IIHÍ1 IIORK FULL/PART III'II

OCCUPAT I OH

PROFESSIOllAL

BUSINESS ETECUÏIlJE/I.IAllA6ER/

0HilER

SALES

CLERICAL

SKILLED LAB{¡UR

UI{SKILLED LABOUR

FARIIER

POLICE/ARIIEO FORCES

105 53 52 64 4t 47 58

100 t00 t00 100 t00 t00 100

12845757
il1588t7llt2

76rs243
7 lt 2 I 5 9 5

10737355
r0136il7il9

37 11 23 L7 20 15 22

35 26 {{ 27 i3 32 38

t65n14297
1592122519t2

t5 9 6 t0 5 4 tt
t{t7t216t29t9

lttt
L2??

7346t43
7689295



OHTARIO HYDRO PRI}IT AI) CL.T 'FOREST'

TABLE 23

CHARACTTRISIICS OF THT SAI1PLT

POSI T ION

Ï(ITAL A IST B IST lrALT FEIIALE 18.39 40-64

90-09-02 P.A.R.C.

A6E

l{LL RISPOI{DEIITS

HOUSEHOLI) INCOITE:

r50 75 75

100 100 r00

74 76 59 9t
100 t00 t00 100

t20,000 0R LEss

t20,too - t30,000

t30,100 - 340,000

f4o,t00 - t50,000

t50,100 - t60,000

t60,100 - t70,000

t70,t0o 0R 0vER

00il ' T Kll0¡l

REFlJSED

-l
I

-t

2

4C
LJ

^ÉJJ

I t2

l.f 13

210
3 tl

47
78

t9 17

32 19

9 12

15 t3

15 25

25 27

I

I

I
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I.J

20

1
L

3

I
il

t3

l7
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t8

t8
24
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lt

lt
lt
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33

10 5

t3 7

7 t0

9 14
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15 23

20 3t

t07
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COPY OF FIELD MATERIALS
.,REDUCE'-
. "FOREST" .

POOLE-ADAMSON RESEARCH CONSULTANTS LTD.



Anlmporfent
Hnvironnxennl fules s ase

FlomOnffirioF{ydrc""
85ffiffiru

Ontado Hyriro Recommends 6 Valuable,yet,
Inexpensive Ways To Reduæ Elecnically:

Q lor.ver hot water temperature
Q rinse clothes in cold water
Q turn our lights in unusecl roonìs
G insulate hot water piping near your heater
G use energy effìcient showerheacls
Q use compact florescent light br,rlbs

-, For a frce txt ller o¡ how you can help
¡lre cnvironnìenl b¡'rlre usc ofclectriciry. cll

*.r-j.* I -soo-2 ó J -9ooo

Öntaruo ü-Hvdru
Lr{'s givr to¡lrorrorv åthand.



WithCIntaricl{vdrcTo
ÀAakeTheTliffirence

F{ow:f'oWork

ALitfletsigen.

Reduce Consurnpt1on Of ElecCriciry
fuoundYourHome By:

Q lolvering hot water tcrnperatLtre
Q rinsing clothes in colcl water
Q tuining out tights in unusecl rooms
G insulating hot r,vater piping near yoltr heater
Q using enet'S/ effìcient showerheacls

G using compact florescent ligtrt irulbs

For a frec ìxroklct on horv you can hcìp
thc environment try tlte usr ofclcctricity. call:

.'=i8 i-800'263 got)o

Ontan[o Fdycln'o
kt's givc toniorrov,'a hand.
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COPY OF CLT* QUESTIONNAIRE

POOLE-ADAMSON RESEARCH CONSULTANTS LTD.



Poole-Àdanson
Research Consultants Ltd.

CLT* ScÌ-eeninq Sheet

i{ello, I'¡n- of PooLe-.Þ.da¡ason
conductingi a short survey and i wouJ-d
your tiiûe.

9 0-09 -02

Rcsearch. We are
ap.oreciate a fe,¿ noäìents of

SEX: Ila l- e Fena 1 e

1a) Do you or anyone else in your househoLci work
foì.1cwing types of companies? (REÀD LIST AND

À newspaper, Iflagazine, radio or
teLevision stacion

A market research conpeny
Àn adverÈising agency
Telephone company, gas conPany

or the HYdro conpany

IF IIYESII TO ANY OF T;{E I Þ^\7F T5R,ì'íJNÀTE

W.¡rîCH QUCTÀS

for any of the
CHECK DEI,OW)

YES NO

folì.owing age groups do you belong? (REÀD ALL
EXCEPT TllE TTRXFUSEDTT)

b) In which of the
CÀTEGORIES BEI,OW

1 UNdCr 18 TEIIÌ{TNÀTE

2 L8-39
CHECK QUOTÀS

3 40 - 64

4 65 and over
TER}f TNATE

0 Refused

c) In which of the following types of drvellings do you live? (REÀD

LIST)

Sing].e, detached house GO 1o ÞlÀIN QUESTIoNNÀIRE

2

3

5

6

Se¡¡idetached house

Other attached, row or tor+nhouse

DupLex, tri- or four-pl-ex

Flat

Àpartrnent, other roul-tiple fanily
(low rise or high rise)

Other

TERMINÀ18



INVITE RESPONDENT TO

sHowÀDil À il¡JlD

L.L'I,
(Hain Questlonnaire)

TNTERVTEW STÀTION.

ASK ¡

9C-C8-C3

ÀDDITIOi{AL
OR RE}IOVE

Q. 2a)

ñ"

liould :/ou please look at this advertlsenen"u for a

(ÀFTER 60 SECONDS, ÀsK:)

Have you looked at lt enough or would you llke a

longei? (crRcLE P-osPcNsE)

\
nonent?F

aYl
J\¿

1ift-Ñ
/*\+

Want nore time - PER.:'ÍIT NO HORX T
30 SECONDS, fU
FROM SIGHÎ AND

2a) In vour own \{ords, what
ãavãrtisement ls trYing
QUESTION IF NECESSARY.

1s
DO

b) What o-uher ideas
(REPEÀT QUESTION
VER,BATi},Í . )

trying to get across?
NOT PROBE. RECORD

doy
IF

it

c) Ànythin

s*
Some PeoPle have been
whlle others have not
vou personallY feel?
OUffn lnPressed' NOT

(crRcr,E RESPONSE CODE

4 VerY

3 Qult

2 Not

1 Not

quite lmpressed by this adveriisenent'
Ë"ã"-ttpi'"ssed viih it at all' Iiov do

Would you say you \{ere VERY lnpresseC'
roO {¡npiesseAl ãr NoT IHPRESSED Àr ÀLL'

BEi'W)

Inpressed

e fnpressed

Too InPressed

fÐpressed Àt .\11

1 Looked enough - TLF.N ÀD OVER OR' REMOVFqRV SIGHT
ÀND Go 1o Q.2a) f v

VER.BÀTTM. )



Page 2

b) Why do You saY that?
ÀLL RESPoNSES. )

enjoyable, errtertailjrg OR'

an:sirg, hworc¡¡s cR'

ccrvjrrirg, b'eliev-¿ble OR

infornetive, educational oR

ns./ idee, èiffere¡t oR

'd¡ör,vóùi . . . (nr¡o ÀcRoss FoR EÀcH RÀrrb¡G)

rc)

oR2

t

1

OR

OR

J

3

a

3

3

f a'r.rq¿lrg, oife:sLg<ì^

1 ridio.rlcr¡s, tgp:
4" \.J

1 nisleadi:rg,'h6¡i*ult.

afpea:.i¡q

vcr¡ v¡cul-dr¡rt ¡lird' seeirg it agairr

sa) Would You Please tell
readinq or
(RXPÐÀT QUESTION
vERtsÀTrM. )

Þythj.ng You can recaLl- seeinq, ^ñ Éne advertise¡oent you iust sa!¿r

J ,ro.t remenbelseeing or
Y. DO NOT PR,OBE. RECORD

reading? (REPEÀT
VERBÀTIH. )

QUsSTION
whar el@ì
IF NECESSÀF

( PRODE .,L\{D CLÀRrF:Q"

Hov¿ would you rate this advet:i"^.:":Î:3,,^Tottd v^ott

IF inv. Do Nor PRoBE. REcoRD

Àny other reasons?

v (IT

OR

^Þ

oR.

OR

OR

1 a'r.rq¿lrg, offe-:si6f )

)

reitler

nei"'he:

neitjÉr

r¿itlrer

neithe¡

reither

dull,
ol-d

r¡c¡.rl"Cr¡tt wa¡¡t

ss'
l)ô vou feel this adver-'ise:ren*' v¡ould
ãIu' iãa"ting 

-erectrÍcity consunption
;;å ;;-;;ié- or the susses"'io¡rs "'hat

encourage You to reduce or
ln Your-holae bY foJ'lowi;rg

the ad ¡oakes?

3Yes¿ Not Sure No



b) that? ÀnY other reasons?

r qYe J

(PROBE ÀìlD CLÀRIFYlrtty
ÀLL

do you saY
RESPONSES. )

\*
s elce-t e) Do you recall- having seen this particular adver nt before?

Sure

so¡newhat similar to

Not

No

b)

c) was the similar adverEis;fu^for the sa¡ne brand or conìpany as

Lhe one in *-his acìvert:-ft'ìeþi?

3 yes S--32 Nordw'
t *"\p

t /"
d) Has the sin',i¿a\(4ûvertisement for the same general type of

producr ;;¿Edã uã-i¡,. one in rhe advertisenent just shown?

¡\\s, --

,^SJ Yes

\ Not sure

lr-No

e) *fr*rr,)Ëilå :îii;.î"iåÍ"#ï":åI^I"i.!åïå,"een 
this

¿$ of ri¡nes: [ ] Not sure
ùc

^.\-Ñr ï"i::. i?ffii'ååil;"Ë+^;ffi,i$;";Tå;;Ë'Ë;J;'J,B'å,;ËL'ffi'3;;3'
q)' Nt'lrBER) 

' ¿

2 Just about enough

3 It could be shorvn for soroe tine yet

.oR ... 1 It should definitely not be shorvn any rûore

3 Yes GOTOQ

Not Sure

No f GO TO Q.Ba).



þIould you please I'ook at this aCvertisenent
(ÀFTER 60 SECONDS, i\SK:)

Page 4

for a Eonent?

.i- (Jã :

DDITTONÀL
R oR REl";oVE

Have vou
longer?

Iooked. at it enough or woulC you llke
(crRcl,s RnsPOl'isE)

Looked enough - TURN ÀD OVER OR REÌ'ÍOVE

ÀND Go TO Q'8a) !

Ea) In your orvn words, what
advertise¡nent is trYing
QUESTION IF I'ìECESSÀRY.

What other ideas
(REPEÀÎ QUESTION
VERBÀTIM. )

one nain idea
to express or

[,O NOT PR,CBE.

you feel this
pnvey? (R-EPEÀT
D VERBÀTIH. )

1S
L)

do
IF

b) trying to get across?
NOl PROBE. PJCORD

c)

2 v¡ant nore Ci¡ûe - PERYIT NC lfoRE
30 SECONDS, TURN
FROM SÍGHT .\ND

Ànything VERBà,TIH. )



b) WhY clo You s¡Y t¿lr¡t?
ÀLL R¡SPONSES. )

How r+ould You rate this
wÀs/You) . . . 1n-eeo ÀcRoss

en3cryable, errte:rt':'inirq crR

arorsirg, htmcrcus,

ccrwircirg, bel lev-able

j¡fonietive, educatioi-ral

røv idea, diffe-rert

.\liy otìtcr rca:;o¡ls?

advertlsenent? Hou1d You
FoR EÀC¡{ P-ÀTrNG)

t
I
1

1

1

Page 5

( i)RoDE ÀND CL\:ìIîY

(f(

CR

oR

^?

03

CR

i0.

3

J

3

a

OR

OR

CR

oR

')
)

)

)

2

Deither

rei*"he-r

reit\er

r¡eiii:e-r

rcitl'.er

reiL\e¡
3 aFpe¿l-iry

3 Yc^l çr:r¡-l-Cn:t uLi¡d' gçej¡g ii agai:':

cartusirørsþt4uess

ern, teåC, saÌíeffi
d,*r?t*'t v,ant to

q* it asai,r

G, 1

oR1

1la ) woufd You PIease tell ¡ne vthinc You c3n recail' seei:o' 
^

tùã-äá"ättiseneni You just saw?

Y. DO NOT PR'OBE. RECORDreadinq or wnaE wa:; Þ

(lnpuer QUESTToN rF N

vERBÀTIlf. )

What eI
IF NEC

Ð." rener,-ber seeing or reading?, (REPEÀT QUESTIoN

Y . 
. 

OO NOT PR,OBE.' NSCONO VERBÀTIM ' )



l^'try
.\LL

do you say that?
RESPONSES. )

è.ny other rcasons?

Page 5

( PiìcBE ì,-ìiD cI!ìiìr iY

sinilar to

Of CoTrpan)¡ eS

for the salne gieneraL type ol"
in the advertise::,ent just shown?

L3a) Do you recai.l" having seen this particuLar adve

2 Ñot Sure

1No

Do you recall having seen
this one before?

Yes

ìiot Sure

No
co To Q.14

the
one

for the same

b)

c) Was
the

d) Was the
product

s.
È.

", 
,$t'how many ti¡nes would you say you have seen this

l\ ÈVrticular/the sinilar adve¡tisenent before?ô ÞÞrticular/tì:

ìS". or rj.nes:e
ÇÌ,

[ ] Not Sure

Do you personall.y feel the'advertisenent you just saw has beeÌl
shown.,. (REÀD ÎHREE STÀTEHENTS LISTED BELoI^l tu\D clRcLE RESPoNSE
NUMBER)

l2
1

2

3

.oR... 1

Not Sure

No

Just about enough

ft could be shown ior so¡ne tir,re yet

ft should definitely not be shcvn any aore

brand

tr\
\,



14.

Page 7

Which, if any, of these suggestions made in the advertisenents
you have just seen do you feel you nould personally foltow in
order to reduce electricity consumption in your home? Do you
feel you would definitely lower rvater tenperature, you rnight
lower water termperature or you would probably not lower water
temperature? (REPEÀT FOR EÀCH REMÀINING SUGGESTIoN ON LIST)

T.¡OULD MIGHT WOULD NOT
FOLtof{ FOLLOÍ,¡ FOLLOW

Lower water tenperature 3 2 L

Rlnse clothes in cold water 3 2 1

Turn out lights in unused roons 3 2 1

fnsulate hot water piping
near your heater

Use energy efficient showerheads 3 2 1

Use compact florescent light bulbs 3 2 1

BASIC DÀTÀ

ft has been decided by Bob Rae, the leader of the NDP party and
newly-elected Premier of Ontario that no new nucLear-powered
elect,rlcity generation plants will be built in Ontario. À1so,
Mr. Rae wlll require that all existing nuclear generating
statlons will be shut down and dis¡nantled. His reasons for
doing these things are that nuclear-powered el-ectrical
generating stations are too dangerous to people and to the
environnent as a whole.

First of all, do you feel that nuclear-por¡ered electrical
generating stations are or are not too dangerous?

4 Too dangerous

3 Not too dangerous

2 Donrt knon

1 No ansrder

1.

a)

b) Do you feel that the existing ontario nucfear-powered
generating stations should or should not be shut down?

4 Should be shut down

3 Should not be shut down

2 Donrt k¡ow

1 No ansvter

2. I'ÍÀRITÀL STÀTUS:

1 Married (Common-law)

2 Widowed,/divorced/separated

3 Never narried (single)

4 Other



Page I

3. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITTON:
. TOTÀL NO. OF PERSONS

Under 12 years

12 to 17 years

18 years and older

TOTÀL:

4. IÀST GRÀDE OF FORMÀL EDUCÀTION WAS TN:

1 Public School (uP t,o Grade 8)

2 High School (Grade 9 through 13)

3 Vocational, trade schooL or special training
school

4 University (including post graduate)

5a) ocCUPÀTIoN oUTSIDE THE HoME rs NORI'fÀLLY:

1 FuLI tiue
ASK Q.sb)

2 Part tine

3 Not at aII sKrP TO Q.6

bì OCCUPÀTTON:

TYPE OF JOB:

TYPE OF COMPÀNY:

6. ÀPPROXT}ÍÀTE ÀNNUÀL TOTÀL HOUSEHOLD TNCOME: (SHOW CÀRD)

1 S2o,o00 or under

2 920,100 to s30,0oo

3 $30,100 to $40,000

4 s40,100 to $50,000

5 $50,100 to s60,000

6 $60, 100 to $70, 000

7 ç70,100 or over

- I Donrt know

0 Refused
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Na¡e of R.espondent: Tel . No.

Citv:Àddress:

Province: Date:

this inter./iew was conducted accorCinE to
instructj-ons for this stuC¡r a¡:d t-hat ôns-wers
by this respondent.rr

accordinE to standard FooIe-ÀdaiT¡son Rcsearch
of iny work may be verified with this

"f hereby certify thai
the guestionnaire and
recorded are as given

I also understand that
practice, a proportion
respondent. rr

Intervierverrs Name - PLEÀSE PRrliT Interviewer I s Sì,gnature

For FielC Supervisorrs Use only

Edited By:

VaLidated/Moniiored By :
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81. Executive Summary

Through further research, incruding both pre- and in-
rnarket testing of finished advertising, the proposed

campaign(s) would communicate the l-ink between conservation of
electricity and environmental benefj-ts. The goal is to
develop fully the marketing strategy and a series of
advertisements which successfurly promote and encourage

residential electricity conservation initiatives among

consumers in ontario.

The approach summarized in this rnarketing pran has

evolved from the following methodology:

l-. A review of the relevant literature deal-ing with enerqy

conservation behaviour, marketing, and previous studies
prepared for Ontario Hydro.

A survey which reviewed the environmental appeal

experiences of selected North American and European

utilities and sought the opinions of utirity and other

organization personner regarding the appropriateness of
environmental- appeals.

2.

}T



3.

4.

The findings of in-depth i-nterviews (focus groups) with
residential consumers of electricity.

A standardized advertising testing system, applied to two

experimental advertising expressions, using two different
approaches tor¿ards environmentarry-based electrical
energy conservation appeals.

The campaign would illustrate the link between electrical
energy conservation and the environment, thus stimurating a

greater participation in both estabrished and future energy

conservatj-on initiatives. The pran provides a rationale for
the campaign and a description of the campaignrs goal,

objectives and strategies. Finally, controls which wirl
facilitate evaluation and further development are also
outlined.

Two important sections of the pran remain to be deveroped

by ontario Hydro: the preparation of a budget, and a detaired
schedure of activities that woul-d translate the proposed

strategies into action.

Recommendations relating
implementation and additional

appeals appear throughout the

reconmendations are highlighted

to tirning, monitoring,

research for environmental

rnarketing plan. Specif ic
in italics.

l_.1_ r_



82. Current Marketing Environment

Targeted Population profile.

Two target groups are appropriate for the campaigns:

1) rndividuals and faniries who have not adopted a conscious

approach to conservation through inefficient usage or
intentional/unintentional misuse of erectricity services (i. e.

light.ing, cooling or heating areas which are not being used).
These people need greater knowredge and skirrs to enable them

to reduce their usage of energy services, and thereby reduce

demand.

2) rndividuaLs and famiries who are making efforts to use

erectricity efficiently and prudentry but require further
notivation or knowledge to enhance their present activities.

These target groups did not emerge directly form the

focus groups or cLT* testing. The portrayals used in the cLT*

testing vrere prepared for mass media presentation. The first
target group, those that have not adopted a conscious approach

to conservation, represent the greatest potentiar amount of
pov¡er that couLd be saved but will require the greatest degree

of ontario Hydro effort. The environmentar connection may be

the required notivation to change the groupts behaviour.
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The second target group those requiring further
notivation and knowledge to increase DSM activities - warrants
ontario Hydrors attention because even a sright increase, such

as toz, in conservation behaviour wirr translate into Iarge,
system wide savings. Many peopre arready perceive themselves

as conscientious users of erectricity; establishing the
environmental link may provide the additional motivation
required to increase these estabrished DSM activities.

The two target groups identified above are very general.
They shourd be used in conjunction with the "cLASSrFyTr'l energy

needs segmentstt which have already been prepared for ontario
Hydro:

Segrment

Cautious Conservers
Hi-tech Controllers
Pleasure Seekers
Unconcerned
Lifestyle Sirnplif iers
Hassle Avoiders

Percent of Population

24.52
r.8.72
]-7.L2
L7.LZ
t2 .22
e.32

(Ontario Hydro, t-990)

The eaDÞaiqnrs Product.

The canpaignrs social product comprises an idea and many

practices. The idea is that general reduction of erectricity
use will result in less degradation of the environment. The

nevt practices are many: various insulation technj-ques; more



3

efficient technorogy (heat pumps, compact fruorescent right
burbs, etc. ) ; and reduction of electricity waste. These

activities or responses can only forrow increased. awareness,

knowledge, attitudes, intentions, motivation etc.

The lfarketincr Environment.

Many factors have contributed to an increased public
a\À/areness of the problems surrounding energy production,

distribution and use. The current internationar oil crisis
stemrning from the Middre Eastr' the Federar/provincial enerqy

discussions stressing conservation; James Bay and other
energy-rerated and environment issues; the new NDp government

in ontario; and Hydrots 25 year pran all- have increased public
knowledge of energy issues. This awareness can be considered

a wercome opportunity for ontario Hydrors demand-management

planning and activÍties.

It js extremely inportant that the narketing plan

frexibre enough to accommodate changing pubric attitudes
jssues and be adaptabTe to externar inrruences such as

current GuIf crisis.

The tining with regard to the public's attitudes and

values is very appropriate for the implementation of

be

and

the



environmental themes. Focus group

the receptiveness of respondents

conservation to the environment in

4

and CLT* results point to
to Hydrors tying energy

one marketing package.

The utiTity shoul-d conduct further research as

recommended in the PTan's strategy section to impLement

envíronmentar campaigns berore the pubJic becomes aware of the

"Linkn from other sources. These sources may prêsent the

environmental connection wíth ontario Hydro in a negative
manner. consequently, Tacking evidence to show that ,'jumpíng

on the bandwagon" wouLd have negative resurts, ít would be

prudent for the utíLity to move swiftly.

The marketing pran wourd extend ontario Hydrors recent
promotion of the environmental benefits of the co-sponsored

Presidentts choice !renvironmentally friendry right burblr . The

light butb campaign has, in the first month, been successfur,

but the environmental appeal aspect of the campaign has not

been tested.

The research report stresses the benefits of making the
environmental appeal a standard part of the utility's
marketing strategy. t{ithin the marketing environment of
ontario Hydro, it is important to reinforce corporate poricy.
Tying rrletts give tomorrow a handil into the testing is a good

example of this reinforcement. These assertions shourd be



5

carefully considered prior to the deveropment of a nev/

program.

The results and conclusions of the research report have

expressed caution surrounding the use of guirt and of over-
stimurating the emotional-ism and anxiety surroundÍng rthe

environmentrr. This prudence is necessary to protect the
utility from credibitity and backrash probrems which could
ensue from too strong an approach.



83. Goals and Objectives

The main goar of the environmental carnpaign is to
motivate peopre to learn a ne\¡/ set of erectricity use habits.
changing habits is not easy and usuarry takes tirne.
Furthermore, change needs to be accomprished in stages. The

environmental appear can be utirized as one of the prerirninary
stages by providing a ner^r focus for altering attitudes and a
new motivation for behaviour.

Marketing Plan obiectives:

1.

¿.

3.

to increase awareness

electricity conservation

of the rrLinkrr between

and the environment.

to increase the participation of consumers in
Ontario Hydrots electricity conservation

initiatives.

to reduce demand for el-ectricity; thereby reducing

the required supply, the financial impact

(generation, plant investment and pollution
abatement) and the environmental effects of the

required supply.



a)

b)

84. Marketíng Strategies

this section of the plan is designed to provide methods,

tools and information necessary for the campaign to reach its
obj ectives .

The roTTowing Tist ol components ídentífied ín the
research study should be considered when deveroping a strategy
tor environmental appeaTs :

vivid information should be displayed: eye-catching,
recognizabre and concrete examples ánd demoñstrations;

Personalized information should be includedindividually tailored information with which a consumer
can identify;
Environmental appeals should stress convenj-ence
and easy behaviours to implement actj_ons;

- simplec)

d)

e) Appeals shouLd include clear, concise and sinple

consumer decision-naking flexibility shourd be avairable
- there should be a choice of actions;

language;

f) Commitment to conservation as a
supply-side solutions needs to
utility;

Conservation needs to be promoted as a conmon
environmental activity ;

Avoid over-sti-mulation of the consumer r s basic
environmentar emotionarism which could prompt irrational
or backlash responses and credibility problerns;

viable alternati-ve to
be stressed by the

s)

h)



i)

i)

('

Promotions should not include the use of guilt. Thepotential for individuat consumers to retreat orpsychorogically block out attributed responsibility for
or¡r environmental woes is too great. peopre wilr aócept
responsibility for the environment more readily when the
responsibility is presented in a positive and ieassuring
manner;

Ensure the appropriateness and legitimacy of
environmental claims to maíntain source crèdibility;
The word rrconservationrr shoul-d be used with caution as it
is not a well understood concept;

Combined promotions of both environment and money-saving
appears shourd be clear so as not to confuse the consumer
regarding the messagers intent;
Present the source of the advertising as a friend, being
careful not to appear as a foe or an organization
shirking its responsibilities ì

Appeals should have positive rather than negative
overtones;

Consumers I present conservation activities shoul_d be
reinforced through recognition and they should be
encouraged to continue and to adopt further measures.

one of the most important strategies for ontario Hydro to
act upon is the further research of environmental appeals

within current international, national, provincial and

corporation contexts. This will be an ongoing process as

these contexts are constantly changing. A separate section of

the PIan, which follows, addresses the research component,

k)

1)

n)

n)

o)



85. Marketing l,f íx

The foTTowing marEeting mix eTements should be considered
during the further deveTopment and imprementation or the
marketing plan.

Product

Price

Environmental appeals shourd be considered for any
products which resul-t in the reduction of
electricity consumption (as compared with
conventional, more energy-intensive or wasteful
products). As long as the net energy consumption
is reduced, it can be proven that 1ess
environmental degradation will resurt from the use
of this product. care shoul-d be taken to research
adequatery each product selection to determine net
environmentar impacts and the perceived value of
the product to society.

Each of the forlowing factors must be considered as
part of the marketing plan:

Monetarv Elements Non-monetary Elements
Iist prices time
discounts effort
credit and interest costs stress
payback period
rental or leasing options

The strength of the environmental appeal message
wil-1 be dependent on the evaluation of these
pricing components. Promotion of the rI,inkr may
need to be strengthened when economic factors are
less favourable to the customer.



Place

10

Location and choice of retailers, distribution,
inventory and geographic regions (urban/ruraI,
north/south) must be considered as components of
the marketing mix. ft is extremely important that
the publicts perception of retailers as
environmentally-friendly (eg. Loblaws) is
considered in the decision-rnaking process when an
environmental appeal is being used.

Promotion This study has concentrated on the advertising and
promotion of environmental appeals. Although only
the visuar medium hras considered in this research,
various combinations of the promotion mix (mass
communication, selective communication, personal
communication and promotion incentives) should be
considered for the appeal. The environmental
linkage with electricity is a theme which shourd be
considered transferabre to other forms of rnedia
(see the first recommendation in the following
section Further Research).



1L

86. Further Researeh

The effectiveness of environmentar campaigns in other
prínt medía torms such as newspapers, billboards, bírl
inserts, fTyers, posters, or presentation stands

shouLd be determined through further research. tlon-print
media, ie. terevisíon and radio, shourd be investigated to
determíne if the message can be diversified to rower-income

consumers who night be more easily reached through these

media.

Research is required to determine the effectiveness ol
coTTabotation wíth private retaiTers and manufacturers when

promoting the envíronmentaT benetíts of products with Hydro's
endorsement.

Ìlarket testing of this study's finíshed portrayars shourd

be undertaken in two distinct and physÍca77y separate

communities ín order to d.etermine actuar market erfect.
subtle varíations such as financial incentíves versus

fínanciar teedback inrornation, in conjunction with
envíronmental appeals, could be considered.



72

Two current, or recentTy developed, finished advertising
7ay-outs, which promote conservation activitjes without an

environmentaT appeal, shourd be tested usÍng the same eLTx

technique that was used in the precedíng study. Resul.ts
shouLd be compared to determine the reLative strength or
envíronmental appeaTs as a promotional too|.

Further testÍng of appeals which provide more detail
envíronmentaT etfects of eTectricíty generation shourd

carried out, preferably using the same technique as that
thìs study. These resurts shoul-d be compared to determine
extent of envíronmental information which can be íncluded
order to pronpt the desired behavioural change.

on

be

in
the

in
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87. Monitoring and Evaluation

The envj-ronmentar carnpaign and the research leading up to
the campa j-gn will require ongoing eval_uation. Both

qual-itative and quantitative research wil-r contribute to a

more thorough understanding of the consumers and how they

react and relate to varying forms of promotion. Evaruation is
also required to measure the degree to which the pranrs goals

and objectives have been accomplished.

The utiTity shouTd deternine whether existing standards

for impTementing and evaruating narketing campaigns are

appropriate lor environmental campaígns.

studjes shouTd be developed to follow up on those peopre

who request environment-conservatíon inlormation booklets.
These studíes wourd attempt to determine the extent or the
behaviour change whích can be attributed to the environmental

appeaT.
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